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The Metropolitan Mosquito Control District,
established in 1958, controls mosquitoes and gnats
and monitors ticks in the metropolitan counties of
Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott,
and Washington. The District operates under the
eighteen-member Metropolitan Mosquito Control
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mission is to promote health and well being by
protecting the public from disease and annoyance
caused by mosquitoes, black flies, and ticks in an
environmentally sensitive manner.
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The following report contains other examples where new methods have improved our program
and MMCD is committed to being an industry leader in the development and implementation of
new technology. I hope you find the information in this report useful and please do not hesitate
to contact me ifyou would like additional information regarding our program.

The Technical Advisory Board (TAB) has reviewed the following report and provided comments
and recommendations for improvement in District operations. At their April 2007 meeting the
Metropolitan Mosquito Control Commission (MMCC) approved the Metropolitan Mosquito
Control District's (MMCD) 2006 Operational Review and Plans for 2007 and thanked the TAB
for their work.

In May of 2006, I became MMCD's Executive Director. I believe strategic planning is one of the
most important of all business functions. MMCD staffhas been working on establishing goals
and developing short and long term plans to meet them. Management and the MMCC have
developed a five year capital growth plan that provides for adequate infrastructure and increased
staff and control materials to meet service needs. The following report reflects this strategic
perspective and MMCD will continue to use long range planning as we move forward.

Website: www.mmcd.org

Phone: 651-645-9149
FAX: 651-645-3246
TTY use Minnesota Relay Service

Sincerely,

~fJ~
Executive Director
Metropolitan Mosquito Control District
2099 University Avenue West
St. Paul, MN 55104
(651) 643-8363
jimstark@mmcd.org

Advancements in technology are having significant impacts on mosquito abatement and MMCD
is intimately involved in these technologies. Data from larval and adult inspections and control
efforts are entered in the field using Palm OS-based Personal Digital Assistants, allowing for real
time scrutiny of data. MMCD continues to refine its electronic field and lab data entry system
"DataGate". In addition, MMCD is using a new web-based mapping system that makes site maps
and treatment records for the entire District readily available. In 2006 we began testing a global
positioning navigation system ·in our contracted helicopters and plan to go operational with this
system in 2007. This system helps locate breeding sites for the pilots and provides a graphic
record oftreatments for MMCD staff.

Dear Reader:

Metro Counties Government Center
2099 University Avenue West
Saint Paul, MN 55104-3431
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Protecting, maintaining a7td improving the health ofall Mill1teSota1'ls

March 12, 2007

Commissioner Penny Steele, Chair
Metropolitan Mosquito Control Commission
2099 University Avenue West
St. Paul, MN 55104

Dear Commissioner Steele:

The Technical Advisory Board (TAB) met on February 21,2007 to review and discuss Metropolitan
Mosquito Control District (MMCD) operations in 2006 and plans for 2007. As you know, the TAB was
originally formed to provide annual independent review offield control programs and to enhance inter
agency cooperation.

After an excellent interchange of questions and infonnation between the TAB and MMCD staff, the
TAB approved the following resolution:

The TAB commends the District on using cutting-edge technology and methods and recommends
that MMCD continues to explore new applications of infonnation technology to improve Dishict
programs.

To enhance discussion in future meetings, we have also encouraged the Dishict to focus the agenda on
program changes, challenges; or other areas where TAB member comments are needed.

Thank you for the opportunity to review MMCD operations.

Sincerely,

.e;JJ1;t6
David Neitzel, MS
Chair, Technical Advisory Board
Epidemiologist
Foodborne, Vectorborne, and Zoonotic Disease Unit
Acute Disease Investigation and Control Section
Infectious Disease Epidemiology, Prevention, and Control Division
625 Robert Street North
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164
(651) 201-5414
Fax: (651) 20]-5743

DFN:dd

cc: Stephen Manweiler, PhD

Generallnformarion: (651) 201-5000 • TOO/TTY: (651) 201-5797 • Minnesota Relay Service: (800) 627-3529 • www.healrh.stare.mn.us

For directions to any of the MOH locations, call (651) 201-5000 • An equal opportunity employer
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Chapter 1

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Mosquito Surveillance

2006 Mosquito Surveillance Results

Background

The MMCD conducts larval and adult mosquito
surveillance to determine levels of mosquitoes present,
measure annoyance, and to detect the presence of

disease vector species. Since different species of mosquitoes
have different habits and habitat preferences, a variety of
surveillance methods are used. Knowing what species are
present in an area, and at what levels, helps the District direct
its control measures effectively.

Rainfall

Rainfall surveillance is an important tool used to estimate the
amount of larval breeding and to determine the areas to
dispatch work crews following a rain event. The District
operates a network of 79 rain gauges from May to September.
The Minnesota Department ofNatural Resources (MnDNR)
also uses this information to augment their rain gauge
network.

Average rainfall in the District from May 1 through
September 30, 2006 was 18.65 inches (Table 1.1). This is 5
inches less than last year and 0.93 inches below the 48-year
District average. The distribution of the rain was fairly even
throughout the District with Scott County receiving the most
ram.

Typically, a rain event ~ 1 inch can produce a brood of
floodwater mosquitoes. We experienced six District-wide
broods in 2006 (Figure 1.1). Warm temperatures in early
March melted the snow, producing a brood of spring
mosquito species. April was the second warmest and the
second wettest on record. The combination of snowmelt, rain
and warm temperatures created overlapping spring and
summer mosquito broods. July was the third hottest on record,
with only a few small broods. August had a 1-4 inch rain
event and an event with baseball-sized hail in some areas of
the District. There was one large, one medium and a few
small broods in September that kept us busy until the end of
the season.

1
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Table 1.1 Average rainfall received in each county from May through September, 2002-2006
and 48-year District average.

Anoka Carver Dakota Hennepin Ramsey Scott Wash. District

2002 26.93 29.96 30.03 30.23 29.28 28.53 28.36 29.13

2003 17.30 14.15 14.72 17.59 18.07 13.34 18.00 16.79

2004 20.26 25.22 21.89 22.18 20.73 23.50 20.62 21.65

2005 22.20 22.75 21.53 22.75 23.00 24.25 23.87 23.60

2006 19.78 17.90 17.46 18.71 19.06 19.50 17.21 18.65

48-Year Avg 19.07 *20.49 19.81 19.75 19.99 19.48 20.21 19.58

*24-year average
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Figure 1.1 Average rainfall per gauge per week, 2006

Larval Collections

Larval mosquito collections are taken to determine if targeted species are present at threshold
levels or to obtain species history in a breeding site. In 2006, staff identified 20,506 larval
collections. To accelerate the identification of samples from sites to be treated by helicopter,
Culex larvae were identified to species, but all other larvae were identified to genus only. Lower
priority samples were identified to species. Table 1.2 shows the results of the 11,650 samples
identified to species and calculated as the percent of samples in which the species was present.

This season, Technical Services hired two seasonal Inspectors, based at the Main Office, to treat
and inspect storm water catch basins in St. Paul that are normally the responsibility of other field
facilities. This allowed those facilities more time to perform other duties and also provided an
opportunity for more intensive catch basing sampling to be completed. Sample results are in
Table 1.2.
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Aedes vexans and the insidious ankle-biter, Aedes cinereus, were the most abundant human
biting species in larval collections, in 1st and 5th place District-wide. The typically non-human
biting species, Culiseta inornata, had the second highest frequency overall and Culex restuans
and Culex territans ranked 3rd and 4th overall. The spring species, Aedes stimulans and Aedes
excrucians came in 6th and i h place. Culex tarsalis larvae occurred in 2.6% of the samples,
ranking 8th

. The high amount of "Aedes species" is normal and represents 1st instar larvae that are
unidentifiable to species.

Adult Collections

There are 50 species of mosquitoes known to occur in Minnesota and different species
exhibit a variety ofhost preferences. About 45 of these species, 20 of which are human
biting, occur in the District. Other species prefer to feed on birds, large mammals, reptiles, or
amphibians. Additionally, species of mosquitoes differ in their peak activity periods and in
how strongly they are attracted to humans or trap baits (e.g., light or C02). Therefore, a
variety of adult mosquito collection methods are used in order to capture targeted species.

Most of the mosquitoes collected are identified to species, but in some cases, species are
grouped together to expedite sample processing. Aedes mosquitoes can be grouped by their
seasonal occurrence (spring, summer). Some vector species are grouped because species
level separation is very difficult (Cx. pipiens/restuans).

Spring Aedes larvae hatch as a result of snow melt and adults emerge in late April to early
May. They have one generation each season and adults can live for three months. The
summer Aedes (Ae. vexans, Ae. sticticus, Ae. trivittatus) begin hatching in early Mayas a
result of rainfall. They can have several generations throughout the summer. Coquillettidia
perturbans, the cattail mosquito, breeds in cattail marshes and has one generation per year,
peaking in early July. A more detailed description of the biologies of mosquitoes occurring in
the District is in Appendix A.

The sweep net and CO2 trap data reported in this chapter are weekly collections referred to as
the Monday night network. Employees took two-minute sweep net collections and/or set
overnight CO2traps in their yards every Monday night for 20 weeks.

Sweep Net Collections The District uses sweep net collections to monitor human
annoyance during the peak mosquito activity period, which is 35-40 minutes after sunset for
most mosquito species. The number of collectors varied from 79-149 per evening. Sweep net
collection locations in 2006 are shown in Figure 1.2. A total of 2,297 collections were taken
containing a total of 1,417 mosquitoes. Summer Aedes species and Cq. perturbans tied for
the predominant species in the evening sweep net collections (Table 1.3). Summer Aedes
were at their lowest levels in five years and spring Aedes levels were very low. Culex tarsalis
is uncommon in sweep net collections; this is reflected in their very low abundance.
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0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.004

Cx. tarsalis

**

4.2 0.5 0.1
4.7 0.8 0.2
3.4 0.3 0.02
1.1 0.3 0.04
0.3 0.3 0.03

Locations of weekly evening sweep net collections, 2006
*

Summer Aedes Cg. perturbans Spring Aedes

Average number of mosquitoes collected per evening sweep
net collection within the District, 2002-2006.

Figure 1.2

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Year

Table 1.3

*

CO2 Trap Collections CO2 traps baited with dry ice are used to monitor mosquito
population levels and the presence of disease vector species. In 2006, we operated 128 traps to
allow maximum coverage of the District. Some of these traps were placed in specific locations to
collect the vector species Cx. tarsalis for WNV testing and Culiseta melanura for Eastern Equine
encephalitis testing (Fig. 1.3). The number of traps operated per night varied from 109-121. A
total of2,085 trap collections were processed, containing 299,857 mosquitoes.

.__~ i *

___~l~.---+*_---;l--- I-_~....&. ...

Summer Aedes and Cq. perturbans were the predominant species captured in the traps (Table
1.4). Even though Cq. perturbans populations were average this season, it was the predominant
species. Typically, summer Aedes are the most numerous species. Due to the dry, hot summer
with few broods ofmosquitoes, summer Aedes populations were very low this season. In
contrast, the very warm and wet spring caused an increase in the spring Aedes populations. Culex
tarsalis numbers were similar to last year. Populations of the rare species Anopheles
quadrimaculatus and Culex erraticus were unusually high this season. Staff are investigating the
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possibility that climate changes are the cause of this occurrence. Their results will be presented at
the American Mosquito Control Association meeting in April 2007.
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0.6
1.2
2.3
1.6
1.5

Cx. tarsalis
7.7
6.9
1.5
6.9
10.2

Spring Aedes
58.6

103.7
35.3
42.0
75.8

Cq. perturbans
426.3
457.8
391.9
201.5
51.7

Summer Aedes

•

• *

C02 Trap Type
-t

• General (96) • •
• Virus tesl (26)
*EEElest (7) • * •• ••

• *

• •

•• •• •
•• •

• • •• • ••
•• •

*• •• • • •• • •
• ••

• •
•• •

• • ••
• • •

•

Locations of CO2 traps to monitor general mosquito populations, WNV vectors and
the eastern equine encephalitis vector.

Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Table 1.4 Average number ofmosquitoes collected in CO2 traps within
the District, 2002-2006.

Fig. 1.3
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7

Average number of lllimanbiting
mosquitoes per sweep collection

o 0
o 5
Iljj] 10
II 15
• 25

July 10

June 12

August 7

July 5

June 5

July 31

August 28

May 30

June 26

July 24

August 21

Figure 1.4 displays the geographic distribution of mosquitoes collected in sweep nets. White
areas are tolerable annoyance levels (0-4), lightest gray is moderate (5-9), darker gray is bad (10
14), and black is extremely bad (> 15). Except for a few locations in July, District mosquito
levels were at tolerable levels throughout the season.

Fig. 1.4 Average number of human-biting mosquitoes in sweep net collections, 2006.
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CO2 Traps

Average number ofAedes and Cq. perturbans per evening sweep net collection,
2006. Error bars equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.

Average number ofAedes and Cq. perturbans per CO2 trap, 2006. Error bars
equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.

o .L..-..-__4..__-~---------------....;;;;;;...--'==----_ __4..___'--_-.....-'

3,.----------------------------------,

Seasonal Distribution Sweep net and CO2 trap collections detected three peaks ofAedes
mosquitoes in 2006 (Figures 1.5 and 1.6). Population levels ofAedes increased sharply at the end
of May, peaked again in early July, then peaked a third time in mid-August. Cq. perturbans
populations peaked in early July.

Figure 1.5
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Figure 1.7 New Jersey light trap locations, 2006

*CAl

Anoka

Hennepin

CalVer

New Jersey Light Traps Data collected from New Jersey light traps are used to compare
mosquito species population levels from year to year. These are the only collections where all
adult female mosquitoes are identified to species. Traps are run nightly from May to September.
The District operated seven traps in 2006. Trap 1 was located in St. Paul, trap 9 in Lake Elmo,
trap 13 in Jordan, trap 16 in Lino Lakes, trap MG in Maple Grove (relocated 1 mile from 2005
location), trap CA in Carlos Avery Wildlife Refuge, and trap AV at the Minnesota Zoo in Apple
Valley (Figure 1.7). Traps 1,9, and 16 have operated each year since 1960.

A total of 40,813 females were identified in New Jersey traps in 2006 (Table 1.5). Coquillettidia
perturbans was the most numerous comprising 46% of the total and Aedes vexans was the
second most numerous at 28%. The number of the rare species, Anopheles quadrimaculatus,
increased from 2 in 2005 to 61 in 2006. The number of female mosquitoes collected per night
from 1965 to 2006 is shown in Appendix B.
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0.27
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.01

12.63
6.29
0.53
0.28
0.01

Night919 Total

Summary Statistics

219 0.54%
1 0.00%

14 0.03%
1,066 2.61%

o 0.00%
48 0.12%

2 0.00%
o 0.00%
1 0.00%
o 0.00%

246 0.60%
4 0.01%
o 0.00%

126 0.31%
4 0.01%
o 0.00%

17 0.04%
7 0.02%

11,610 28.45%
5,781 14.16%

490 1.20%
259 0.63%

9 0.02%

Season
Total % Female Avg per
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Trap Code, Location, and Number of Collections

1 0 0 0 2 216 0
o 0 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 1 0 0 13 0
3 2 7 31 32 975 16
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 2 0 0 8 37 1
o 0 0 1 0 0 1
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 I 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 2 3 239 0
o 0 0 0 0 4 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 73 1 0 49 3
o 0 0 0 3 1 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 5 4 3 0
1 1 1 0 4 0 0

586 364 892 1,828 2,724 4,688 528
3 6 0 2 7 5,760 3
8 9 5 15 28 418 7
o 1 0 1 6 250 1
o 0 7 0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00
7 36 9 4 44 7 5 112 0.27% 0.12
0 1 0 11 3 1 3 19 0.05% 0.02

911 558 1,228 2,776 6,796 27,685 859 40,813 74.39% 44.41
332 573 504 891 1,614 9,737 397 14,048 25.61% 15.29

1,243 1,131 1,732 3,667 8,410 37,422 1,256 54,861 100.00% 59.70

I 9 13 16 MG CAl AV
St. Paul Lk. Elmo Jordan Lino Lks. N. Henn. Carlos <\pple Valley

128 137 140 140 133 134 107

Total number and frequency of occurrence for each species collected in New Jersey
light traps, May 6-Sept. 22, 2006.

33. pipiens
34. restuans
35. salinarius
36. tarsalis
37. territans
371. Cx. species
372. Cx.

Species

Table 1. 5.

28. earlei
29. punctipennis
30. quadrimac.
31. walkeri
311. An.

1. Ae. abserratus
3. aurifer
6. canadensis
7. cinereus
10. dorsalis
11. excrucians
12. jitchii
13. jlavescens
14. implicatus
16. nigromaculus
18. punctor
19. riparius
20. spenceri
21. sticticus
22. stimulans
23. provocans
24. triseriatus
25. trivittatus
26. vexans
118. abs/punct.
261. species
262. Spring Aedes
264. Summer Aedes

39. melanura
40. minnesotae
41. morsitans
411. Cs.

44. Ps. ciliata
47. horrida
471. Ps. species
48. Ur. sapphirina
501. Unident.
Female Total
Male Total
Grand Total
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Vector Mosquito Surveillance

Aedes triseriatus Aspirator surveillance for the La Crosse encephalitis vector
Ae. triseriatus was initiated during the week ofMay 21 st. The peak rate of capture ofjust over
1.5 Ae. triseriatus per sample occurred during the weeks of June 11 th and August 2ih (Figure
1.8). Because of the effects of the 2006 drought, capture rates were extremely low in July and
early August.

2.5,..----------------------------,
-.-Ae. triseriatus
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Figure 1.8 Mean number ofAe. triseriatus adults in aspirator samples, plotted by week. Dates
listed are the first sampling day of each week. Sites sampled varied by week,
although several locations were monitored repeatedly during the season. Error bars
equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.

Culiseta melanura District staff monitored six locations for Cs. melanura using seven CO2
traps. Three ofthe sites are located in Anoka County, two in Washington County and one site in
Hennepin County. The Hennepin County location had a ground level trap and a canopy level
trap. Culiseta melanura have been collected from each of the locations in the past. In addition,
215 aspirator samples were collected from wooded habitats surrounding potential Cs. melanura
larval habitat (i.e. tamarack bogs).

Culiseta melanura adults were collected in C02 traps at both of the Washington County sites and
two Anoka County sites. Ten aspirator samples, five from Washington County and five from
Anoka County, contained Cs. melanura adults.

The rate of Cs. melanura capture was low in 2006. Two generations were detected by the CO2
trap network (Figure 1.9), one early in the season and one late in the season. In previous years, a
mid-summer emergence occurred. This was not detected in 2006. Hot dry conditions may have
suppressed the mid-summer population below detectable levels.

11
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Mean number of Cs. melanura adults in C02 trap samples, plotted by week.
Error bars equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.
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Culex Surveillance Culex species are important for the amplification and transmission of
West Nile virus (WNV) and western equine encephalitis virus (WEE) in our area. In addition to
CO2traps, gravid traps are used to monitor Culex adults. The gravid trap is designed to attract
female mosquitoes that are seeking oviposition sites while the C02 trap is used for collecting
female mosquitoes in their host-seeking phase. The District operated 128 CO2traps and 35
gravid traps in 2006.

6.------------------------------,

12

Culex tarsalis has been identified as the most likely vector ofWNV to humans in our area. All of
the Cx. tarsalis captured in aspirator samples, Monday night sweeps, Monday night C02 traps,
and gravid traps were submitted to Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) for viral analysis
(see Chapter 2, Table 2.2). As is typical, very few Cx. tarsalis were collected by gravid trap in
2006. A moderate seasonal peak in C02 trap captures occurred during the week of July 30th

(Figure 1.10). The mean capture declined each subsequent week.
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Week of Collections

Culex restuans

Average number of Cx. restuans in CO2 traps and gravid traps, 2006.
Error bars equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.

Week of Collection

Culex tarsalis
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Figure 1.10 Average number of Cx. tarsalis in CO2 traps and gravid traps, 2006.
Error bars equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.

Culex restuans is another important vector of WNV in Minnesota. The species appears to be
largely responsible for the early season amplification of the virus and possibly for season-long
maintenance of the WNV cycle. Culex restuans collected in CO2 traps were low for the entire
season (Figure 1.11), which is common for this trap type. Culex restuans collected in gravid
traps peaked during the second week of July. Populations declined over the next three weeks,
then remained consistently low for the remainder of the season.

Figure 1.11
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The two exotic species most likely to be found in the District are Ae. albopictus and
Ae. japonicus. Both are native to Asia and both have adapted to survival in tires and other
artificial containers. This allows them to be transported over great distances. Both of these
species have the potential to transmit disease. Aedes albopictus has been established in the
continental United States since 1985 and is now common in the southeastern states, along the
East Coast, as well as in southern portions of the Midwest. Aedes japonicus was first identified in
the United States in 1999 in New Jersey and has been spreading rapidly, as far west as Michigan
and Missouri in 2005. Another Ae.japonicus introduction occurred in the Seattle area in 2001.

Exotic Species Each season MMCD staff are watchful for exotic or introduced mosquito
species. MMCD laboratory staff are trained to recognize exotic species in their adult and larval
forms so that the mosquitoes can be spotted in any of the thousands of samples processed each
year. In addition, field staff place ovitraps at possible points of introduction.

0.2·
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Culex pipiens has been an important vector ofWNV in much of the United States. The species
prefers warmer temperatures than Cx. restuans; therefore, populations of Cx. pipiens in the
District tend to peak late in the summer when temperatures are typically warmer. Collections of
Cx. pipiens were sporadic in C02 traps with a few traps capturing elevated numbers during
weeks with apparent peaks (Figure 1.12). Gravid trap collections were very low until early
August when a late season increase in the capture rate began.

Figure 1.12 Average number of Cx. pipiens in C02 traps and gravid traps, 2006.
Error bars equal ± 1 standard error of the mean.
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In 2006, Ae. albopictus were collected in the District for the second consecutive year at the same
location. It is unlikely that the species carried over from the 2005 introduction, but rather that
this was a reintroduction. Larvae of the species were identified from an ovitrap sample collected
on July 19th in Scott County near a tire recycling facility. This was the fifth introduction of
Ae. albopictus identified in Scott County (1991, 1996, 1999, 2005) and the sixth in Minnesota
(Wright County, 1997). Beginning on July 31 st an exhaustive search oflarval and adult habitats in
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the area did not produce another collection of the species in 2006. Ovitraps were replaced each
week, mosquito larvae were collected from 42 container/tire larval habitats and 43 aspirator
samples were collected from woodlots in the area surrounding the introduction location. Crews
eliminated 68 larval habitats in the area as well.

2007 Plans

Surveillance strategies for Aedes mosquitoes will remain unchanged. We will continue to review
the distribution and type of C02 trap locations. Technology to allow surveillance results from the
Technical Services Lab to be transmitted electronically to the field offices will continue to be
updated and modified.

Thorough inspections of the area where Ae. albopictus were found in 2006 will occur again early
in 2007. Routine ovitrap and aspirator sampling will be necessary to detect new introductions
there and near other locations at high risk for exotic species introductions.

15
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Vector-borne Disease

Background

D istrict staff provides a variety of disease surveillance
and control services, as well as public education, to
reduce the risk of mosquito-borne illnesses such as

La Crosse encephalitis (LAC), western equine encephalitis
(WEE), eastern equine encephalitis (EEE), and West Nile
(WNV) encephalitis, as well as tick-borne illnesses such as
Lyme disease and human granulocytic anaplasmosis (HGA,
formerly ehrlichiosis). Past District efforts have also included
determining metro-area risk for infections of Jamestown
Canyon virus, babesiosis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and
Sin Nombre virus (a hantavirus).

La Crosse encephalitis prevention services were initiated in
1987 to identify areas within the District where significant
risk of acquiring this disease exists. High-risk areas are
defined as having high populations of the primary vector
Aedes triseriatus (eastern tree-hole mosquito) or history of
LAC cases. MMCD targets these areas for intensive control
efforts including public education, mosquito breeding site
removal, and limited adult mosquito treatments. Additionally,
routine surveillance and control activities are conducted at
past LAC case sites. Surveillance for the exotic species Aedes
albopictus (Asian tiger mosquito) and Aedes japonicus
routinely occurs to detect infestations of these potential
disease vectors.

MMCD monitors adult mosquitoes ofthe species Culex
tarsalis for presence ofWEE, which can cause severe illness
in Minnesota horses and humans.

Eastern equine encephalitis was detected for the first time in
Minnesota in 2001. Since then, MMCD has conducted
surveillance for the enzootic vector, Culiseta melanura.

Since the arrival ofWNV in Minnesota in 2002, MMCD has
investigated a variety of mosquito control procedures to be
used to enhance our comprehensive integrated mosquito
management strategy for the prevention of West Nile illness.
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MMCD is involved in statewide and national efforts to
monitor WNV and to reduce the risks it poses.

In 1989, the District was mandated by the state legislature "to
consult and cooperate with the A1DH in developing
management techniques to control disease vectoring ticks."
The District responded by beginning tick surveillance and
forming the Lyme Disease Tick Advisory Board (LDTAB) in
1990. The LDTAB includes MMCD and Minnesota
Department of Health (MDH) staff, local scientists, and
agency representatives who offer their expertise to the tick
borne effort.

MMCD initiated tick surveillance to determine the range and
abundance of the black-legged tick (Ixodes scapularis, also
known as the deer tick) and the Lyme disease spirochete,
Borrelia burgdorferi, within the District. To date, MMCD has
mapped the current distribution of black-legged ticks (545
total sites sampled) and continues to monitor their populations
in the metropolitan area. Additionally, District employees
have assisted with spirochete and ehrlichiosis (now known as
anaplasmosis) studies with the University ofMinnesota. All
collected data are summarized and presented to the MDH for
their risk analysis.

Because wide-scale tick control is neither ecologically nor
economically feasible, tick-borne disease prevention is
limited to public education activities which emphasize tick
borne disease awareness and personal precautions. District
employees continue to provide tick identifications upon
request and are used as a tick referral resource by agencies
such as the MDH and the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources (MNDNR).

17
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2006 Mosquito-borne Disease Services

Breeding Source Reduction

Water-holding containers such as tires, buckets, tarps, and even plastic toys provide
developmental habitat for many mosquito species including the La Crosse virus vector
Ae. triseriatus, the exotic species Ae. albopictus and Ae. japonicus, and other probable vectors of
WNV.

Removal of container habitats is a prominent component of the District's mosquito-borne disease
prevention effort. District staff recycled 10,513 tires that were collected from the field in 2006.
Since 1988, the District has recycled 440,365 tires. In addition, MMCD eliminated 2,059
containers and filled 228 tree holes. This reduction of breeding sources occurred while
conducting a variety of mosquito, tick, and black fly surveillance and control activities, including
the 2,194 property inspections by MMCD staff in 2006.

La Crosse Encephalitis (LAC)

Aedes triseriatus Surveillance and Control Drought conditions suppressed the
Ae. triseriatus population in 2006 by limiting egg hatching. The LAC vector is a container
inhabiting floodwater species. Still, intensive surveillance of adult Ae. triseriatus populations
occurred throughout the District. MMCD sampled wooded mosquito habitats by vacuum
aspirator to monitor adult Ae. triseriatus populations and to direct adult and larval control efforts.

In 2006, MMCD staff collected 2,680 aspirator samples for the purpose of monitoring
Ae. triseriatus. The District's threshold of at least two adult Ae. triseriatus was met in 307 of
these samples. Inspections of wooded areas and surrounding residential properties were provided
as follow-up service when samples reached threshold. Additionally, 159 adulticide applications
to wooded areas were prompted by collections ofAe. triseriatus in aspirator samples.

Adult Ae. triseriatus were captured in 518 of 1,849 individual wooded areas sampled. This ratio
and the average number ofAe. triseriatus captured per sample were low this year compared to
most recent seasons (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Individual wooded areas sampled by aspirator and the number of those
where Ae. triseriatus were captured, 2000 - 2006.

Total areas No. with Percent with Mean no. per
Year surveyed Ae. triseriatus Ae. triseriatus aspirator sample
2000 1,037 575 55.4 1.94
2001 1,222 567 46.4 1.32
2002 1,343 573 42.7 1.70
2003 1,558 470 30.2 1.20
2004 1,850 786 42.5 1.34
2005 1,993 700 35.1 0.84
2006 1,849 518 28.0 0.78
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Report to the Technical Advisory Board

La Crosse Encephalitis in Minnesota One case of La Crosse illness was reported to MDH
in 2006. A seven year-old girl from Sibley County was diagnosed with La Crosse encephalitis
after an August 21 st onset of illness. There were no LAC illnesses in District residents in 2006.

Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE)

In 2006, EEE virus was detected in 16 states, primarily on the East Coast and along the Gulf of
Mexico. There were eight human illnesses diagnosed, five in Massachusetts, and one each in
Georgia, Louisiana, and North Carolina. Illnesses caused by EEE were documented in horses
from 13 states. Eastern equine encephalitis virus is most common in areas near the habitat of its
primary vector, Culiseta melanura. These habitats include many coastal wetlands, and in the
interior ofNorth America, tamarack bogs and other bog sites. The last record ofEEE in
Minnesota was in 2001 when three horses were infected with the virus including one from
Anoka County.

Culiseta melanura Surveillance Culiseta melanura is relatively rare in the District and is
restricted to a few, bog-type larval habitats. The greatest concentration ofthis type of habitat is in
the northeast part of MMCD in Anoka and Washington counties. Still, the species is occasionally
collected in other areas of the District. Results of surveillance in 2006 for adults of this species
are in Chapter 1 of this document.

Western Equine Encephalitis (WEE)

Western equine encephalitis circulates among mosquitoes and birds in Minnesota, although
normally below detectable levels. Occasionally, the virus causes illness in horses and less
frequently in people. Culex tarsalis is the species most likely to transmit the virus to people and
horses. In both 2004 and 2005, the virus was detected in Cx. tarsalis specimens collected in
southern Minnesota. The virus was not detected in Minnesota in 2006.

In 2006, all Cx. tarsalis adults collected in the District during weekly CO2 trap, gravid trap, and
sweep net sampling were submitted to MDH for viral analysis. Additional samples collected by
aspirator were also submitted. In total, 719 pools of Cx. tarsalis containing 3,692 mosquitoes
were tested. Western equine encephalitis virus was not detected from any of the MMCD
samples. The last record of WEE in the District was from a sentinel chicken sample collected in
September of 200 1.

West Nile Virus (WNV)

WNV in the United States West Nile virus transmission was documented in each of the 48
contiguous states in 2006. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention received reports
of 4,268 WN illnesses from 43 states and Washington D. C. Fatalities occurred in 177 of the
cases. Idaho led the nation with 996 illnesses. Screening of the American blood supply detected
WNV in 361 donors from 32 states. Additionally, West Nile illness was diagnosed in 1,086
equines from 34 states.

WNV in Minnesota The Minnesota Department of Health reported 65 WNV illnesses in
residents of 39 Minnesota counties. There were three fatalities related to WNV infections. The
first WNV case was confirmed on July 21 st. The earliest onset of a WNV illness in the state was
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In addition to mosquito surveillance for WNV, MMCD conducted surveillance for WNV in wild
birds. Citizens reported dead birds to MMCD and staff determined which would be candidates
for WNV analysis. Reports of 4,754 dead birds were received by telephone, internet or from
employees. Tests were done on 745 birds, 484 were positive for WNV. The results of testing are
displayed by the week of report in Figure 2.1.
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Percentage of birds collected by MMCD for WNV analysis returning positive
results, by week. Labels above bars are the total number of birds tested.
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• Four Minnesota blood donors from four counties screened positive for WNV in 2006.

Additional WNV detections in Minnesota included 17 illnesses in horses, 478 birds, and 120
mosquito samples. The WNV positive mosquito samples consisted of 50 pools of Cx. tarsalis, 20
pools of Cx. restuans, one pool of Cx. pipiens, 39 mixed pools of Cx. restuans and Cx. pipiens,
nine pools of Culex species, and one pool of Coquillettidia perturbans.

Surveillance for WNV In 2006, MMCD conducted surveillance for WNV in mosquitoes
and wild birds. Several mosquito species from 33 C02 traps (12 elevated into the tree canopy)
and 35 gravid traps were submitted for viral analysis weekly. In addition, all Cx. tarsalis
collected in Monday night C02 trap, aspirator, and sweep collections were submitted for viral
analysis. MMCD submitted 2,867 mosquito pools to MDH for viral analysis. Eighty-nine pools
returned positive results for WNV. Table 2.2 is a complete list of mosquitoes MMCD submitted
to MDH for viral analysis.

West Nile Illness in the District Fifteen residents of the District were diagnosed with
WNV illnesses; five cases occurred in residents ofRamsey County, four in residents of
Hennepin County, two in residents of Anoka County, two in residents of Dakota County, and one
each in residents of Carver and Washington counties. One ofthe Hennepin County residents died
due to the severity of the WNV illness.

Figure 2.1
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Table 2.2 Number ofMMCD mosquito samples submitted for viral analysis and
minimum infection rate (MIR) by species.

Species # Mosquitoes # Pools WNV+ Pools MIR per 1000

Aedes triseriatus 461 101 0 0
Aedes albopictus 1 1 0 0
Anopheles punctipennis 16 4 0 0
Culex erraticus 2 2 0 0
Culexpipiens 472 93 1 2.12
Culex restuans 3517 408 21 5.97
Culex salinarius 18 7 0 0
Culex tarsalis 3692 719 21 5.69
Culex species 2857 310 9 3.15
Culex pipiens/restuans 5118 531 36* 7.03
Culiseta inornata 133 76 0 0
Culiseta melanura 105 37 0 0
Culiseta minnesotae 119 50 0 0
Culiseta morsitans 39 24 0 0
Culiseta species 10 10 0 0
Coquillettidia perturbans 9834 494 1 0.10

TOTAL 26394 2867 89* 3.37
* Includes both PCR and RAMp® Test results. All mosquitoes were sent to MDH for analysis by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). MMCD tested 124 samples by RAMp® Test which is a rapid
assay kit. Seven samples were WNV positive by RAMP, all but one of the positive results were later
confirmed by PCR.

The results of surveillance for WNV in both birds and mosquitoes indicated that amplification of
the virus occurred rapidly in the early weeks of the 2006 season. Over 60 percent of the birds
collected in June returned WNV positive results and five mosquito samples collected in June
were WNV positive. Viral amplification of this magnitude had not been documented in past
surveillance for WNV in the District. Drought conditions undoubtedly contributed to the rate of
WNV amplification as vector habitats improved, specifically those used by Cx. restuans.

West Nile Virus (WNV) Research

Researching WNV vector habits, habitat preferences, and surveillance techniques for locating
these species remained an important focus ofMMCD staff in 2006. Efforts were directed toward
improving the District's understandings of some ofthe more likely vectors ofWNV, including
Cx. tarsalis, Cx. restuans, Cx. pipiens, and Cx. salinarius.

Larval Mosquito Surveillance

Biology Background Culex tarsalis, Cx. restuans, Cx. pipiens, and Cx. salinarius lay rafts
of eggs on the surface of standing water. Larvae will not be present in a wet habitat unless adult,
egg-laying females have been recently active, the area was wet and attractive for oviposition, and
the characteristics of the site allow for survival of newly hatched mosquitoes. Culex larvae can
be difficult to find in our area because they are typically much less abundant than other types of
mosquitoes. Furthermore, they can disperse over a wide area in large wetlands or they may
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clump together in small portions of large wetlands. They are generally easier to locate in small
habitats where greater concentrations of larvae tend to be more evenly dispersed.
Culex

Larval Habitat Resulting from Stormwater Management Staff members at
MMCD's Rosemount facility designed and implemented a project to locate and survey a variety
of small larval mosquito habitats, most resulting from stormwater management practices. A
number of categories were established to help identify the habitats; these were:

• Culverts - areas inside or at the openings of culverts where water is stagnate
• Washouts - pools of water in areas of erosion caused by water flow
• Artificial Ponds - stormwater retention and detention ponds
• Pond Regulators - devices designed to regulate water levels of overflow structures
• Rip Rap - small pools of water in piled rock or rubble used to prevent erosion
• Underground Structures - devices installed below ground in the stormwater

system to catch sediment and other pollutants
• Intermittent Streams - areas of stagnant water during periods of low stream flow
• Abandoned Swimming Pools - pools that are not maintained
• Others - a category for habitats that do not fit the above categories

MMCD uses MapInfo® software to digitize map layers oflarval mosquito habitat including:
large wetlands (air sites), small wetlands (ground sites), and catch basins. Many of the Culex
larval habitats described above are not included on these map layers. Some of the Culex habitats
are within areas mapped on a wetlands layer (i.e. culverts, washouts, pond regulators, rip rap),
however these small habitats of concern function differently than the wetland they are in or near.
Often they appear to be preferred by Culex species over the remainder of a wetland as an
oviposition location. In fact, the small Culex habitats are often isolated from associated wetlands
when there is little or no water flowing through the stormwater system.

When field staff discovered a habitat that fit one of the above categories, its location was
recorded along with other descriptive information and the site was assigned a code number.
Mosquito samples were collected from some locations when a site was identified. Staff returned
later to survey some sites for mosquitoes, as well. However, the primary objective was to locate,
describe, and map potential mosquito habitats.

Inspectors surveyed and mapped 2,744 structures throughout an urban/suburban area comprising
305 square miles. Nearly 15 percent of2,062 structures holding water were found to contain
mosquito larvae at the time they were inspected. However, 36% ofthose inspected from June
through September contained larvae. Four hundred fifty-seven larval samples were collected
from 306 different structures. Eighty percent of all samples contained one of three WNV vectors
found in Minnesota. Sixty-nine percent of the samples contained Culex restuans, 17.7% Cx.
pipiens, 7.9% ex. tarsalis. None of the samples contained Cx. salinarius.

Staff in Rosemount will continue to evaluate Culex habitats that were identified in 2006. MMCD
will expand this project in 2007 to include the remainder of the District. Mapping and evaluating
these habitats will be an ongoing, long-term project. Most of these habitats are directly related to
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urban/suburban development and resultant stormwater management practices; therefore, we
expect the number of these sites to increase annually.

Underground Stormwater Structures In addition to catch basins with sumps, many
stormwater management systems include large underground chambers to trap sediments and
other pollutants. There are several designs in use that vary in dimension and name, but
collectively, they are often referred to as BMPs from Best Management Practices for Stormwater
under the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES). In 2005, MMCD worked with city crews to survey underground BMPs.
Mosquito larvae were found in nearly 2/3 of the underground structures that were inspected.

The District initiated a pilot project for cooperative larval control in stormwater structures
managed by local municipalities. City assistance is necessary since large underground structures
are difficult for MMCD staff to locate and access. City staff possess working knowledge of the
structure locations, are trained in accessing the water-holding chambers, and may have
specialized equipment for removing heavy manhole covers. Additionally, some of the structures
are locked to prevent access by anyone other than City staff.

District staff solicited participation by city public works staff. All of the communities contacted
that manage BMPs were willing to assist. Twelve communities indicated that they could provide
necessary information for determining control material requirements. We elected to use
Altosid® XR briquets at the label rate of I briquet per 1,500 gallons of water retained. The cities
of Bloomington and Maplewood were selected for participation.

MMCD provided Bloomington and Maplewood staff with briquets to treat BMPs in their
inventories and training to ensure proper application of the larvicide. Additionally, city staff
were instructed on proper record keeping so that the dates and locations of all treatments were
documented. Maplewood crews treated 75 BMPs during the week ofMay 7. Bloomington crews
treated 83 BMPs during the week of May 21. MMCD staff were able to collect only two
bioassays from treated sites, both on June 30 from Bloomington structures. The results of both
were promising, with unadjusted emergence rates of 15 percent and 31 percent Cx. restuans.

We would like to expand the pilot project in 2007 to include more cities and to better document
the efficacy of the larvicides used. Mosquito development in BMPs has been recognized. The
majority of mosquitoes found in local BMPs are Culex species and controlling their emergence
from underground habitats will be an important part ofMMCDs comprehensive plan to manage
WNV vectors.

Catch Basins A new larvicide called FourStar®, a Eti briquet designed to last at least 150
days was evaluated for control ofmosquitoes in catch basins. A review of this research is located
in Chapter 5, starting on page 46. Catch basins selected for the evaluation were located in St.
Paul and were previously determined to be sites that remain wet even with little rainfall. From
June 14 through August 16, a total of 321 catch basin inspections occurred, pretreatment and
post-treatment combined. Larvae were found 267 times (83%).
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District-wide, the rate of catch basins found to be inhabited by mosquito larvae when inspected
was lower than during the FourStar® evaluations. Larvae were found during 568 of 1005 catch
basin inspections (57%). Rates oflarval presence by week are displayed as Figure 2.2.

Mosquito larvae were identified in 539 samples from catch basins (Figure 2.3). The predominant
species was Cx. restuans, as is usually the case in our area. Culex restuans were found in 85
percent of catch basin larval samples. Culex pipiens were identified more frequently in catch
basin larval samples than has been the case in recent years: 31 percent of samples contained the
species. Culex tarsalis were collected infrequently from catch basins.

Figure 2.3
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Adult Mosquito Research

The District's protocol for Culex adult control for 2006, as communicated to staff, stated any
Culex collection in excess of our established thresholds could be used to justify an adulticide
application; however, a CO2trap collection in excess of 15 Culex vectors should receive stronger
consideration for adult control. Truck mounted cold-fogging was the recommended primary
adult control method, while hand-held ULV and backpack treatments were secondary. Areas to
receive first priority for treatments were within Yz mile of the above-threshold trap.

The question arose as to how well a single CO2trap collection represented the mosquito
population over a larger area. For a preliminary study, we did additional sampling near 4
Monday night collection locations that had high counts of Culex (15 or more). Six C02 traps
were placed radiating out up to three miles from the Monday night trap location. Adult control
applications in these selected areas were delayed until additional surveillance was complete.
Results in 3 of the 4 sets showed that the majority of other traps also had Culex, but there was
not usually a clear relationship with distance. Additional work is planned for 2007 to address
this question.

Plans for 2007 - Mosquito-borne Disease

District staff will continue to provide mosquito surveillance and control services for the
prevention of La Crosse encephalitis. Preventive measures include adult sampling, adult control,
and tree hole and container habitat reduction along with property inspections.

MMCD staff will review and revise the District's surveillance and control strategies for adult
Culex mosquitoes. We will continue to survey aquatic habitats for Culex larvae for use in design
and improvement of larval control strategies. Culex tarsalis will remain a species of particular
interest.

Staffwill identify, survey and map potential Culex larval habitats that result from storm water
management practices.

District staff will continue to refine catch basin larviciding operations. We are especially
interested in improving efficiency.

In 2007, we will be working with municipalities within the District to expand treatments of
underground stormwater structures that produce mosquitoes.

MMCD will continue to conduct surveillance for WNV and other mosquito-borne viruses in
coordination with MDH, MDA, the University ofMinnesota, and other local authorities.

District staff will continue to monitor Cs. melanura in the District, with attention focused on
areas in Anoka and Washington counties where the species has been encountered in the past.

MMCD staff will remain watchful for the introduction of exotic mosquito species, especially
Ae. albopictus and Ae. japonicus.
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2006 Tick-borne Disease Services

Ixodes scapu/aris Distribution

The District continued to sample the network of 100 sites set up in 1991-1992 to monitor
potential changes in tick distribution over time. As in previous years, the primary sampling
method involved capturing small mammals from each site and removing any attached ticks from
them. Collections from the northeastern metropolitan area (primarily Anoka and Washington
counties) have consistently detected 1. scapularis, and in 1998 1. scapularis was detected in
Hennepin and Scott counties for the first time. The 2006 report will be available on our website
(www.mmcd.org) in June. Following are the latest data compilations available (2005 results and
preliminary 2006 results).

The 2005 distribution study results seemed to provide continued evidence of an elevated 1.
scapularis population. In 2005, the overall season mean of 1.180 1. scapularis per mammal was
the first year an overall average of>1.0 has been tabulated, but we considered it comparable with
the elevated 2000 - 2002 and 2004 averages (all::::: 0.806). Ixodes scapularis also comprised:::::
50% of our overall collections for only the 3rd time since the inception of the study, with the
2005 tabulation of 58% being the highest recorded total in our databases. It surpassed our
previous high of 55% tabulated for 2004 (Table 2.3).

Similarly, since 2000 the MDH has been consistently tabulating record-setting human tick-borne
disease case totals. Their all-time high statewide Lyme case total occurred in 2004 (1,023 cases)
with the Lyme case totals in 2000, 2001, and 2003 being comparable (all::::: 463). In the same
period, HGA cases also rose, ranging from 78 to 152 compared with an average of roughly 15
cases per year through 1999.

In 2005, the MDH recorded their 2nd highest Lyme disease case total (918) as well as their
highest HGA case total (186). Human disease case data for 2006 is not yet available.

Preliminary 20061. scapularis distribution study results indicate a decrease in both 1. scapularis
and Dermacentor variabilis collections. The overall 2006 season mean is currently calculated at
0.637, although at 58%,1. scapularis continued to comprise> 50% of our overall collections.

Tick Identification Services/Outreach

The overall scope of tick-borne disease education activities and services were maintained in
2006 using previously described methods and tools but we completed several new projects to
compliment our outreach efforts. The Lyme disease brochure was translated into Spanish and is
available on our website. Also, a ten-minute video was created. It is comprised of operational
aspects and basic Lyme disease and HGA information. Editing was completed late in 2006.
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Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Table 2.3 Numbers and percentages of tick species collected by stage and year

Total Dermacentor variabilis Ixodes scapularis Other
No. ticks Percent Percent Percent Percent speciesb

Year sites collected larvae (n) nymphs (n) larvae (n) nymphs (n) percent (n)
1990 a 250 9957 83 (8289) 10 (994) 6 (573) 1 (74) 0% (27)
1991 270 8452 81 (6807) 13 (1094) 5 (441) 1 (73) 0% (37)
1992 200 4130 79 (3259) 17 (703) 3 (114) 1 (34) 0% (20)
1993 100 1785 64 (1136) 12 (221) 22 (388) 1 (21) 1% (19)
1994 100 1514 53 (797) 11 (163) 31 (476) 4 (67) 1% (11)
1995 100 1196 54 (650) 19 (232) 22 (258) 4 (48) 1% (8)
1996 100 724 64 (466) 20 (146) 11 (82) 3 (20) 1% (10)
1997 100 693 73 (506) 10 (66) 14 (96) 3 (22) 0% (3)
1998 100 1389 56 (779) 7 100) 32 (439) 5 (67) 0% (4)
1999 100 1594 51 (820) 8 128) 36 (570) 4 (64) 1% (12)
2000 100 2207 47 (1030) 10 (228) 31 (688) 12 (257) 0% (4)
2001 100 1957 54 (1054) 8 (159) 36 (697) 2 (44) 0% (3)
2002 100 2185 36 (797) 13 (280) 42 (922) 8 (177) 0% (9)
2003 100 1293 52 (676) 11 (139) 26 (337) 11 (140) 0% (1)
2004 100 1773 37 (653) 8 (136) 51 (901) 4 (75) 0% (8)
2005 100 1974 36 (708) 6 (120) 53 (1054) 4 (85) 0% (7)
2006 100 1353 30 (411) 10 (140) 54 (733) 4 (58) 1%(11)

a 1990 data excludes one Tamias striatus with 102 1. scapularis larvae and 31 nymphs
b other species mostly Ixodes muris. 1999-second adult 1. muris collected

2007 Plans for Tick-borne Services

Metro Surveillance

The metro-based 1. scapularis distribution study that began in 1990 is planned to continue
unchanged.

Tick Identification Services/Outreach

We plan to maintain our tick-borne disease education activities and services (including tick
identifications and homeowner consultations) using previously described methods and tools.
Since our 1. scapularis collections as well as the MDH's tabulated human tick-borne disease case
totals have continued to be elevated, we plan to continue to set up information booths at events
as opportunities arise. As in past years, we will continue to offer an encompassing slide
presentation as well as to stock local parks and other appropriate locations with tick cards and
brochures and distribute materials at local fairs and the Minnesota State Fair. We may expand
our efforts by targeting specific metro townships for public education based on higher human
case totals and/or numbers of1. scapularis collected. We plan to distribute our tick-borne disease
video to local cable-access television stations. We also plan to work on formatting this video for
placement onto our website.
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Mosquito Control

Background

T he mosquito control program targets the principal
summer pest mosquito Aedes vexans, several species
of spring Aedes, the cattail mosquito Coquillettidia
perturbans, the eastern treehole mosquito Aedes

triseriatus (La Crosse encephalitis vector), and the vector of
western equine encephalitis Culex tarsalis. The arrival of
West Nile virus (WNV) in Minnesota in 2002 elevated the
importance of controlling Cx. tarsalis and three other Culex
species (Culex pipiens, Culex restuans, and Culex salinarius)
which are potential vectors ofWNV. Larval control is the
main focus of the program but is supplemented by adult
mosquito control when necessary.

Aedes larvae hatch in response to snow melt or rain with
adults emerging at various times during the spring and
summer. Cattail mosquito larvae develop in cattail marshes
over twelve months and emerge as adult mosquitoes in June
and July. Culex species also breed during periods of greater
precipitation but inhabit more permanent waters and therefore
are not as dependent upon rainfall. Stormwater catch basins
can also support breeding of Cx. pipiens and Cx. restuans.
This type ofmosquito habitat can be the primary source of
WNV vectors in heavily urbanized areas. Such was the case
in the WNV epidemics in Chicago in 2002 and 2005.

MMCD uses "Priority Zones" to focus service in areas where
it will benefit the highest number of citizens. Priority Zone 1
contains the majority of the population of the Twin Cities
metro area and has boundaries similar to the Metropolitan
Urban Service Area (MUSA, Metropolitan Council). Priority
Zone 2 includes sparsely populated and rural parts of the
District. Small towns or population centers in Priority Zone 2
are considered satellite communities and receive services
similar to Priority Zone 1.
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Larval Mosquito Control
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Precipitation in 2006 began earlier than in 2003,2004 and 2005. Greater than average rainfall
occurred in April and early May 2006, followed by a period of below average precipitation
through September. Early July was especially dry. Half of the 2006 total aerial Bti treatments
were completed in April (38,777 acres) and May (37,922 acres). The remaining 75,629 acres of
aerial treatments were completed between June and September (Figure 3.1).

2006 Mosquito Control

Adult mosquito control supplements the larval control program. Adulticide applications are
performed after sampling detects mosquito populations meeting threshold levels, primarily in
high use park and recreation areas, for public events, or in response to citizen mosquito
annoyance reports. Three synthetic pyrethroids are used: resmethrin, permethrin, and sumithrin.
A description of the control materials is found in Appendix C. Appendix D shows the dosages of
control materials used by MMCD, both in terms of amount of formulated (and in some cases
diluted) product applied per acre and the amount of active ingredient (AI) applied per acre.
Appendix E contains a historical summary of the number of acres treated with each control
material. Pesticide labels are located in Appendix F.

Beginning in April 2006, the threshold for treatment with Bti was 0.1 larvae per dip for spring
Aedes in Priority Zone 1. A higher threshold of 0.5 larvae per dip was used in Priority Zone 2 to
target limited control materials to sites with the most intense breeding. After mid-May, the
threshold was increased to control the summer floodwater mosquitoes and Culex. For sites with
only Culex (Cx. restuans, Cx. pipiens, Cx. salinarius, Cx. tarsalis), the threshold was 1 per dip in
all priority zones. For sites with both Culex and floodwater mosquitoes, the threshold was 2 per
dip in Priority Zone 1 and 5 per dip in Priority Zone 2.

Figure 3.1 Acres oflarvicide and adulticide treatments each week (March-September 2006).
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We emphasized using all seven helicopters earlier during each brood, which helped us treat more
acreage with Bli in Priority Zone 2 (23% of total treated aerially in April and 20% in May)
before the first application of longer lasting larvicides in mid-May. Drier conditions after late
May resulted in fewer acres needing treatment with Bli. However, we were able to maintain
treatments in Priority Zone 2 (25% of acreage treated with Bli in late May and 16% in late June).
Because of dry conditions after late May, 14,858 fewer acres worth oflarvicides were applied to
wetlands in 2006 than in 2005 (Table 3.1)

In mid-May and again in mid-June 2006, MMCD treated 4,500 acres of sites that breed two or
more times monthly with larvicides that can control mosquitoes for up to four weeks (Altosid®
pellets). Because these sites did not require multiple treatments per month, MMCD was able to
treat an additional 8,726 acres of breeding sites in Zone 2 with Bli between mid-May and mid
June while maintaining treatment levels in Zone 1 (34,220 acres). Our ability to treat additional
Zone 2 acreage between mid-May and mid-June 2006 was comparable to that achieved in 2005.
Fewer acres (3,658 in Zone 2, 19,647 in Zone 1) required treatment with Bli between mid-June
and mid-July due to much drier conditions.

Stormwater catch basin treatments began in early June and ended in early September. Most catch
basins were treated three times with Altosid® pellets (3.5 grams per catch basin) to control Culex
mosquitoes from June through mid-September. In 2006, two inspectors were hired to exclusively
treat St. Paul catch basins to free staff from other facilities to conduct other mosquito control
work (including catch basin treatments). This strategy worked well, not only by decreasing the
distance field staff needed to drive to treat St. Paul catch basins but also by making available
staff (St. Paul inspectors) to conduct more rigorous sampling of test catch basins to evaluate
control material efficacy (results in Chapter 5). These two inspectors completed 16,214 pellet
applications in catch basins in 2006 (9.7% of total of 167,797 pellet treatments).

1=1
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~
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Table 3.1 Comparison of larval control material usage in wetlands and stormwater catch basins
for 2006 and 2005

j CB=catch basin treatments

Material
Wetlands

Altosid® briquets
Altosid® £ellets
Vecto1ex CG
Bli corncob

Larvicide subtotals
Catch basins

Altosid® briquets
Altosid® pellets

Larvicide subtotals

30

2006
Amount used

617.66 cases
107,608.911b

4,320.001b
1,286,076.361b

23.68 cases
1,351.511b

Area treated

352 acres
31,827 acres

540 acres
160,780 acres

193,499 acres

5,210 CB1

167,797 CB

173,007 CB

2005
Amount used

1,040 cases
99,972.771b

6,480.001b
1,415,630.511b

24.36 cases
1,259.051b

Area treated

635 acres
29,965 acres

810 acres
176,947 acres

208,357 acres

4,867 CB
140,519 CB

145,386 CB
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Adult Mosquito Control

2006 2005

930.56 gal 5,114 acres 1,333.29 gal 7,982 acres
377.15 gal 29,876 acres 453.64 gal 40,343 acres
119.85 gal 5,350 acres 541.85 gal 25,067 acres

40,341 acres 73,392 acres

Amount used Area treated Amount used Area treated

Comparison of adult control material usage in 2006 and 2005

Permethrin
Resmethrin
Sumithrin
Total

Material

Table 3.2

In 2004, we established treatment thresholds for adult control specific to four Culex species: Cx.
restuans, Cx. pipiens, Cx. salinarius, and Cx. tarsalis. The thresholds are one of any of these
Culex species in a 2-minute sweep, five in an overnight CO2trap, five in an overnight gravid
trap, and one Cx. tarsalis in a vacuum aspirator sample. Adulticide treatments were also
considered when two or more Ae. triseriatus were captured in a vacuum aspirator sample.

2007 Plans for Mosquito Control Services

In 2006, MMCD applied adulticides to 33,051 fewer acres than in 2005 (Table 3.2). Adulticide
treatments began in early June, peaked in late June, and continued until late July with a few
treatments being applied in August (Fig. 3.1). Floodwater mosquito (Ae. vexans) abundance was
generally lower than in 2005. Populations ofthe permanent water species Cq. perturbans were
more typical during June and July and Culex levels were elevated throughout the season
compared to 2005. Adult mosquito control operations were considered when mosquito levels
rose above established thresholds of two mosquitoes in a 2-minute sweep or 2-minute slap count
or 130 mosquitoes in an overnight C02 trap.

The primary control material will again be Bti com cob granules. Forecasted Bti (Vectobac®G),
Altosid® pellet and Vectolex® CG needs in 2007 are similar to 2006 requirements. As in
previous years, to minimize shortfalls, control material use may be more strictly rationed during
the second half of the season, depending upon the amount of the season remaining and control

Cattail Mosquitoes In 2007, control of Cq. perturbans will use a strategy similar to that
employed in 2006. MMCD will focus control activities on the most productive cattail marshes
near human population centers. Briquet applications will start in early March to frozen sites (e.g.,
floating bogs, deep water cattail sites, remotely located sites). Beginning in late May, staff will
treat with pellets applied by helicopter at a rate of 4Ibs/acre. We plan to critically review
surveillance and control of Cq. perturbans.

Floodwater Mosquitoes and Culex Species MMCD has expanded control of four Culex
species since the arrival ofWNV in 2002. Ground and aerial larvicide treatments of wetlands
have been increased to control Culex. Catch basin treatments control Cx. restuans and Cx.
pipiens breeding in urban areas.
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material supplies. Regardless of annoyance levels, MMCD will maintain sufficient resources to
protect the public from potential disease risk.

Staff will treat ground sites «3 acres) with methoprene products (Altosid® pellets, Altosid®
briquets) or Bti com cob granules. Breeding sites in highly populated areas will receive
treatments first during a wide-scale mosquito brood. The District will then expand treatments
into less populated areas where treatment thresholds are higher. In 2007, larval treatment
thresholds will be the same as in 2006.

We intend to review breeding histories of ground sites to identify those that breed most often to
better prioritize which sites to inspect before treatment, which sites to treat before breeding with
Altosid® products, and which sites to not visit. The ultimate aim is to provide larval control
services to a larger part of the District by focusing on the most prolific breeding sites.

In 2007, catch basins will be treated with Altosid® pellets and briquets. Catch basins selected for
treatment include those found holding water, those that potentially could hold water based on
their design, and those for which we have insufficient information to determine whether they will
hold water. Treatments could begin as early as the end of May and no later than the third week of
June. We have tentatively planned to complete a first round of pellet treatments by June 25 with
subsequent Altosid® pellet treatments every 30 days. Catch basins treated with Altosid® briquets
will be treated once by June 25.

Adult Mosquito Control

Forecasted permethrin, resmethrin and sumithrin requirements in 2007 are similar to 2006.
MMCD will direct adult mosquito control treatments to provide the greatest customer benefit,
generally higher risk disease areas and human populated areas that have high levels of
mosquitoes. Also, MMCD will provide service in high-use park and recreation areas and for
public functions.

Vector Mosquito Control

Employees will routinely monitor and control Ae. triseriatus, Cs. melanura, Cx. tarsalis, Cx.
pipiens, Cx. restuans, Cx. salinarius, and Aedes albopictus populations. See Chapter 2 Vector
Borne Disease of this report for more details.
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Chapter 4
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Black Fly Control

Background

The goal of the black fly program is to reduce pest
populations of adult black flies within the MMCD to
tolerable levels. Five large rivers and numerous small
streams produce large populations of black flies

throughout the spring and summer. Four black fly species
found in this area are particularly annoying to humans and are
targeted for control. Black fly larval populations are
monitored at small stream and large river sites listed in the
MNDNR permit using standardized sampling techniques.
Liquid Bti is applied to sites when the target species reach the
treatment threshold.

The small stream program began in 1984. The large river
program began with experimental treatments and non-target
impact studies in 1987. A full-scale large river treatment
program did not go into effect until 1996. The large river
treatment program was expanded in 2005 to the South Fork
Crow River in Carver County.

2006 Program

Small Stream Program 
Simulium venustum Control

One human biting species of black fly that is targeted for
control and breeds in small streams is Simulium venustum. It
has one early spring generation. Larvae are found in small
streams throughout the District, although the largest
populations generally are found in Anoka County.

One-hundred thirteen S. venustum breeding sites were
sampled in mid-April to determine larval abundance using the
standard grab sampling technique developed by the MMCD in
1990. The treatment threshold was 100 S. venustum per
sample. A total of 58 sites on 15 streams met the threshold
and were treated once with Vectobac® 12AS formulation of
Bti. A total of35.1 gallons ofBti was used (Table 4.1).
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Adult Population Sampling

The adult black fly population was monitored in 2006 at the 53 standard stations throughout the
MMCD using the District's standard black fly over-head net sweep monitoring technique that
was established in 1984. Samples were taken once weekly from early May to mid-September,
generally between 8:00 AM and 10:00 AM. The average number of all species of adult black

35.1
503.2
147.5
176.2

0.0
178.6

1040.5

Gallons of
Bli used

58
8
5

13
o

31
115

No. treatments

58
2
3
5
o
5

70

No. treatment
sites
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Summary of Bli treatments for black fly control by the MMCD in 2006.

Water body
Small streams
Mississippi River
Crow River
South Fork Crow River
Minnesota River
Rum River
Total

Table 4.1

Large River Program

The black fly larval population was monitored weekly between May and early September using
artificial substrates at the 27 sites permitted by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
on the Rum, Mississippi, Crow, South Fork Crow and Minnesota rivers. The treatment
thresholds were the same as those used since 1990. Fifty-seven treatments using 1005.4 gallons
ofVectobac® 12AS (Bli) were applied to control large river-breeding black fly larvae in 2006
(Table 4.1). The Minnesota River was not treated in 2006 because treatment thresholds were not
met for any of the 119 samples collected from the 7 monitoring stations. Two possible reasons
treatment thresholds were not met on the Minnesota River could have been due to flood-level
discharge that persisted in April and May and the drought level flows experienced in June
through August. High discharge results in lower colonization rates of black fly larvae on the
artificial substrates while very low discharge rates naturally reduce black fly production.

There are three large river-breeding black fly species that the MMCD targets for control.
Simulium luggeri breeds mainly in the Rum and Mississippi rivers, although it also breeds in
smaller numbers in the Minnesota and Crow rivers. Simulium luggeri is abundant from early
May through September. Simulium meridionale and Simulium johannseni breed primarily in the
Crow, South Fork Crow and Minnesota rivers. These species are most abundant in May and
June, although S. meridionale populations will remain high throughout the summer if stream
flow is also high.

Bli treatment effectiveness was excellent in 2006. The average post-Bli treatment larval mortality
(measured at least 250 m downstream of the point of the Bli application) was 98% on the Crow
River, 99% on the Mississippi River, 88% on the Rum River, and 90% on the South Fork Crow
River. Larval mortality following Bli treatment averaged 90% on the large rivers in 2006.
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flies captured in 2006 was 0.55 (Table 4.2). This was the lowest average adult sample count
recorded since adult monitoring began in 1984 (Table 4.2). The average number of adult black
flies captured per net sweep sample from 1984 to 1986 when no large river Bti treatments were
done was 14.8. Between 1987 and 1995 when experimental Bti treatments were conducted on
the large rivers the average number of adult black flies captured per sample was 3.6. The
average number of adult black flies captured per sample from the start of the District's full-scale
large river larval black fly control program began is 1.5 (1996-2006).

The most abundant black fly collected in the overhead net-sweep samples in 2006 was
S. luggeri, comprising 82% of the total black flies captured. The overall average number of
S. luggeri captured per net-sweep sample in 2006 was 0.45 (Table 4.2). This was the third
lowest number ofS. luggeri collected in the net-sweep samples since the black fly program
began in 1984. Simulium luggeri was most abundant in Anoka County in 2006, as it has been
since the program began. The average number of S. luggeri captured in Anoka County was 1.07
in 2006 compared to averages of 1.65, 8.92, 1.82 and 2.74 in 2002,2003,2004 and 2005,
respectively. The higher number ofS. luggeri captured in Anoka County compared to other
counties within the MMCD is most likely due to the close proximity of prime S. luggeri larval
habitat in the nearby Rum and Mississippi rivers.

The second most abundant black fly adult species captured in overhead net-sweep samples in
2006 was S. meridionale, averaging 0.34 per sample (Table 4.2) and comprising 6.5% of the total
black flies collected. Simulium meridionale was most abundant in Carver County in 2006 where
an average of 0.06 adults was captured per sample. Five additional adult net-sweep sample
stations were added to Carver County beginning in 2004 to collect data prior to control activities
scheduled to begin in 2005. The average number of S. meridionale captured at these sample
stations was 1.41 in 2004,0.41 in 2005 and 0.09 in 2006.

Adult black fly populations were also monitored in 2006 between mid-May and late June with
CO2-baited light traps at 13 stations in Anoka, Scott and Carver counties. The sites in Anoka and
Scott counties have been monitored with CO2 traps since 1998; monitoring in the Carver County
expansion area began in 2004.

Simulium meridionale and S. johannseni are the two most abundant black fly species captured in
the CO2 traps. Results from trapping during 2004 through 2006 are shown in Table 4.3. The
number of S. meridionale captured per trap in the Carver County expansion area in 2004 was 327
compared to 188 in 2005 and 106 in 2006. The mean number of S. johannseni captured per trap
in Carver County in 2004 was 33 compared to 99 in 2005 as well as in 2006. In Scott County, the
average number of S. meridionale captured per trap in 2004 was 0.65 compared to 23 in 2005
and 11 in 2006. The average number ofS. johannseni collected per trap in Scott County was 0.2
in 2004 compared to 4 in 2005 and 38 in 2006. The average number of S. meridionale captured
per trap in Anoka County was 14 in 2004 and 1.2 in 2005 and 0.8 in 2006. The average number
ofS. johannseni captured per trap in the Anoka County traps was 5 in 2004 compared to 0.03 in
2005 and 0.8 in 2006. The largest larval populations ofboth species are found in the Minnesota
and Crow river systems.
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1All species includes S. luggeri, S. meridionale, S. johannseni, S. vittatum and S. venustum

Table 4.2 Annual mean number of black fly adults captured in over-head net sweeps in
weekly samples taken at standard sampling locations throughout the MMCD
between mid-May and mid-September. Samples were taken once weekly beginning
in 2004 and twice weekly in previous years. The first operational treatments of the
Mississippi River began in 1990 at the Coon Rapids Dam. 1988 was a severe
drought year and limited black fly production occurred.
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Mean number of adult S. meridionale and S. johannseni captured in CO2-baited
light traps set twice weekly between May and mid-June in 2004, 2005, and 2006.
Traps monitor black fly populations on the South Fork Crow River (Carver Co), the
Minnesota River (Scott County), and the Mississippi River (Anoka County).

Carver County Scott County Anoka County

327.0 33.0 0.65 0.2 14.0 5.00
188.0 99.0 23.00 4.0 1.2 0.03
106.0 99.0 11.00 38.0 0.8 0.80

S. meridionale S. johannseni S. meridionale S. johannseni S. meridionale S. johannseni

Simulium Simulium Simulium
Year All species1 luggeri johannseni meridionale
1984 17.95 16.12 0.01 1.43
1985 14.56 13.88 0.02 0.63
1986 11.88 9.35 0.69 1.69
1987 6.53 6.33 0.02 0.13
1988 1.60 1.54 0.05 0.00
1989 6.16 5.52 0.29 0.18
1990 6.02 5.70 0.01 0.24
1991 2.59 1.85 0.09 0.60
1992 2.63 2.19 0.12 0.21
1993 3.00 1.63 0.04 1.24
1994 2.41 2.31 0.00 0.03
1995 1.77 1.34 0.32 0.01
1996 0.64 0.51 0.01 0.07
1997 2.91 2.49 0.00 0.25
1998 2.85 2.64 0.04 0.04
1999 1.63 1.34 0.04 0.06
2000 2.38 2.11 0.01 0.02
2001 1.30 0.98 0.04 0.18
2002 0.61 0.43 0.01 0.14
2003 1.96 1.65 0.01 0.20
2004 0.97 0.35 0.02 0.39
2005 0.74 0.58 0.01 0.08
2006 0.55 0.45 0.01 0.34
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Non-target Monitoring

The District conducts biennial monitoring of the non-target invertebrate population in the
Mississippi River as part of the permit requirements set by the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources. The study was designed to provide a long-term assessment ofthe invertebrate
community in Bti-treated reaches of the Mississippi River. The results from the monitoring work
conducted in 1995, 1997, 1999,2001 and 2003 have not indicated that any large-scale changes
have occurred within the invertebrate community in the Bli-treated reaches of the Mississippi
River. Monitoring was repeated as scheduled on the Mississippi River in 2005. Sample
processing and enumeration will be completed in January 2007. A report is scheduled for
completion in April. Non-target field samples are scheduled to be collected again in 2007.

2007 Plans

Our goal is to continue to effectively control black flies in the large rivers and small streams. The
larval population monitoring program and thresholds for treatment will continue as in previous
years. The six larval treatment sites on the South Fork Crow River will continue to be monitored
and treated if the treatment threshold is reached. The 2007 black fly control permit application
request has been submitted to the Minnesota Department ofNatural Resources. Taxonomic
identification and enumeration of the non-target samples collected in 2005 will be completed in
January 2007 and a report will be submitted to the MDNR in April. A research project with the
goal of developing less labor intensive protocols for monitoring the non-target invertebrate
community in the Mississippi River will be initiated. The current protocols are effective for
monitoring the non-target invertebrate community but are extremely labor intensive and costly.
The input of the MDNR will be sought during all phases of this study.
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Product & Equipment Tests

Background

Quality assurance (QA) is an integral part ofMMCD
services. The QA process focuses on control material
evaluations, label compliance, application analysis,
calibration, and exploration of new technologies to

improve our operations. The Technical Services team
provides project management and technical support. The
regional process teams coordinate field testing and data
collection.

2006 Proiects

Quality assurance processes focused on equipment, product
evaluations, and waste reduction. Before being used
operationally, all products must complete a certification
process that consists of tests to demonstrate how to use the
product to effectively control mosquitoes. The District
continued certification testing of four larvicides and one new
adulticide. All four larvicides have been tested in different
control situations in the past. Three larvicides were tested to
control Culex breeding in catch basins, two to control Culex
developing in wetlands, and one to control the cattail
mosquito. The adulticide was tested for use in croplands.
These additional materials will provide MMCD with more
tools to utilize in its operations.

Acceptance Testing of Altosid® (methoprene)
Briquets and Pellets

Warehouse staff collected random Altosid® product samples
from shipments received from Wellmark International for
methoprene content analysis. MMCD contracts an
independent testing laboratory, Legend Technical Services, to
complete the active ingredient (AI) analysis. Zoecon
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Improvement of Warehouse Facilities

Evaluation of Active Ingredient Levels in Adult Mosquito Control Products

SE

0.000
0.074
0.064
0.000

0.014

Methoprene Samples Methoprene Content: Methoprene Content:
Product Analyzed Label Claim Analysis Average

XR-Briquet 10 2.10% 2.06%
Ingot Briquet 1 2.10% 2.20%

Pellets 72 4.25% 4.20%
XR-G Sand 2 1.50% 1.60%

Calibration Sand 1 0.00% 0.00%

Table 5.1 Methoprene content of Altosid® (methoprene) briquets and pellets

MMCD has requested the certificates of Active Ingredient (AI) analysis from the manufacturers
to verify product AI levels at the time of manufacture. MMCD incorporated AI analysis as part
of a product evaluation procedure and will submit randomly selected samples of adulticide
control materials to an independent laboratory for AI level verification. This process will assure
that all adulticides (purchased, formulated and/or stored) meet the necessary quality standards.
Voucher samples of all adulticides were collected and stored under the same conditions as
operational materials. In 2007, analyses of resmethrin and sumithrin will be expanded to include
AI levels of the synergist, piperonyl butoxide (PBO).

Corporation, Dallas, Texas, provided the testing methodologies. The laboratory protocol used
was CAP No. 311, "Procedures for the Analysis of S-Methoprene in Briquets and Premix." All
2006 samples were within acceptable values of the label claim of percent methoprene (Table
5.1).

The District uses the Oakdale location as its main warehouse facility for liquid control materials.
This facility has controlled environmental conditions throughout the year and liquid materials are
stored there to prevent material degradation due to extremes of temperature.

As part of our inventory improvement process, we redesigned our container filling operations to
accurately weigh each container as it is filled. Warehouse staff incorporated multiple fluid
metering pumps to add/subtract liquid control materials while the containers were on the scale to
quickly portion each container. This improvement significantly reduced the time required to
portion each adulticide container and reduced the exposure of material handlers to insecticides.

MMCD improved the formulating facilities by purchasing a 50 gal graduated vessel to accurately
measure ingredients prior to mixing. This large vessel, mounted above the mixing tank,
eliminated the need to measure multiple small allotments and decreased spillage. This
improvement significantly reduced the amount of time needed to complete mixing and increased
the safety of the mixing operation.

Warehouse staff increased the amount of permethrin pallets to improve the logistics of moving
permethrin products throughout the District. This improvement allowed facilities to receive fixed
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amounts of control materials without waiting for containers to be refilled and allowed for
unimpeded field operations.

Increase of Control Material Storage Space

MMCD increased the capacity of four facilities by better using the vertical space of our control
material warehousing facilities. Due to the bulkiness of the larvicides, we installed pallet racks to
increase the capacity of these storage areas. This enables warehouse staff to maintain adequate
inventory levels for field operations.

Improvement of Warehouse Operations

Due to limited warehouse space in each region facility and increased pace of control material
usage in the District as it expands its larval control program, Technical Services and warehouse
staff are developing methods to handle the increased demand for control material transfers. The
logistics ofwarehouse control material transfers in our busiest times can tax the warehouse staff,
which needs to maintain adequate levels of 39 products (control materials, calibration materials,
and product ingredients) in six field offices and two warehouse locations.

MMCD is attempting to reduce the direct handling of all control materials by using vendor drop
shipments to the regional facilities whenever possible. These shipments have increased the
efficiency of our warehouse operations by increasing the quantity received in a single transfer.
These larger transfers reduce the amount of time, effort, and paperwork for both warehouse and
regional facility staff when compared to multiple internal control material transfers.

The warehouse is also experimenting with using real-time and historical control material usage
data to improve warehouse operations. Warehouse staff is forecasting control material use in
each facility and attempting to maintain inventory levels to reduce or eliminate the need for
immediate transfers that might impede field operations. This method increases the need to
monitor each product to assure that each control material inventory is properly rotated to
maintain our First In, First Out inventory procedures.

In addition, MMCD purchased a larger capacity warehouse truck to increase the quantity of
materials that could be transferred per trip. This flatbed truck has open sides to ease forklift
pallet loading, which increased the speed of loading/unloading. Multiple ratcheting straps to
secure the pallets to the flatbed ensured the safety of the shipment.

Recycling of Pesticide Containers

MMCD continued to use the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's (MDA) pesticide container
recycling program. This project focuses on properly disposing of agricultural pesticide waste
containers thereby protecting the environment from the related pesticide contamination of
ground and water. MDA used Tri-Rinse, Inc., St. Louis, MO for disposal services oftheir plastic
pesticide container-recycling program.
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Reduced Production of Hazardous Waste
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Efficacy of Control Materials

Mean % Median % Min % Max %
n mortality mortality SE mortality mortality

506 90.2 100.0 1.2 % 0.0 100.0
78 88.1 100.0 3.2 % 0.0 100.0

Efficacy of aerial Vectobac® G applications in 2005 and 2006. SE=standard error.

Year
2006
2005

Vectolex® CG Treatments Efficacy of aerial treatments of Vectolex® CG (Bacillus
sphaericus) was high throughout the 28-day control period (Table 5.3, Figure 5.1). Efficacy was
comparable to that observed in 2004 and 2005 treated with the same dosage (8 Ib/acre).
Statistical analysis confirmed that efficacy remained high for over four weeks (Figure 5.1).

Vectobac® G Applications Vectobac® G brandBti (5/8 inch mesh size corncob granules)
from Valent BioSciences was the primary Bti product applied by helicopter in 2006. Efficacy as
calculated in terms of pre-treatment and post-treatment larval counts was similar in 2005 and
2006 (Table 5.2).

To properly handle and dispose of pesticide containers, each oil-based adulticide container had to
be triple-rinsed with mineral spirits. This rinsing process creates a rinsate that MMCD manages
as hazardous waste.

MMCD's centralized triple-rinsing process used our warehouse personnel expertise to maintain
low quantities of hazardous waste created by our operations. By rinsing all the containers at the
same time, warehouse staff was able to utilize a minimal quantity of mineral spirits in the
recycling process. MMCD further reduced the creation of hazardous waste and only produced
two gallons ofmineral spirit rinsate in 2006.

In addition, the warehouse recycles numerous steel drums and steel containers each season.
These 55- or 30 gal drums are brought to a local company to be refurbished and reused.

Warehouse personnel arranged for all ofMMCD's plastic containers to be collected and properly
stored until they could be processed. MMCD staff collected over 5,442 jugs for this recycling
program. The control materials that use plastic 2.5-gallon containers are sumithrin (49 jugs), Bti
liquid (414 jugs), Altosid® pellets (4,939 jugs), permethrin (30 jugs) and Aquaprene granules (10
jugs). Twelve MMCD staff members (two employees from each regional facility) assisted in the
jug grinding process which was completed in one day and resulted in approximately 5,450 Ibs of
recycled shredded plastic.

Table 5.2
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Max %
emergence
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5.6
90

30

Min %
emergence
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25

SE
5.6%
1.4%

20

84.6
96.7

Median %
emergence

15

Days After Treatment

10

Mean % Median % Min % Max %
Control Control SE Control Control

77 100 4.9% 0 100

78.9
95.9

Mean %
emergence

n
59

5

n
29
6

Efficacy of aerial Vectolex® CG applications in 2006. SE=standard error.

Mean efficacy calculated in terms of pre-treatment and post-treatment larval
counts in sites treated aerially with Vectolex® CG in 2006. (Linear Regression;
slope = -0.01233, F = 5.396, P = 0.3315; df= 57; R-squared = 0.0864)

Bioassay results for untreated control breeding sites in 2005 and 2006.
SE=standard error.

o

40% ~------+--.-.._--.-~...--..----t---.-~.--- ...- ..--
••

80%

60% -

20% -~~... ---.-----....

100% ..-.......---41~--- .........,.------+-----.......-+--...

Year
2005
2006

]
s:::
o

U

Days after treatment

2 13 89 100 7.6% 0 100
7-8 14 89 100 8.0% 0 100
14 13 88 100 8.3% 0 100
21-22 13 38 33 10.7% 0 100
29- 35 6 83 100 16.7% 0 100

2 - 35

Table 5.3

Figure 5.1
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Altosid® Pellet Treatments In 2006, MMCD applied Altosid® pellets aerially to control
Ae. vexans and Culex mosquitoes in sites which historically produce multiple mosquito broods
from May though July. Unusually dry conditions after mid-June limited the number of sites from
which pupae could be collected for bioassay. Untreated control emergence in 2006 from
wetlands similar to those treated with Altosid® pellets was higher than that observed in
comparable sites in 2005 (Table 5.4). Bioassays from sites treated with Altosid® pellets in 2006
indicated high efficacy essentially identical to that observed in 2005 (Table 5.5).

Table 5.4



Altosid® Pellets in Catch Basins In 2006, MMCD completed 167,797 treatments of catch
basins with Altosid® pellets to control WNV vectors (i.e. Cx. restuans and Cx. pipiens). In 2006,
it was very difficult for staff to locate pupae in catch basins treated with Altosid® pellets. Larvae
were very abundant (see Table 5.13). The few successful pupal collections from pellet-treated
catch basins indicated a high level of control (Mean EI = 90.6%, n = 8, Median EI = 94.7%,
SE = 3.7%, Minimum EI = 73.9%, Maximum EI = 100%).

Scourge® 2+2 A test of Scourge® in June that included high and low CO2 traps and caged
mosquitoes demonstrated that ULV applications made using a truck-mounted sprayer were able
to effectively control mosquitoes at ground level and higher in trees (20-25 ft) (Table 5.6).
Efficacy was evaluated using Mulla's equation (a correction that accounts for changes in the
control as well as the treatment) that compares mean mosquito captures the first night of
trapping (pre-treatment counts) with mean mosquito captures the second and third nights of
trapping (post-treatment counts). Test materials were applied the evening of the second night of
trapping; CO2 traps were placed 30 minutes after the treatments were completed at both treated
locations and the untreated control location. An additional set of post-treatment collections were
made the following evening. Caged mosquitoes included in the test indicated that control of both
low and high mosquitoes was due to direct contact with ULV droplets (Table 5.7). Too few
Culex mosquitoes were captured to evaluate Culex-specific efficacy.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Results ofbioassays from sites treated with Altosid® pellets in 2005 and 2006.
Emergence inhibition (EI) is corrected for 2006 untreated control mortality.
SE=standard error.

Results of a test of Scourge® efficacy using low and high CO2 traps. Mulla's
formula incorporates untreated control trap counts to correct for changes in the
treated traps that are not due to the treatment.
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100
100

Max %EI

SE

104.0
1.5

26.0

70.0
53.0
35.5

0.0
1.5

11.5

6.5
159.5
20.0

0.0
0.98

Min %EI

10
17
15

34
179
22

697
1,067

70

SE
4.1%
4.9%

69%
0%

414
93% 46
0% 50

Average
Efficacy mosquitoes per trap

96.2
97.0

Median % EI

Collection

Pre-treat
Treatment*
Post-treatment

84 73.7
40 76.5

n Mean % EI

Low traps
Scourge®

Treatment

Untreated control Pre-treat
Treatment day*
Post-treatment

Pre-treat
Treatment*
Post-treatment

Untreated control Pre-treat
Treatment day*
Post-treatment

High traps
Scourge®

Year
2005
2006

* Traps placed 12 hour after treatment application

Table 5.5

Table 5.6
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* Low and high cages were positioned at the same places as low and high CO2 traps reported in Table 5.6.
§ Cages placed 10-20 ft from spray were positioned for optimal contact with the ULV spray cloud

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

% Mortality
Mortality of caged mosquitoes in a Scourge® efficacy test.

Scourge®
Hours after Control (10-20 ft away)§ Scourge® low* Scourge® high*
treatment N=3 N=3 N=2 N=2

Table 5.7

Permethrin In 2006, we began developing a protocol to evaluate the effectiveness of
permethrin barrier treatments. Our goal was to begin with an operational situation in which we
could employ more than one kind of sampling to increase the diversity of mosquitoes we could
evaluate. We reviewed the literature and found only one paper that describes tests of backpack
permethrin treatments (Hubbard et aI., 2005). Hubbard et al. examined backyard mosquito
applications and included a water treatment as a "control." They used several sampling methods
including light traps, landing counts, ovitraps and gravid traps to evaluate effectiveness against
multiple species of mosquitoes and were able to detect a reduction of the most numerous
mosquitoes (including Aedes albopictus) significant enough that property owners could enjoy
their backyards after treatment.

We had intended to repeat this test several times throughout the season to maximize the diversity
of mosquito species included. Low adult mosquito populations later in the season precluded tests
after mid-July. We were able to capture threshold levels in low CO2 traps in June and July which
permitted us to conduct the test twice. The results suggest that permethrin was effective soon
after application (within 1-2 days) (Table 5.8). Permethrin reduced the number of Cq. perturbans
at ground level and ~20 feet up in trees. In both tests, efficacy against Cq. perturbans decreased
by 6 days after treatment.

0.5 hr 0% 33% 52% 22%
9.5 hr 0% 97% 100% 71%
19.5 hr 0% 100% 100% 91%

In both tests we were able to capture enough Cq. perturbans to evaluate efficacy against this
mosquito species (Table 5.8). Vacuum aspirator sampling conducted during both tests did not
collect Aedes triseriatus nor did CO2 traps collect enough Culex or other mosquitoes to evaluate
efficacy against these mosquitoes.

MMCD applies permethrin barrier sprays in woodlots to control adult mosquitoes, especially
Aedes triseriatus. We chose a pair of woodlots with a history ofAe. triseriatus breeding that
were small enough to treat and relatively close together (0.25 mile apart). Before treatment, we
placed a high/low pair of CO2 traps in both woodlots. We also sampled the woodlots with
vacuum aspirators. If one of the sampling methods captured threshold numbers of mosquitoes,
we applied a barrier permethrin treatment to one of the woodlots and left the other untreated. We
repeated the sampling 1-2 days after treatment and 6 days after treatment.
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The District, as part of its Continuous Quality Improvement philosophy, desires to continually
improve its control methods. Much testing has focused upon controlling potential vectors of
WNV since its arrival to Minnesota in 2002

Table 5.8 Results ofa test ofpermethrin efficacy using low and high CO2 traps. Mulla's
formula incorporates untreated control trap counts to correct for changes in the
treated traps that are not due to the treatment.

All other mosquito species
(% Efficacy, Mulla's formula)

Cq. perturbans
(% Efficacy; Mulla's formula)

Days after
Trap treatment Test 1* Test 2* Test 1* Test 2*

Low traps
Permethrin Pre-treat 178 273 40 37

1-2§ 11 (90%) 63 (81 %) 6 (86%) 19 (29%)
6 134 (27%) 56 (49%) 8 (17%) 12 (0%)

Untreated Pre-treat 76 114 25 25
control 1-2§ 46 135 27 18

6 78 46 6 3
High traps
Permethrin Pre-treat 17 21 1 0

1-2§ 8 (84%) 8(61%) 0 0
6 96 (0%) 5 (58%) 1 0

Untreated Pre-treat 9 28 0 0
control 1-2§ 26 27 4 1

6 19 16 1 3
* Test 1 conducted June 20-28, 2006, Test 2 conducted July 12-18,2006
§ Test 1 first post treatment sampling conducted 2 days after treatment

Test 2 first post treatment sampling conducted 1 day after treatment

New Control Material Evaluations

Season-long Control in Catch Basins Most of our catch basin research focused upon
reducing the amount of work required to treat catch basins while maintaining effective control.
The FourStar® briquet potentially could control mosquito larvae breeding in catch basins for the
entire season. Bti is the active ingredient. Preliminary efficacy results provided by the
manufacturer (B2E) looked promising.

FourStar® Briquets in Catch Basins In 2006, we selected 38 catch basins in St. Paul that
we sampled approximately weekly throughout from mid-June through mid-August. Twenty-eight
catch basins were treated with one FourStar® briquet each on June 21 st; ten were not treated and
served as untreated controls. We observed no difference in the percentage of catch basins that
contained larvae after treatment with FourStar® briquets compared to untreated catch basins
(Table 5.9). Three days after treatment a 2+ inch rainfall may have flushed the briquets from
treated catch basins.
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We observed no difference in the mean number of larvae per dip in catch basins that contained
larvae after treatment with FourStar® briquets compared to untreated catch basins (Table 5.10).

If the FourStar® briquets were killing larvae slowly, we might observe a higher percentage of
first instar larvae in treated catch basins. We observed no difference in the percentage of larvae
that are first instars in catch basins that contained larvae after treatment with FourStar® briquets
compared to untreated catch basins (Table 5.11).

~

d
~

~
~

4

n
10
10
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Untreated Control

100
100
86
100
100
60
60
60
100
90

Untreated control

34.25 8.36
36.93 10.93
10.33 6.38
66.22 16.47
108.30 25.13
9.45 4.56
5.30 3.71
3.29 2.16

25.15 9.67
16.95 5.57

Mean dip count
(larvae per dip) SE

Percent containing
larvaen

28
24
22
22
20
23
21
20
23
21

SE
18.57
17.93
15.83
21.90
30.01
2.28
2.20
0.95
5.90
6.52
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FourStar® briquets

100
92
100
100
95
74
52
45
74
76

FourStar® briquets

55.41
50.06
40.52
102.26
130.87
6.73
4.81
1.67

23.28
13.95

Mean dip count
(larvae per dip)

Percent
containing larvae

compared to untreated catch basins.
catch basins.

Mean dip counts from catch basins treated with FourStar® briquets in 2006
SE=standard error. Control = untreated

Percent of catch basins treated with FourStar® briquets in 2006 that contained
larvae compared to untreated catch basins. SE=standard error.
n = catch basins sampled

Sample dates
14-15 June
22 June
29 June
6-7 July
12-13 July
21 July
26-27 July
4 August
9 August
16 August

Sample dates
14-15 June
22 June
29 June
6-7 July
12-13 July
21 July
26-27 July
4 August
9 August
16 August

Table 5.9

Table 5.10
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Equipment Evaluations

In summary, we observed no significant effect of treatment with FourStar® briquets. We hope to
repeat this test and include a method of determining if the FourStar® briquet remained in the
catch basins.

Helicopter Swath Analysis and Calibration Procedures for Larvicides Technical
Services and field staff conducted eight aerial calibration sessions for dry granular materials
during the 2006 season. These computerized calibrations directly calculate application rates and
swath patterns for each pass so each helicopter's dispersal characteristics are optimized. Seven
sessions were held at the municipal airport in LeSueur, MN and one session was held in Lino

SE
7.3%
11.8%
17.8%
5.6%
7.8%
18.5%
21.1%
20.0%
8.5%
13.8%
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23.9 5.1 % 24.5
26.6 5.5% 25.5
39.1 8.0% 46.7
16.8 3.8% 20.5
30.0 5.7% 22.5
40.3 10.2% 32.5
31.8 10.2% 33.3
53.3 14.8% 62.5
61.2 7.6% 67.0
46.3 10.4% 65.0

1,483 98.87 N/A 15 of 15
59 3.93 96.0 9 of 15
2 0.13 99.9 2 of 15

FourStar® briquets Untreated Control
Percent first instar Percent first instar

larvae SE larvae

Total emerged Mean emerged Percent No. of cages with
from all 15 cages per cage reduction Cq. perturbans

Percent oflarvae in catch basins treated with FourStar® briquets in 2006 that are
first instars compared to untreated catch basins. SE=standard error.

Emergence cage test results of Altosid® XR-G sand and Altosid® pellets against
Cq. perturbans. The percent reduction is compared to the control treatment.

Control
XR-G
Pellets

Treatment

Sample dates
14-15 June
22 June
29 June
6-7 July
12-13 July
21 July
26-27 July
4 August
9 August
16 August

Table 5.11

Altosid® XR-G Sand Treatments An emergence cage test conducted in 2006 compared
the ability of Altosid® XR-G Sand and Altosid® pellets to suppress emergence of the cattail
mosquito, Cq. perturbans. The test included nine cattail sites, three of which were treated
aerially with Altosid® XR-G sand (10 lb/acre), three with Altosid® pellets (4 lb/acre), and three
left untreated. Five emergence cages were placed in each of the nine sites. All mosquitoes that
emerged into the cages were collected twice each week beginning on June 8th and continuing
through August 4th

. Both products effectively suppressed Cq. perturbans (Table 5.12).

Table 5.12
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Lakes, MN. Staff completed calibrations for six different operational and experimental control
materials. In total, seven helicopters were calibrated and each helicopter was configured to apply
an average of three different control materials.

The number of trials increased significantly due to the use ofpre-hatch materials (Altosid®
pellets) in 2006. Altosid® pellets are challenging to apply at our low dosage rates primarily due
to the designs of the control material (extruded pellet) and the application equipment (gravity-fed
hoppers). The pellets inter-lock, bridge, and do not flow freely through metering gates.
Therefore, equipment settings must be accurately readjusted just prior to application to apply the
desired treatment rate.

Development of GPS Navigation Systems in Helicopters For many years MMCD has
experimented with handheld GPS units to track sampling and control material applications and
aid mapping. Valuable operational information can be gained by tracking and physically
recording these control material applications. GPS information can help stafflocate breeding
sites and analyze efficiency, and help our quality assurance program improve operations,
automate treatment records, and provide other advantages. In 2005, handheld GPS units were
placed in each helicopter to track Altosid® pellet applications. Due to the successful tracking of
these aerial applications and the information gained, MMCD included the requirement of an
aircraft-mounted GPS navigational system as part of the aerial application contract in 2006.

Our helicopter operations contractor, Scott's Helicopter Service, installed Ag-Nav@ Guia GPS
navigational systems in all their helicopters during the 2006 season. Due to delays in
manufacturing, the Ag-Nav systems were not fully installed prior to the start of the season.
Further delays occurred as MMCD operations limited the availability of these aircrafts to be
fitted with new electronic systems. Therefore, MMCD was not able to begin using the systems
until mid-July.

Evaluation of these systems showed very encouraging results. MMCD was able to upload
breeding site information into the helicopter's navigational computer and then download a
complete track of the aerial applications. This information could then be electronically overlaid
on digitized aerial photos and analyzed. In conjunction with the encouraging results, MMCD
discovered that many new processes and procedures would have to be developed to manage the
overall data flow so it would not impede operations. In addition, these evaluations found multiple
problems in the new Ag-Nav system's hardware and software programming. MMCD worked
with the helicopter contractor and the manufacturer to resolve many of these issues. A subgroup
of MMCD staff and helicopter pilots was formed to resolve any remaining issues and develop
procedures to assist all parties in understanding and using the system. The goal is to have the
systems fully operational for the start of2007 aerial application season (see Chapter 6 - Plans).

Evaluation of Fixed Wing Aircraft for Use in Northern Regions ofMMCD As the
District expands the acres treated by larvicides, Technical Services is continuing to explore
methods to increase the efficiencies of our control operations. Application of granular larvicides
by fixed-wing aircraft in the large continuous mosquito breeding acreage holds promise for the
northernmost portion of the District (Washington, Anoka and Hennepin counties). Technical
Services is evaluating an AirTractor 502 fixed-wing aircraft, which are used primarily in
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agricultural application industry. This aircraft has a 5,000 lb payload capacity and can hold
approximately 1,625 lbs ofBti granules (203 acres per flight). We do not reach the payload
capacity due to the bulk density of our Bti larvicide. The application flight speed of a fixed wing
aircraft is approximately 120 mph. When comparing these application parameters to our
currently used Bell 47 helicopters, which have a capacity of 640 lbs (80 acres per flight) and an
application speed of approximately 50 mph, we may be able to significantly increase the amount
of acres treated per day in these larger continuous sites.

In April 2006, Technical Services staff traveled to Halstad, MN to evaluate the applicability of
an AirTractor 502 aircraft to mosquito control operations. By using the same methods used in
our helicopter calibrations, we evaluated the fixed wing's granular distribution to determine if
the aircraft could adequately apply materials at our low application rates and swath requirements.
The aircraft was calibrated and was able to consistently apply Bti granules at an 8 lbs/acre rate at
a 75 ft swath. This result was achieved without the use of a seeder plate, which is often used
when applying low volume rates out of fixed-wing aircraft. The swath width is equivalent to
swaths achieved by our helicopters.

In August 2006, a field application evaluation was planned and set up to determine if we can
properly place control materials within our mosquito breeding sites. A 300 acre plot was chosen
in Anoka County and contained multiple sites to represent a typical application flight. Breeding
site coordinate data was uploaded into the aircraft's GPS guidance system (Satloc) so the pilot
would have pertinent site information. The trial would determine the accuracy of placement of
our control materials and concentrate on edges of breeding sites.

In addition, Technical Services met with officials of the Anoka County Airport (Janes Field) to
arrange to use one of the taxi ways as a staging area for conducting these operations. A
congested area waiver was filed with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to gain all
necessary approvals for flying within the metropolitan area.

Due to the dry environmental conditions and lack ofmosquito breeding in the test sites, this trial
was postponed until the 2007 season.

Aerial Adulticide Applications MMCD continues to research emergency methods for
controlling adult mosquitoes in the event ofa large-scale outbreak of vector-borne disease.
Technical Services staff evaluated five companies that have conducted aerial adulticide
operations around the country and reviewed the methodology and contractual agreements used in
these operations. In addition, Technical Services contacted the 9l0lh Airlift Wing of the US Air
Force Reserve which maintains the Department of Defense's fixed-wing aerial spray unit. This
Youngstown, Ohio unit has conducted mosquito control spray missions in response to natural
disasters (multiple hurricanes) and public health emergencies (Eastern and Western Equine
Encephalitis, Dengue). Since the Air Force Reserve has an airbase at the Minneapolis/St. Paul
International Airport, this unit could effectively support their operations within our region. In
2007, Technical Services will continue to build the relationships with the local Air Force
Reserve Unit and 91 Olh Airlift Wing to familiarize them with our operations.
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Technical Service staff did not conduct any aerial adulticide trials in 2006 but continues to work
with our helicopter contractor to be properly prepared for an emergency response in the event of
an outbreak of vector-borne disease.

Droplet Analysis of Ground-based Spray Equipment Technical Service staff optimized
fifty-six Ultra Low Volume (ULV) insecticide generators (truck-mounted, ATV-mounted or
handheld) using the KLD Model DC-III portable droplet analyzer. Staff uses this analyzer to
fine-tune equipment to produce an ideal droplet spectrum of 8-20 microns. Adjusting the ULV
sprayers to produce a more uniform droplet range maximizes efficacy by creating droplets of the
correct size to impinge upon flying mosquitoes. In addition, more uniform swaths allow staff to
better predict ULV application patterns and swath coverage throughout the District.

Evaluation of Truck-mounted ULV Generators Utilizing GPS-tracking Technology
MMCD continues to evaluate new methods of tracking adulticide treatments utilizing data
collection systems which use GPS location technology. These systems are able to electronically
plot applications on treatment maps and assist in determining the exact locations of adulticide
treatments. These systems will eliminate the need for field staff to physically record the
applications on maps and will provide an electronic record of all activities of the vehicle in any
given timeframe. These records are immediately available as soon as the information is uploaded
from the cold fog vehicle to the computer system. These records should eliminate recording
errors and is seen as an improvement in many areas: operation efficiency, driver safety, treatment
records, inventory calculations, and legal documentation.

MMCD continued to evaluate three GPS data recording systems in 2006. The three systems
being reviewed are Clarke's DataMaster, ADAPCO's Monitor 3L, and Curtis Dyna-Fog's
DynaTrax. Each system is unique and challenging to fit each system's output into MMCD's
current mapping and reporting structure. Three operational facilities were chosen and each
received multiple units of one company's data recording system. This concentration of a
particular system within a facility allowed staff to become fully familiar with one operating
system and gain in-depth experience with the units. Each facility would evaluate the system and
report their findings to MMCD's equipment team. Due to the dry environmental conditions and
lack of adult mosquitoes, MMCD conducted minimal adulticiding and therefore, full evaluations
of these systems did not occur in 2006. The data that was collected will be added to 2007
evaluations to assist the equipment team to review and purchase the best operating system that
meets our requirements.

2007 Plans

Quality assurance processes will continue to be incorporated into the everyday operations of the
regional process teams. Technical Services will continue to support field operations to improve
their ability to complete their responsibilities most effectively. A primary goal will be to
continue to assure the collection of quality information for all evaluations so decisions are based
upon good data. We will continue to improve our calibration techniques to optimize all of our
mosquito control equipment.
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In 2007, tests of Altosid® XR-G sand against the cattail mosquito (eq. perturbans) will be
repeated if sampling for larvae in the spring detects sufficient larval densities. We will continue
testing control materials in catch basins with the goal of decreasing the number of treatments per
season while maintaining efficacy. We plan to repeat our tests ofpermethrin barrier treatments to
include more mosquito species in more areas. Finally, we plan to continue evaluating the
effectiveness of adulticide treatments against vectors of WNV or other mosquito-borne diseases,
potentially including more tests with high and low traps and repeat tests ofpyrenone® and
pyrocide® in croplands.

References
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CntlPre = Mean pretreatment count ofuntreated control
TrtPre = Mean pretreatment count of treated group
CntlPost = Mean post treatment count of untreated control
TrtPost = Mean post treatment count of treated group
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Chapter 6

2006 Highlights

.:. Conducted public opinion
survey

.:. Developed public web site
with access to larval
inspection and treatment
data

.:. Updated wetland maps and
restricted access list/map

Dr. KarenOberhauser
puplisheq results of tests of
permethrin toxicity to
monarch butterfly.larvae

Staffprepared companion
publication on milkweed
occurrence relative to
MMCD adulticide
treatments for risk
evaluation

.:. Requests for service from
the public still low

.:. Improved field office access
to trap data, and improved
inventory reporting

2007 Plans

.:. Develop software,
hardware, and procedures to
help staff load map files and
collect treatment data using
new helicopter GPS
tracking/guidance system
("Agnav")

.:. Refine web map based on
public and internal feedback

.:. Continue efforts to publish
nontarget research
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Supporting Work

2006 Proiects

Field & Lab Data Entry and Reporting

A dditions to our electronic field and lab data entry
system, "DataGate", this year included direct entry of
adult trap results allowing field staff quicker access to

their weekly collection data. The physical inventory entry
system developed last year was tested and used extensively
and more automated reports were developed to allow quick
assessment of material on hand and use patterns.

Field data for larval and adult inspections and control
continue to be entered using Palm OS-based Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs). In 2006, many minor changes and updates
were made including being able to record treatments made
from the Main Office in St. Paul, which were needed for catch
basin work. A warning was also added to Black Fly treatment
screens to remind workers to check for zebra mussels. Plans
to add aerial treatment records to the PDA were postponed
while the aerial GPS tracking system using Ag-Nav® systems
installed in the helicopters was being tested.

Mapping

Metro aerial photos flown by MarkHurd Inc. for the
Metropolitan Council in spring 2005 were used to make
extensive updates on wetland maps in the winter of 2005
2006. Staff are finishing updates for the outer areas of the
District in winter of 2006-2007. Additional effort was made to
map potential habitat for the cattail mosquito, Cq. perturbans,
in conjunction with a review of control strategies for that
speCIes.

These updated site boundaries are being used in a new web
based mapping system that makes site maps and treatment
records for the entire District readily available. The public
version of this site is currently available from MMCD's home
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Action:

Figure 6.1 - MMCD public web map application showing site look-up.

The cooperative project with US Fish and Wildlife Service, Metropolitan Council
Environmental Services, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MnDNR), and Ramsey
Conservation District to use MMCD and other data to update the metro-area National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI) showed that issues about different agencies' standards and use of wetland
boundary data make it difficult to automate a NWI update process. However, MMCD and other
data sources were useful to the interpreters updating NWI. We expect continued discussions on
this as MMCD data becomes more readily available on the web.

MMCD staff continue to participate in MetroGIS, including finishing a term as chair of the
Coordinating Committee, working with Metropolitan Council members and staff on an
evaluation of the value of the cooperative efforts of MetroGIS, planning a symposium on the
future of GIS, and working with local governments on issues regarding property addresses.
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'''hat do these data mean~
Disclaimer. fvIaps inteuded as a
guide only~ not guaranteed free
from errors. Use our site change:
form to report changes and help
us stay up-1o-date.

lVlMCDSite
[0,,:

page, www.mmcd.org.underMosquitoControl-LarvaIControl(Fig.6.1).Aninternal version
with greater detail is available from MMCD computers.

Digital wetland files were provided on request to other units of government, including:
• City of Minneapolis -- Public Works
• Washington Conservation District - wetland inventory
• City of Shoreview - wetland inventory and typing
• Short-Elliot-Henderson Engineering, Inc. - Ramsey County wetland inventory and

typing
• Peterson Environmental - wetland typing
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Another major data update effort was to check the accuracy of the list of people who have
requested some kind of restriction in access or treatment on their property. Lists were double
checked with maps and call records in April 2006 and postcards sent out to individual property
owners on record as requesting restrictions. Lists were updated based on the response.

Stormwater Management, Wetland Design, and Mosquitoes

Many local units of government continue to expand their interest in stormwater management in
order to meet federal requirements and reduce effects on state impaired waters. Concerns about
mosquitoes, especially West Niles virus vectors, have led to dialog on designs for stormwater
management structures.

MMCD continued outreach efforts to stormwater and wetland designers to provide information
on mosquito biology, prevention, and control.

• "Stormwater & Mosquitoes" presentation (see MMCD web site) was given for Pesticide
Applicators Certification training at MMCD, and at the American Mosquito Control
Association annual meeting.

• "Mosquitoes in Underground Structures" poster presented at MN Water Resources
Conference (civil engineers, city & watershed dist. staff)

MMCD staff continued to stay in contact with Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
staff regarding updates to the Minnesota Stormwater Manual, a Best Management Practices
guidance document produced by MPCA, MnDNR, Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MnDOT), Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), and soil and water conservation districts
for meeting runoff pollution requirements. The Manual can be viewed at:
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/stormwater/stormwater-manual.html. We continue to seek
ways to communicate with designers and engineers on this issue and appreciate any suggestions
from TAB members.

MMCD staff participated in efforts by the Society of Wetland Scientists (SWS) to develop an
SWS Position Statement on West Nile Virus, Mosquitoes, and Wetlands. Unfortunately, the
members of the development group ended up having irreconcilable differences,mostly regarding
the concept of "source reduction," and the paper developed will not appear as an SWS-approved
document. However, some members of the development group are attempting to have it
published as an independent review in the SWS journal, Wetlands.

Nontarget Studies

As requested by the Technical Advisory Board, MMCD has continued to support efforts to
evaluate possible adulticide nontarget effects. A TAB subgroup (Drs. Karen Oberhauser, Roger
Moon, Nancy Read, and Stephen Manweiler) reported last year on tests done by Dr. Karen
Oberhauser's lab showing toxicityofpermethrin, as applied by MMCD as a barrier treatment, or
resmethrin, applied as a ULV fog, to monarch (Danaus plexippus (L.)) larvae exposed directly or
fed treated leaves (see 2004 and 2005 TAB reports). Results of the studies on permethrin by Dr.
Oberhauser appeared in the December 2006 issue of the journal Environmental Entomology (see
publications list, page 61). Results of the study of milkweed distribution relative to MMCD
adulticide treatments are being submitted to the same journal for publication.
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Public Opinion Survey

Dr. Richard Anderson is working with staff to continue efforts to assemble a peer-reviewed
journal publication from the 1997-1998 results of the Wright County Long-term Study.

Figure 6.2 "How important do you feel it is
to control the mosquito
population in the metro area?"
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Previous Larvicide Nontarget Impact Studies We continue to get requests for earlier
publications, including reports on Wright County Long-term Study and other studies on Bti and
methoprene done under the direction of the Scientific Peer Review Panel assembled by MMCD.
These reports are now available on the MMCD web site, and download totals for 2006 are as
follows (note that these pdf files also end up "downloaded" in order to be read):

MMCD has conducted a series of public opinion surveys to help assess customer awareness,
satisfaction and concerns, and track changes over time. From 1994-2000 surveys were done
every 2 years; when changes were found to be small, the time between surveys was increased
and the next survey was done in 2004. That year showed marked changes, probably relating to
the arrival ofWest Nile Virus since the previous survey. We returned to a 2-year schedule to see
if these changes were maintained. This year's telephone survey of 406 metro-area residents was
done July 5 -August 14, 2006 by The Research Edge, LLC. The survey used standard polling
techniques (random-digit sample, participant chosen by most recent birthday). Results can be
generalized to the population of the 7-county metro area with a margin of error of ± 5%.

Most residents continued to express that it is important to control the mosquito populations in the
metro area.

• 89% of respondents rated the importance of controlling mosquitoes 5, 6, or 7 on a 7-point
scale (1 = not important, 4 = neutral, 7 = very important), the same as in 2004 and
significantly higher than previous years (Fig. 6.2).
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However, given the low numbers ofmosquitoes most ofthe year, relatively few respondents
reported major effects of mosquitoes on their lives.

• 38% said mosquitoes in their neighborhood this year decreased their enjoyment of the
outdoors very often or somewhat often. This is a large decrease from the spike in 2004
(Fig. 6.3) that may have reflected both West Nile virus concerns and high mosquito
populations that year.

-0 100%
<l)

~
0 80% 72%.....
0
<l) 57%8
>-. 60% 47%
0 42%....,., 38%0
<l) 40%

'"0
<l)
rr;
o:l 20% ",

~
0
<l)

fl 0%
1994 1996 1998 2000 2004 2006

Figure 6.3 "In your neighborhood this year,
how often have mosquitoes
decreased your enjoyment of
the outdoors? Would you say
very often, somewhat often, a
few times, or never?"
Proportion of respondents
replying somewhat or very
often.

• Repellent use also went back to pre-2004levels, declining from 84% in 2004 to 71 % in
2006, up from 68% in 2000 (Fig. 6.4).

100% 84% Figure 6.4 "Please indicate which of the

..... 80% following methods or products
~ you use to repel or control<l)

a:> 60% mosquitoes or gnats. Do youp..
<l)

~ 40% use ... Repellent?"
<l)
rr;

;:J
20%

0%
1994 1996 1998 2000 2004 2006

Median $ spent on control or repellent was back to $10, after going up to $15 in 2004.

Most respondents were aware that mosquitoes can transmit disease. Those aware that metro-area
mosquitoes can transmit disease (98%) was about the same as 2004 and up significantly from
1994 (80%), the most recent time that question was asked. Those reporting checking their yard
weekly to clean out containers were down slightly from 2004, closer to levels seen in previous
years (Fig. 6.5)
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1994 1996 1998 2000 2004 2006

57

Most felt MMCD was an important service, and many would like increased control.
• 84% agreed "MMCD provides an important service to the community", significantly

higher than the 74% agreeing in 2004 or those in any previous year (Fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.6 "MMCD provides an important
84% service to the community."

Respondents indicating 5, 6 or
7 on agreement scale.
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Most respondents were aware of mosquito control activities.
• 65% reported being aware of "a local government agency called the Metropolitan

Mosquito Control District", similar to previous years (range 61 % to 66%).
• As in past surveys, men were more likely to agree they had heard ofMMCD than were

women, but the difference was not significant (67% vs.63%).
• Households with children were less likely to be aware ofMMCD (51 % vs 73%).
• An additional 19% were aware oflarval or adult control, although not ofMMCD. The

total aware that some control was being done was 84%.

Sources of information included TV, major newspapers, radio, contact with employees or seeing
trucks, local newspapers, presentations and fairs, and MMCD's web site/e-mail. Those aware of
MMCD who listed TV news as a source of information decreased from 77% in 2004 to 72%, and
those who listed radio decreased from 32% to 23%. Respondents reporting seeing trucks or
employees increased to 35%, up from 30% in 2004, and much higher than the original 19% in
1996. The increase in trucks on the streets for catch basin treatments may be contributing to this
rise. Those listing e-mail or web site as a source of information remained steady at 2%.
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Few respondents showed concerns about environmental or health effects of controls.
• 16% agreed with a statement suggesting adult control harms environment or health, up

somewhat from 2004 but still lower than 2000 (Fig. 6.9); 41 % disagreed, 44% replied
neutral or don't know. Similar concern levels were seen for larval control in wetlands and
possible effects of those on human health.
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Figure 6.7 "Less than $12 of property
73% taxes on a $200,000 house goes

to fund MMCD. Considering
the task and relative cost of the
MMCD, ...MMCD is a good
buy for the money."
Respondents indicating 5, 6 or
7 on agreement scale.
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1994 1996 1998 2000 2004 2006

73% agreed "MMCD is a good buy for the money", up significantly from 62% in 2004
and significantly higher than any previous year, despite the increase in amount paid (now
"$12 of property taxes on a $200,000 house", up from "$5.40 per $120,000 house" in
2000) (Fig. 6.7).

51 % agreed "Mosquito and gnat control should be increased", significantly lower than
2004 (63%) and similar to previous years (Fig. 6.8). Lack of mosquitoes in 2006 may
have affected this result; in previous surveys those reporting frequent problems with
mosquitoes were more likely to support increased control.

44% agreed "MMCD funding should be increased," 17% disagree, about the same as
preVIOUS years.
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In general, respondents aware ofMMCD, oflarval control, or of adult control were more likely
to feel that controls do not cause harm.

Results
13%
45%
37%

- Should they increase notification, even if it means less control,
- Should they stay with the current system,
- or should they spend less on notification and more on control?
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In this case, most agreed that current efforts at notification are fine, if increased effort would
decrease control. In 2004, a similar question was asked, but no cost was given for increasing
notification, and in those results 46% wanted more options for notification.

A question was added to address pressures facing decision-makers as the metro area expands:
"As new homes are built in areas that once were farms or woods, people expect to add
services such as streets and seWers in these new developments. Should mosquito control be
another service that people in new growth areas should expect, or not?"

A large majority, 76%, responded "Yes" to this question.

An addition this year was a question about notification:
"MMCD notifies people about plans for spraying by putting an ad in the paper at the start of
the year, putting treatment schedules on a web site, phone line, and e-mail list, and posting
signs at park entrances. MMCD would like people to know about treatments, but notification
can take time and money away from providing mosquito control. Given this trade-off, which
best describes how MMCD should spend its resources:"

Figure 6.9 "If 1 is strongly disagree, 4 is
neutral, and 7 is strongly agree,
please indicate the extent to
which you agree with the
following statement: Spraying
to control adult mosquitoes at
parks, events, and wooded
areas is harmful to the
environment." Respondents
indicating 5, 6 or 7 on
agreement scale.

• 64% agreed "Spraying has some risk, but the benefit of a professionally-done spray
program outweighs the risk," up slightly from previous years (range 57% to 63%); 9%
disagreed with that statement.

Another new question asked for agreement/disagreement on a 1-7 scale with the following:
"Sometimes mosquitoes corning out of wildlife areas can be a problem for nearby homes, and
wildlife managers should consider mosquito control when they develop their management
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plans." A total of 64% agreed with this statement, and 15% disagreed. Those who had
previously indicated they thought controls were harmful were more likely to disagree with this
statement.

MMCD has been trying to increase awareness of both tick-borne disease and ofMMCD's
services in this area, and added more questions relating to ticks and disease. Those indicating
they were aware that "ticks in the metro-area can transmit disease to people or animals" was
96%. Another question probed whether people were taking action to protect themselves:

"When you spend time in woods or on shaded trails, about how often do you take
actions to avoid tick bites, such as choosing clothing, using tick repellents, or
washing or checking after walking in brush? Would you say: Every time you go out,
Usually, Seldom, or Never?"

Results showed 52% said "Every time", 28% said "Usually", 18% were "Seldom or Never."

Only 33% thought "the annual number of cases in Minnesota in recent years is increasing;"
33% thought it was about the same, 7% thought it was decreasing and 26% didn't know. Those
aware ofMMCD's activities to prevent Lyme disease was at 33% in 2006, slightly higher than
2004 and significantly higher than 2000 (24%).

Results of the survey are being used to help evaluate public communication efforts and design
and target future work. MMCD Commissioners also use results to help ensure that the District's
programs are relevant to public concerns.

Notification

The District continues to post daily adulticide information on its web site (www.mmcd.org) and
on its "Bite Line" (651-643-8383), a pre-recorded telephone message citizens can call to get the
latest information on scheduled treatments. The District also publishes a three column by nine
inch ad in local newspapers each spring advising citizens how they can find out where and when
adulticiding will take place throughout the season. In 2006, the District filmed and distributed a
public service announcement, featuring the MMCD director, directing people to the web or
phone notification services. This 30-second spot has been posted on the District website. Staff
also sent summaries ofDistrict activities to city managers and continued to encourage cities to
put a link on their web sites to MMCD's mosquito treatment notices.

Calls Requesting Service

In past years, calls requesting adulticide treatment early in the season generally followed the
seasonal pattern shown by sweep net counts for human-biting mosquitoes. A mid-July spike in
sweep net numbers appears not to have been extreme enough to generate a significant increase in
requests for adulticide treatments (Figure 6.10).
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Presentations, Posters, and Publications
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Figure 6.10 Calls requesting service and sweep net counts by week, 2006

Curriculum in Schools

MMCD staff attends a variety of scientific meetings throughout the year. Following is a list of
papers and posters presented during 2006 and those scheduled for 2007. Also included are
publications that have MMCD staff as authors or co-authors.

2006
Jarnefeld, J. 2006. Changes Over Time - 16 Years of Ixodes scapularis Surveillance-Twin

Cities, Minnesota. Poster at the Society of Vector Ecology Conference. Anchorage, AK.
Johnson, K.A. 2006. Anatomy of a La Crosse Encephalitis Prevention Program. Poster at the

Society of Vector Ecology Conference. Anchorage, AK.
Manweiler, S.A. 2006. Mosquito Control in the Twin Cities Metro Area in Minnesota: 2005

Update. Presentation at the American Mosquito Control Association. Detroit, MI. (in the
Symposium: Mosquito Concerns in Great Lakes Region).

MMCD continued to deliver "Mosquito Mania," a three-day curriculum for upper elementary
and middle school students. This curriculum was introduced to metro-area schools during 2005.
"Mosquito Mania" builds on MMCD's relationship with schools by offering a standards-based
approach to the subject of mosquitoes and their relationship to the environment. Regional
facilities together with Main Office staff reached a total 7,611 students in 71 schools.
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Oberhauser, K. S., S. J. Brinda, S. Weaver, R. D. Moon, S. A. Manweiler, and N. Read. 2006.
Growth and Survival of Monarch Butterflies (Lepidoptera: Danaidae) After Exposure to
Pennethrin Barrier Treatments. Environ. Entomol. 35(6):1626-1634.

Read, N. R. 2006. Mosquitoes and Stonn Water Management. Presentation at the American
Mosquito Control Association. Detroit, MI.

Read, N. R. and Kirk Johnson. 2006. Mosquito Control in Underground BMPs - What Works?
Poster presented at Minnesota Water Resources Conference, Brooklyn Center, MN.

Read, N. R. and Jim Nichols. 2006. Wetlands on the Web. Presentation given at Minnesota
GIS/LIS Annual Conference, St. Cloud, MN.

2007
Beadle K, S. Grant, E. Sell, J. Osborne, and J. Peterson. 2007. Larval Control ofWest Nile Virus

Vectors in Stonn Water Management Structures. Presentation at the American Mosquito
Control Association. Orlando, FL.

Crane, D.M, S.J. Brogren, and C.A. LaMere. 2007. Unusual Increases in Two Rare Species,
Anopheles quadrimaculatus and Culex erraticus, in Minnesota. Presentation at the
American Mosquito Control Association. Orlando, FL.

Griemann, L. and J. Jamefeld. 2007. Sixteen Years of Ixodes scapularis Surveillance in the Twin
Cities Area, Minnesota. Presentation at the American Mosquito Control Association.
Orlando, FL.

Johnson, K.A. 2007. West Nile Virus in the Metropolitan Mosquito Control District, Minnesota.
Presentation at the American Mosquito Control Association. Orlando, FL.

Manweiler, S.A, N. Read, K. Oberhauser, and R. Moon. 2007. Evaluating Potential Non-target
Effects ofPyrethroid Mosquito Adulticides Using Monarch Butterflies as Sentinel.
Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Michigan Mosquito Control Association.
Traverse City, MI.

Sell, E. and K. Beadle. 2007. Larval Control of West Nile Virus Vectors in Stonn Water
Management Structures. Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Michigan Mosquito
Control Association. Traverse City, MI.

Sell, E, J. Jamefeld and S.A. Manweiler. 2007. Sixteen Years of Ixodes scapularis Surveillance
in the Twin Cities Area. Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Michigan Mosquito
Control Association. Traverse City, MI.

Stevens, C. and N. Read. 2007. Integrating AgNav Technology into MMCD's Aerial Larvicide
Program. Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Michigan Mosquito Control
Association. Traverse City, MI.

Smith, M. 2007.Control Material Inventory Management at the Metropolitan Mosquito Control
District. Presentation at the American Mosquito Control Association annual meeting.
Orlando, FL.

Read, N. R., Manweiler, S.A, K. Oberhauser, and R. Moon. 2007. Nontarget Effects of
Pennethrin and Resmethrin on Monarch Butterflies: Toxicity and Exposure Studies.
Presentation at the American Mosquito Control Association annual meeting.
Orlando, FL.

Walz, J., A. Benson, and C. LaMere. 2007. What's going on in Minnesota? Black Fly
Monitoring and Control in the Greater Metropolitan Area of the Twin Cites of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, USA. Presentation at the North American Black
Fly Association annual meeting. Athens, GA.
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2007 Plans

The major activity planned in data and mapping is to develop software, hardware, and
procedures to allow staff to easily load map files and collect treatment data using new Ag-Nav®
GPS tracking and guidance systems now installed in all of the helicopters used by our contractor,
Scott's Helicopter Service. Testing ofthis system began in late 2006 (see Chapter 5). We plan to
have procedures in place by the April calibration trials.

We also plan to continue to refine the web map application based on public and internal
feedback, and take advantage of cooperative development efforts with other government units
involved in the federal grant for this purpose.

We will continue efforts to publish nontarget research, present MMCD research at professional
meetings, and interact with those involved with stormwater management structures and
maintenance.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A Mosquito Biology

Appendix B Average Number of Common Mosquito Species Collected per Night in New
Jersey Light Traps 1965-2006

Appendix C Description of Control Materials

Appendix D 2006 Control Materials: Percent Active Ingredient (AI), AI Identity,
Per Acre Dosage, AI Applied Per Acre and Field Life

Appendix E Acres Treated with Control Materials Used by MMCD for Mosquito and Black
Fly Control for 1997-2006

Appendix F Control Material Labels

Appendix G Technical Advisory Board Meeting Notes
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Floodwater Mosquitoes

Culiseta melanura Culiseta melanura is the enzootic vector of eastern equine encephalitis.
Its preferred breeding sites are spruce tamarack bogs. Adults do not fly far from their breeding
sources. MMCD monitors Cs. melanura abundance with CO2traps and vacuum aspirators.
Adults are tested for eastern equine encephalitis virus.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Mosquito BiologyAPPENDIX A

Other Culex Three additional species of Culex (Cx. pipiens, Cx. restuans, Cx. salinarius)
are vectors ofWNV. All three breed in permanent and semipermanent sites and Cx. pipiens and
Cx. restuans breed in storm sewers and catch basins as well. Gravid traps and CO2traps are used
to monitor these mosquitoes.

Aedes triseriatus Also known as the eastern treehole mosquito, Ae. triseriatus, is the vector
of La Crosse encephalitis. It breeds in tree holes and artificial containers, especially discarded
tires. The adults are found in wooded or shaded areas and stay within ~ to Y2 miles from where
they emerged. They are not aggressive biters and are not attracted to light. Vacuum aspirators are
best for collecting this species.

Culex tarsalis Culex tarsalis is the vector of western equine encephalitis (WEE) and a
vector of West Nile virus (WNV). In late summer, egg laying spreads to temporary pools and
artificial containers, and feeding shifts from birds to horses or humans. MMCD monitors this
species using New Jersey light traps and C02 traps.

There are 50 species ofmosquitoes in Minnesota. Thirty-nine species are found within the
MMCD. Species can be grouped according to their habits and habitat preferences. For example,
the District uses the following categories when describing the various species: disease vectors,
spring snow melt species, summer flood water species, permanent water species, and the cattail
mosquito.

Spring Snow Melt Aedes Spring snow melt mosquitoes are the earliest mosquitoes to
hatch in the spring. They breed in woodland pools, bogs, and marshes that are flooded with snow
melt water. There is only one generation per year and overwintering is in the egg stage. Adult
females live throughout the summer and can take up to four blood meals. These mosquitoes do
not fly very far from their breeding sites, so localized hot spots of biting can occur both day and
night. Our most common spring species are Ae. abserratus, Ae. excrucians and Ae. stimulans.
Adults are not attracted to light, so human or C02-baited trapping is recommended.

Summer Flood Water Aedes Summer flood water eggs hatch in late April and early May.
Eggs are laid at the margins of grassy depressions, marshes, and along river flood plains. There
are multiple generations per year resulting from rainfalls greater than one inch. Overwintering is
in the egg stage. Adult females live about three weeks. Most species can fly great distances and
are highly attracted to light. Peak biting activity is as at dusk. Our most common summer Aedes
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are Ae. vexans, Ae. sticticus, Ae. trivittatus, and Ae. cinereus. New Jersey light traps, CO2-baited
traps, and human-baited sweep net collections are effective methods for adult surveillance of
these species.

Cattail Mosquito

Coquillettidia perturbans This summer species breeds in cattail marshes and is called the
cattail mosquito. A unique characteristic of this mosquito is that it can obtain oxygen by
attaching its specialized siphon to the roots of cattails and other aquatic plants. They overwinter
in this manner. Adults begin to emerge in late June, with peak emergence around the first week
of July. They are very aggressive biters, even indoors, and will fly up to five miles from the
breeding site. Peak biting activity is at dusk and dawn. Surveillance of adults is best achieved
with CO2 traps.

Permanent Water Species

Other mosquito species not previously mentioned breed in permanent and semipermanent sites.
These mosquitoes comprise the remaining Anopheles, Culex, and Culiseta species. These
mosquitoes are multi-brooded and lay their eggs in rafts on the surface of the water. The adults
prefer to feed on birds or livestock but will bite humans. The adults overwinter in places like
caves, hollow logs, stumps or buildings. The District targets four Culex species and one Culiseta
species for surveillance and/or control.
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APPENDIX B Average Number of Common Mosquito Species Collected per Night in

• New Jersey Light Traps 1965-2006
Aedes Aedes Aedes Aedes Aedes Culex Coquillettidia Average

=- Year abs/punc cinereus sticticus trivittatus vexans tarsalis perturbans All species Rainfall

=- 1966 1.29 0.13 0.00 0.02 33.70 0.69 17.66 61.78 14.41

=- 1967 0.64 0.24 0.65 0.12 75.40 1.61 14.37 101.55 15.60

• 1968 0.14 1.60 0.04 0.77 119.30 1.25 2.43 136.54 22.62

1969 0.70 0.19 0.02 0.17 19.90 0.65 4.27 30.82 9.75

=- 1971 0.69 0.55 0.15 0.33 52.10 0.28 3.51 62.93 17.82

:18 1972 0.98 2.13 0.41 0.35 124.50 0.39 8.12 142.35 18.06

:18 1973 1.29 0.70 0.11 0.06 62.20 0.41 25.86 95.14 17.95

1974 0.17 0.32 0.14 0.12 30.30 0.15 7.15 40.09 14.32

=- 1976 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.00 2.30 0.23 4.42 9.02 9.48
:8 1977 0.20 0.16 0.01 0.02 17.50 2.44 1.16 25.17 20.90

=- 1978 0.17 0.74 0.33 0.24 51.40 1.35 1.04 62.63 24.93

1979 0.07 0.24 0.10 0.21 18.30 0.13 4.39 25.59 19.98

=-• 1981 0.01 0.10 0.25 1.03 57.00 0.44 3.98 65.30 19.08

1982 0.01 0.21 0.08 0.03 23.10 0.15 8.63 34.60 15.59

• 1983 0.03 0.24 0.08 0.14 55.60 0.58 8.72 69.71 20.31

1984 0.08 0.16 0.14 0.35 65.40 1.82 1.60 92.42 21.45

=-• 1986 0.40 0.23 0.12 0.03 25.80 0.92 2.61 34.30 23.39

1987 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.15 29.10 0.96 3.37 37.77 19.48

=- 1988 0.01 0.51 0.00 0.00 21.00 0.72 1.40 27.28 12.31

1989 0.66 1.60 0.01 0.12 14.40 1.01 0.12 26.35 16.64=-
• 1991 1.17 2.67 1.55 0.51 90.80 1.37 6.03 14.44 26.88

1992 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.24 36.00 0.49 38.31 79.81 19.10

:8 1993 0.54 0.50 1.01 1.50 71.20 1.20 34.10 120.45 27.84

=- 1994 0.70 0.47 0.46 0.33 29.70 0.15 68.45 104.52 17.72

=- 1996 0.82 0.62 0.58 0.47 25.82 0.09 40.65 72.05 13.27

1997 1.53 1.91 0.19 4.46 72.66 0.10 48.47 132.48 21.33

=- 1998 1.86 0.66 0.08 0.54 53.93 0.05 36.16 89.89 19.43

• 1999 2.48 0.93 0.31 0.37 60.73 0.04 28.71 82.64 22.41

=- 2001 1.20 2.65 1.38 6.05 76.77 0.23 10.93 114.23 17.73

2002 0.30 1.07 0.07 2.18 92.77 0.39 5.07 108.35 29.13
:8 2003 6.54 1.69 1.00 2.31 76.80 0.17 51.13 149.75 16.79

• 2004 0.49 1.79 0.53 0.72 29.91 0.14 11.39 48.34 21.65

2005 1.42 2.03 0.11 0.37 29.04 0.18 12.16 49.21 23.60• 2006 6.29 1.16 0.14 0.01 12.63 0.08 20.61 44.41 18.65
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Bti com cob may be applied in all types ofmosquito breeding. Bti can be effectively applied
during the first three instars of the mosquito breeding cycle. Typical applications are by

The following is an explanation of the control materials currently in use by MMCD. The specific
names ofproducts used in 2006 are given. The generic products will not change in 2007,
although the specific formulator may change.

Cattail mosquito (Cq. perturbans) breeding sites are treated at 330 briquets per acre in rooted
sites or 440 briquets per acre in floating cattail stands. Applications are made in the winter and
early spring.
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Vectobac® G - Valent Biosciences

Altosid® Pellets - Wellmark InternationallZoecon

Description of Control MaterialsAPPENDIX C

Altosid® (methoprene) 1SO-day briquets

Altosid® (methoprene) pellets

Altosid® (methoprene) SR-20 liquid

Altosid® XR Extended Residual Briquet
Wellmark International/Zoecon

Altosid® briquets are typically applied to mosquito breeding sites which are three acres or less.
Briquets are applied to the lowest part of the site on a grid pattern of 14-16 ft apart at 220
briquets per acre. Sites which may flood and then dry up (Types 1 & 2) are treated completely.
Sites which are somewhat permanent (Types 3, 4, 5) are treated with briquets to the perimeter of
the site in the grassy areas. Pockety ground sites (i.e., sites without a dish type bottom) may not
be treated with briquets due to spotty control achieved in the uneven drawdown of the site.

Altosid® pellets consist of methoprene formulated in a pellet shape. Altosid® pellets are designed
to provide up to 30 days control but trials have indicated control up to 40 days. Applications will
be made to ground sites (less than three acres in size) at a rate of2.5 lbs per acre for Aedes
control and 4-5 lbs per acre for Cq. perturbans control. Applications will also be done by
helicopter in sites which are greater than three acres in size at the same rate as ground sites,
primarily for Cq. perturbans control.

Altosid® Liquid Larvicide Concentrate-A.L.L. Liquid
Wellmark Intemational/Zoecon

Altosid® liquid is mixed with water and applied in the spring to mosquito breeding sites
containing spring Aedes/Ochlerotatus mosquito larvae. Typical applications are to woodland
pools. Sites which are greater than three acres in size are treated by the helicopter at a rate of
twenty milliliters of concentrate per acre. The dilution is adjusted to achieve the best coverage of
the site. Altosid® liquid treatments are ideally completed by June 1 of each season.

Bacillus thur;ng;ens;s ;srae/ens;s (Bti) corn cob

Altosid® (methoprene) XR-G sand Altosid® XR-G Sand - Wellmark International/Zoecon

Altosid® XR-G Sand consists of methoprene formulated in a sand-sized granule designed to
provide up to 20 days control. Applications will be made to ground sites (less than three acres in
size) at a rate of five lbs per acre for Aedes control. Experimental applications for control of Cq.
perturbans are being evaluated at 10 lbs per acre.
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Permethrin is used by the District to treat adult mosquitoes in known daytime resting or
harborage areas. Harborage areas are defined as wooded areas with good ground cover to
provide a shaded, moist area for mosquitoes to rest during the daylight hours.

Bs com cob may be experimentally applied in all types of Culex mosquito breeding. Bs can be
effectively applied during the first three instars of the mosquito breeding cycle. Typical
experimental applications are by helicopter in sites which are greater than three acres in size at a
rate of 5-10 lbs per acre. In sites less than three acres, Bs is applied to pockety sites with cyclone
seeders or power back packs at rates of 7 lbs per acre. This product is also being evaluated as a
control material for catch basin applications.

Vectolex® CG - Valent Biosciences

Agnique® MMF - Cognis Corporation

Permethrin 57% as - Clarke Mosquito Control Products

Agnique® Mono-Molecular Film (MMF) liquid

Bacillus sphaericus

Permethrin

helicopter in sites which are greater than three acres in size at a rate of 5-10 lbs per acre. In sites
less than three acres, Bti is applied to pockety sites with cyclone seeders or power back packs.

Bacillus thuringiensis israe/ensis (Bti) liquid Vectobac® 12AS - Valent Biosciences

Bti liquid is applied directly to small streams and large rivers to control black fly larvae.
Treatments are applied when standard Mylar sampling devices collect threshold levels of black
fly larvae. Maximum dosage rates are not to exceed 25 ppm of product as stipulated by the
MNDNR. Bti is applied at pre-determined sites, usually at bridge crossings applied from the
bridge, or by boat.

Agnique liquid is applied directly to small mosquito breeding sites to control pupae.
Experimental treatments are applied when mosquito larvae are no longer actively feeding or
affected by other larvicides. Application rates are 0.2-0.3 gals per acre. Agnique® is applied by
hand using a squirt bottle or pressurized sprayer to the surface of the water creating a thin self
spreading film layer and applications lowers the surface tension of the water's surface. This loss
of surface tension does not allow the pupae to easily access the water's surface and breathe
without significant effort. Therefore, pupae will eventually drown and control is obtained.

Adult control is initiated when MMCD surveillance (sweep net and light trap collections)
indicates nuisance populations ofmosquitoes, when employee conducted landing rate collections
document high numbers ofmosquitoes, or when a large number of citizen complaints of
mosquito annoyance are received from an area. In the case of citizen complaints, MMCD staff
evaluates mosquito levels to determine iftreatment is warranted. MMCD also treats functions
open to the public, and public owned park and recreation areas upon request and at no charge if
the event is not-for-profit.

The District mixes permethrin with· soybean and food grade mineral oil and applies it to wooded
areas with a power backpack mister at a rate of 25 ounces ofmixed material per acre (0.0977 lb
active ingredient per acre).
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Sumithrin is used by the District to treat adult mosquitoes in known areas of concentration or
nuisance. Sumithrin is applied from truck or all-terrain-vehic1e mounted ULV machines that
produce a fog that contacts mosquitoes when they are flying. Fogging may also be done with
hand held cold fog machines that enable applications in smaller areas than can be reached by
truck. Cold fogging is done either in the early morning or at dusk when mosquitoes become more
active. Sumithrin is applied at a rates 1.5 and 3.0 ounces of mixed material per acre (0.00175 and
0.0035 lb active ingredient per acre). Sumithrin is a non-restricted use compound.

Pyrocide is used by the District to treat adult mosquitoes in known areas of concentration or
nuisance where crop restrictions prevent treatments with resmethrin or sumithrin. Pyrocide is
applied from truck or all-terrain-vehic1e mounted ULV machines that produce a fog that contacts
mosquitoes when they are flying. Fogging may also be done with hand held cold fog machines
that enables the applications in smaller areas than can be reached by truck. Cold fogging is done
either in the early morning or at dusk when mosquitoes become more active. Pyrocide is applied
at a rate of 1.5 ounces of mixed material per acre (0.00217 lb active ingredient per acre).
Pyrocide is a non-restricted used compound.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Scourge® 4+12 - Bayer Environmental Science

pyrenone® 25-5 - Bayer Environmental Science

Anvil® 2+2 - Clarke Mosquito Control Products

pyrocide® 7396 (5+25) - Mc Laughlin Gormley King Company

Sumithrin

Resmethrin

Natural Pyrethrin

Natural Pyrethrin

Pyrenone is used by the District to treat adult mosquitoes in known areas of concentration or
nuisance where crop restrictions prevent treatments with resmethrin or sumithrin. Pyrenone is
applied from truck or all-terrain-vehic1e mounted ULV machines that produce a fog that contacts
mosquitoes when they are flying. Fogging may also be done with hand held cold fog machines
that enables the applications in smaller areas than can be reached by truck. Cold fogging is done
either in the early morning or at dusk when mosquitoes become more active. Pyrenone is applied
at a rate of 1.5 ounces of mixed material per acre (0.00172Ib active ingredient per acre).
Pyrenone is a non-restricted used compound.

Resmethrin is used by the District to treat adult mosquitoes in known areas of concentration or
nuisance. Resmethrin is applied from truck or all-terrain-vehic1e mounted ULV machines that
produce a fog that contacts mosquitoes when they are flying. Fogging may also be done with
hand-held cold fog machines that enable the applications in smaller areas than can be reached by
truck. Cold fogging is done either in the' early morning or at dusk when mosquitoes become more
active. Resmethrin is applied at a rate of 1.5 ounces of mixed material per acre (0.0035 lb active
ingredient per acre). Resmethrin is a restricted used compound and is applied only by Minnesota
Department of Agriculture licensed applicators.



330 0.6722 150

440 0.8963 150

1* 0.0020* 150

Altosid® pellets Methoprene 4.25 2.5Ib 0.1063 30

4Ib 0.1700 30

O.OO77Ib*
0.0003* 30

(3.5 g)

Altosid® SR-20 b Methoprene 20.00 20mI 0.0091 10

Altosid® XR-G Methoprene 1.50 5Ib 0.0750 20

Altosand Methoprene 0.05 5Ib 0.0025 10

Vectobac® G Bli 0.20 5Ib 0.0100

8Ib 0.0160

VectoIex® CG Bs 7.50 8Ib 0.6000 7-28

O.OO77Ib*
0.0006* 7-28

(3.5 g)

Permethrin 57%OS c Permethrin 5.70 25 f1 oz 0.0977 5

Scourge®d Resmethrin 4.14 1.5 f1 oz 0.0035 <1

AnviI®e Sumithrin 2.00 3.0 f1 oz 0.0035 <1

1.5 f1 oz 0.00175 <1

Pyrenone®f Pyrethrins 2.00 1.5 f1 oz 0.00172 <1

Pyrocide®g Pyrethrins 2.50 1.5 f1 oz 0.00217 <1

a 44 g per briquet total weight (220 briquets=21.34 Ib total weight)
b 1.72 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal); 0.45 Ib AI per 1000 ml (lliter)
c 0.50 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal) (product diluted 1:10 before application, undiluted product contains 5.0 Ib AI

per 128 f1 oz)
d 0.30 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal)
e0.15 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal)
f 0.147 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal) (product diluted 1:1.5 before application, undiluted product contains 0.367 Ib

AI per 128 f1 oz)
g 0.185 Ib AI per 128 f1 oz (l gal) (product diluted 1:1 before application, undiluted product contains 0.371b AI

*
per 128 f1 oz)

Catch basin treatments-dosage is the amount ofproduct per catch basin.

2006 Control Materials: AI Identity, Percent Active Ingredient
(AI), Per Acre Dosage, AI Applied Per Acre and Field Life
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APPENDIX D

Material

Altosid® briquets a

AI

Methoprene

Percent
AI

2.10

Per acre dosage

220

AI per Field
acre life
(Ibs) (days)

0.4481 150
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APPENDIX E Acres Treated with Control Materials Used by MMCD for Mosquito
and Black Fly Control for 1998-2006. The actual geographic area
treated is smaller because some sites are treated more than once

Control Material 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Altosid® XR Briquet

371 533 533 589 628 323 398 635 352ISO-day

Altosid® XR Briquet
90-day 961 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Altosid® Sand-
Products 1,868 3,968 786 1,889 1,822 0.5 0 0 0

Altosid® Pellets
30-day 10,432 13,775 11,121 14,791 16,521 18,458 19,139 29,965 31,827

Altosid® Pellets
Catch Basins 0 0 0 0 0 135,978 148,023 145,386 167,797

Altosid®
SR-20 liquid 529* 355 29 91 51 33 0 0 0

Vectolex CG
granules 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 810 540

Bli Corn Cob
granules 113,539* 118,733 84,521 90,527 202,875 113,198 166,299 176,947 160,780

Bli Liquid Black Fly
(gallons used) 4,233 4,343 821 4,047 3,169 3,408 2,813 3,230 1,035

Pennethrin
Adulticide 6,164 4,865 4,066 3,444 5,734 6,411 8,292 7,982 5,114

Resmethrin
Adulticide 65,356 51,582 42,986 41,311 43,302 68,057 71,847 40,343 29,876

Sumithrin
Adulticide 0 0 0 8,423 32,230 14,447 15,508 25,067 5,350

* These values are updated; therefore, some values may differ from similar values in earlier publications.
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APPENDIX F Control Material Labels

Altosid® XR Extended Residual Briquets

Altosid® Pellets

Altosid® Liquid Larvicide Concentrate

Altosid® XR-G

VectoBac®12AS

VectoBac® G

Vectobac® WDG

VectoLex® CG

Agnique® MMF

Permethrin 57% OS

Scourge® Insecticide

Anvil® 2+2 ULV

Pyrenone® 25-5

Pyrocide®

4-Star™ Bti Briquets 150

Report to the Technical Advisory Board
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

APPLICATION TIME
Placement of ALTOSID XRBRIQUETS should be at or
before the beginning of the mosquito season. ALTOSID
XR BRIQUETS can be applied prior to flooding when
sites are dry, or on snow and ice in breeding sites.
prior to spring thaw. Under normal conditions, 1
application should last the entire mosquito season, or
up to 150 days, whichever is shorter. Alternate
wetting and drying will not reduce their effectiveness.

APPLICATION RATES
Aedes and Psorophoro spp.: For control in non-lor
low-) flow shallow depressions [s 2 feet in depth), treat
on the basis of surface area, placing 1 briquet per
200 Ff. Briquets should be placed in the lowest areas
of mosquito breeding sites to maintain continuous
control as the site alternately floods and dries up.

Culex, Culiseta, and Anopheles spp.: Place one
ALTOSID XR BRIQUET per 100 ft'.

Coquil/ettidia and Mansonia spp.: For application to
cattail marshes and water hyacinth beds. For control
of these mosquitoes, place 1 briquet per 100 ft'.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS

AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is toxic to aquatic dipteran. Using it in a
manner other than that described by the label could
result in harm to aquatic dipteran. Do not
contaminate water when disposing of rinsate or
equipment washwaters.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
INTRODUCTION

ALTOSID® XR BRIQUETS are designed to release
effective levels of methoprene insect growth regulotor
over a period up to 150 days in mosquito breeding
sites. Release of methoprene insect growth regulator
occurs by dissolution of the briquet. Soft mud and loose
sediment can cover the briquets and inhibit normal
dispersion of the active ingredient. The product may
not be effective in those situations where the briquet
can be removed from the site by flushing action.

ALTOSID XR BRIQUETS prevent the emergence of adult
mosquitoes including: Anopheles, Culex, Culiseta,
Coquil/ettidia, and Mansonia spp., as well as those of
the floodwater mosquito complex (Aedes and
Psorophoro spp.) from treated water. Treated larvae
continue to develop normally to the pupal stage where
they die.

NOTE: Methoprene insect growth regulator has no
effect on mosquitoes which hove reached the pupal or
adult stage prior to treotment.

EPA Reg No. 2724-421

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
(S)-Methoprene (CAS #65733-16-6)
lOry Weight Basis}. . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 %
OTHER INGREDIENTS:. . . . . . . . . . . _5[1.,9.%

Total . .. 100.0%

This product contains water; therefore the weight of
the briquet and percent by weight of active ingredient
will vary with hydration. The ingredient statement is
expressed on a dry weight basis.

A SUSTAINED RELEASE PRODUCT TO PREVENT ADULT MOSQUITO EMERGENCE
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JOJ1IJOry 2002
Schaumburg, It

STORAGE
Store in a cool place. Do not contaminate water, food,
or feed by storage or disposal. Do not reuse empty
container.

ScoHe, moke$ roo wcrrcmly. express or implied,. :;{}n(.ernjr~H :he ~I~l? and ha,.dli!lg of !hi::
pw.;;!l..:r:i ~)\"!ll'r lhan indko\ed on the lobe!. Bvyer OHl>mC3 al~ dsb of tlM! J:lnd hor,dJI'19 of
!nh matedol when suc.:h lISf! (llld handling are conlro:y 10 Icbt?1 ir:...ifl.l::llo:'1~.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

DISPOSAL
Dispose of empty bag in a sanitary landfill or by
incineration, or if allowed by state and local
authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke.

WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Wellmark
~

Always read the label before using this product.

For information, or in case of an emergency, call
1-800-248-7763 or visit our web site: www.oltosid.com

<1;)2002 WELGV.ARK iNTERNATIONAL

'Ndlrnar k In'eff'lcticnal

Schc.wmblJrg, Illinois U.S.A.

Z:)e(:onf-~A Wellrnork lnlernotionol Brand
ALTOSIDs, XR Extended Res;duol Briquet, and ZOECON"
oro regis.tered trodemorks of "Vl3l1mo;k Inl(Hf1cJtiof'lol.

Made in tho U.S.A.

Culex sp. in storm water drainage areas, sewers, and
catch basins: For catch basins, place 1 briquet into
each basin. In cases of large catch basins, follow the
chart below to determine the number of briquets to
use. For storm water drainage areas, place 1 briquet
per 100 feet square of surface area up to 2 ft deep.
In areas that are deeper than 2 feet, use 1 additional
briquet per 2 feet of water depth.

Large water flows may increase the dissolution of the
briquet thus reducing the residual life of the briquet.
Regular inspections lvisual or biological} in areas of
heavy water flow may be necessary to determine if the
briquet is still present. The retreatment interval may be
adjusted based on the results of an inspection.

Altosid XR Briquets Application Chart

APPUCATION SITES
AlTOSID XR BRIQUETS are designed to control
mosquitoes in treated areas. Examples of application
sites are: storm drains, catch basins, roadside ditches,
fish ponds, ornamental ponds and fountains, other
artificial water-holding containers, cesspools and
septic tanks, waste treatment and settling ponds,
flooded crypts, transformer vaults, abandoned
swimming pools, tires, construction and other
manmade depressions, cattail marshes, water hyacinth
beds, vegetation-choked phospate pits, pastures,
meadows, rice fields, freshwater swamps and
marshes, salt and tidal marshes, treeholes, woodland
pools, floodplains, and dredging spoil sites. For
application sites connected by a water system, i.e.,
storm drains or catch basins, all of the water-holding
sites in the system should be treated to maximize the
efficiency of the treatment program.

._H.__ -
Number of Catch Basin Surface Areal

Briquets Size (Gallons) Water Depth 1ft}
.- ...~.

1 0-1500 0-2
.-'---._. .~.- -

b
1500 - 3000 2-4

....,.,"'~,,- _..

! 3000- 4500 4-6
I .........~'~"

I 4500- 6000 6-8
I

-~-_.-

22·24 GOI
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2.5·5,0

2.5-5.0

5,0-10.0

5.0·10,0

GENERAL DIRECTIONS

APPLICATION SITES AND RATES
MOSQUITO HABITAT RATES (lb/Acre)

ALTOSID Pellets release effective levels of AlTOSID
Insect Growth RegUlator for up to 30 days under
typical environmental conditions. Treatment should be
continued through Ihe last brood of the season.
Treated larvae continue to develop normally to the
pupal stage where they die. NOTE: This insect growth
regUlator has no effect on mosquitoes which have
reached the pupal or adult stage prior to treatment.

Floodwater sites
Pastures, meadows, ricefields,
freshwater swamps and marshes.
salt and tidal marshes, cattail
marshes, woodland pools. flood
plains, tires. other artificial
water-holding containers

Dredging spoil sites. waste
treatment and settling ponds. ditches
and other manmade depressions

Permanent water sites
Ornamental ponds and fountains.
fish ponds, cattail marshes, water
hyacinth beds. flooded crypts,
transformer vaUlts. abandoned
swimming pools, construction and
other manmade depressions.
treeholes, other artificial water
holding containers

Storm drains, catch basins, roadside
ditches, cesspools, septic tanks, waste
settling ponds, vegetation-choked
phosphate pits

4,25%
95,75%

Total .. " 100.00%

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
(S)·Methoprene (CAS #65733-16·6)
OTHER INGREDIENTS: _ , .. , ,

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS

AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION

ENVIROMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is toxic to aquatic dipteran (mosquitoes)
and chironomid (midge) larvae, Using it in a manner
other than that described by the label could result in
harm to aquatic dipteran. Do not contaminate water
when disposing of rinsate or equipment washwaters.

EPA Reg No. 2724-448
EPA EST NO, 39578·TX-1

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

A GRANULAR PRODUCT TO PREVENT ADULT MOSQUITO EMERGENCE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law 10 use this product In a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

INTRODUCTION
ALTOSID Ol

' Pellets release AlTOSID* Insect Growth
Regulator as they erode, The pellets prevent the
emergence of adult standing water mosquitoes,
including Anopheles, Culex, Culiseta, Coquillettidia,
and Mansonia spp., as well as adults of the
floodwater mosquitoes. such as Aedes and
Psorophora spp. from treated sites.
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Use lower rates when water is shallow, vegetation
and/or pollution are minimal. and mosquito pop
ulations are low. Use higher rates when water is deep
(>2 ft). vegetation and/or pollution are high; and
mosquito populations are high.

APPLICATION METHODS
Apply AlTOSID Pellets up to 15 days prior to flooding.
or at any stage of larval development after flooding.
or in permanent water sites. Fixed wing aircraft or
helicopters eqUipped with granular spreaders capable
of applying rates from 2.5 to 10.0 Ib/acre may be
used to apply AlTOSID Pellets. The pellets may also be
applied using ground equipment which will achieve
good even coverage at the above rates. ALTOSID
Pellets may be applied to artificial containers. such as
tires and catch basins, etc.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by ·storage or
disposal.

STORAGE
Store closed containers of ALTOSID Pellets in a cool
dry place.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAl
Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be
disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal
facility.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL
Triple rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling or
reconditioning. or puncture and dispose of in a
sanitary landfill, or if allowed by state and local
authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke.

WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
s.aer mekes no WI!lrtar'.y. exprMS (I' mpUlId. concerning the U!e and hMldtIng cI this
produd OCher than IrlcIk:aIed on the $abel. Buyer asvnes 8U rIskS of use llInd hltndIlng of
thb tuterlal when such UM' and harding DRl f;CIItIraIy to IabellrSuc:tlOnS.

Always read the label before using this product.

For information call 1·800-248·7763 or visit our web
site: www.altosid.com.
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Schamlbu"g, Illinois U.S.A.

Zoecon-, A Wellmerk Intem8l1onal Brand
AlTOSlo- Pell.... AlTOSlo- Imect GrowIh Regul."" and ZOECON" are
registered trademarkS of \YeIllTI8rk Interll8tioll8l.
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arvicide

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

CHEMIGATION
Refer to supplemental labeling entitled "Guide to
Product Application" for use directions for
chemigatian. Do not apply this product through any
irrigation system unless the supplemental labeling on
chemigation is followed.

MIXING AND HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
] . SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING. A.l.L. may separate

on standing and must be thoroughly agitated prior
to dilution.

2. Do not mix with oil; use clean equipment.

3. Partially fill spray tonk with water; then odd the
recommended amount of A.L.l., agitate and
complete filling. Mild agitation during application is
desirable.

4. Spray solution should be used within 48 hours;
always agitate before spraying.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
A.L.L must be applied to 2nd, 3rd, or 4th larval
instars of floodwater mosquitoes to prevent adult
emergence. Treated larvae continue normal
development to the pupal stage where they die. This
insect growth regulator has no effect when applied to
pupae or adult mosquitoes. A.Ll. has sufficient field
life to be effective ot recommended rates when
applied to larval stages under varying field conditions.
For further information, see Guide to Product
Application.

20.0%
80.0%

100.0%

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
(~)-Methoprene* .
OTHER INGREDIENTS: . . . . . . . . . . .

Total .

Itosid® iquid
CONCENTRATE

* CAS # 65733-] 6-6

Formulation contains].72 Iblgal (205.2 gil) active
ingredient.

EPA Reg No. 2724-446

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
SEE ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Because of the unique mode of action of A.L.L.'",
successful use requires familiarity with special
techniques recommended for application timing and
treatment evaluation. See Guide to Product Application
or consult local Mosquito Abatement Agency.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS

CAUTION
Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with
eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and
water after handling. Prolonged or frequently
repeated skin contact may couse allergic reactions in
some individuals.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is toxic to aquatic dipteran. Using it in 0

manner other than that described by the label could
result in harm to aquatic dipteran. Do not contaminate
water when disposing of rinsate or equipment
washwaters.
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METHODS OF APPLICATION
AERIAL
Use the recommended amount of A.LL listed below in
sufficient water to give complete coverage. One-half to
5 gallons of spray solution per acre is usually
satisfactory. Do not apply when weather conditions
favor drift from areas treated.

GROUND
Determine the average spray volume used per acre by
individual operators and/or specific equipment. Mix
A.L.L in the appropriate volume of water to give the
rote per acre recommended below.

APPLICATION RATE
Apply 3/A to 1 fI 02 of A.L.L. per acre (55 to 73
ml/hectare) in water as directed.

APPLICATION SITES
PASTURES
A.LL may be applied after each flooding without
removal of grazing livestock.

RICE
A.L.L. must be applied to 2nd, 3rd, and/or 4th instar
larvae of mosquitoes found in rice, usually within 4
days after flooding. A.Ll. treatment may be repeated
with each flooding.

INTERMITTENTLY FLOODED NONCROP AREAS
A.L.l. may be applied as directed above when
flooding may result in floodwater mosquito hatch.
Typical sites include: freshwater swamps and marshes,
salt marshes, woodland pools and meadows,
dredging spoil sites, drainage areas, waste treatment
and selliing ponds, ditches and other natural and
manmade depressions.

CROP AREAS
A.L.L. may be applied to irrigated croplands after
flooding to control mosquito emergence. Examples of
such sites are: vineyards, rice fields (including wild
rice), dote palm orchards, fruit and nut orchards, and
berry fields and bogs. Irrigated pastures may be
treated after each flooding without the removal of
livestock.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

DENSE VEGETATION OR CANOPY AREAS
Apply on A.L.L sand mixture using standard granular
dispersal equipment. For detailed preparation
instructions, refer to Guide 10 Product Application.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or
disposal.

STORAGE
Stare in cool place away from other pesticides, food,
and feed. In case of leakage or spill, soak up with
sand or another absorbent material

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL
Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be
disposed of on site or at on approved waste disposal
faCility.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL
Triple rinse or equivalent. Then offer for recycling or
reconditioning or puncture and dispose of in a
sanitary landfill, or incineration, or if allowed by state
and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of
smoke.
Sef;$~ makes no warranty, express or implied, concerning the use of lhi~ produ<:1 olhcr 'han
lr.&<:oled en the lobel. Buye{ a$~vrotl!l 011 rj~k. of U!.C and handling of 'his mQ!er~1 v,h.el)
sl,H:h ,'~ o~d ho~dlin9 oro CO;"llfory 10 label inslrl,u:1ioflS

For information call 1·800·248·7763

Always read the label before using the product.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

APPLICATION TIME
Apply AlTOSID XR-G at any stage of larval mosquito
development Granules may be applied prior to
flooding (i.e.. "pre-hatch" or "pre-flood") in areas which
flood intermittently. In such areas, one application of
AlTOSID XR·G can prevent adult mosquito emergence
from several subsequent f1oodings, The actual length of
control depends on the duration and frequency of
flooding events,

GENERAL DIRECTIONS
AtTOSID® XR·G releases effective levels of AlTOSID"
insect growth regulator for up to 21 days after
application, Applications should be continued
throughout the entire season to maintain adequate
control. Treated larvae continue to develop normally to
the pupal stage where they die.

Rotary and fixed-wing aircraft equipped with granular
spreaders capable of applying rates listed below may
be used to apply AlTOSID XRG. Ground equipment
which will achieve even coverage at these rates may
also be used. Apply AlTOSID XR·G uniformly and
repeat application as necessary.

NOTE
ALTOSID insect growth regulator has no effect on
mosquitoes which have reached the pupal or adult
stage prior to treatment.

•
I

FIRST AID
In case of contact, immediately flush eyes or skin
with plenty of water. Get medical attention if
irritation persists.

EPA Reg No, 2724-451

EPA Est. No. 2724-TX-1

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS

AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION

Avoid contact with skin or eyes. Due to the size and
abrasiveness of the granule. use protective eyewear
and clothing to minimize exposure during loading
anel handling.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

AN EXTENDED RESIDUAL GRANULAR PRODUCT TO PREVENT
ADULT MOSQUITO EMERGENCE

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
(Sj-Methoprene (CAS #65733-16-6) _ , '
OTHER INGREDIENTS: . _ . , , _.... , , , , . ,

Total. , , ..

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is toxic to aquatic dipteran (mosquitoes)
and chironomid (midges). Using it in a manner other
than that described by the label could result in harm to
aquatic dipteran (mosqUitoes) and chironomid
(midges). Do not contaminate water when disposing of
rinsate or eqUipment washwaters.
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APPLICATION RATES
Aedes, Anopheles, and Psorophora spp.: Apply
AlTOSID XR-G at 5-10 Ib/acre (5.6-11.2 kg/ha). Culex,
CuUseta, Coquillettidia, and Mansonia spp.: Apply
ALTOSID XR-G at 10-20 Ib/acre (11.2-22.4 kg/ha).
Within these ranges, use lower rates when water is
shallow [<2 feet (60 em)] and vegetation and/or
pollution are minimal. Use higher rates when water is
deep (~2 feet (60 em)) and vegetation and/or
pollution are heavy.

APPLICATION SITES
NON-CROP AREAS
ALTOSID XR-G may be applied as directed above to
temporary and permanent sites which support
mosquito larval development. Examples of such sites
include: snow pools, salt and tidal marshes, freshwater
swamps and marshes (cattail, red cedar, White maple
marshes), woodland pools and meadows, dredging
spoil sites, drainage areas, ditches, wastewater
treatment facilities, livestock runoff lagoons, retention
ponds, harvested timber stacks, swales, storm water
drainage areas, sewers, catch basins, tree holes,
water-holding receptacles (e.g., tires, urns, flower
pots, cans, and other containers), and other natural
and manmade depressions.

CROP AREAS
ALTOSID XR-G may be applied as directed above to
temporary and permanent sites which support
mosquito larval development. Examples of such sites
include: irrigated croplands, pastures, rangeland,
vineyards, rice fields (domestic and Wild), date palm,
citrus, fruit. nut orchards, berry fields and bogs.

NOTE
Application of AlTOSID XR-G to sites subject to water
flow or exchange will diminish the product's
effectiveness and may require higher application rates
and/or more frequent applications.

January. 2000
Bensen\lille, II

Always read the label before using this prodUct.

For information call 1-8()()'248-7763 or visit our web
site: www.altosid.com.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or
disposal.

STORAGE
Store closed containers of AlTOSID XR-G in a cool dry
place.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAl
Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be
disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal
facility. .

CONTAINER DISPOSAL
Completely empty bag into application equipment.
Then dispose of empty bag in a sanitary landfill or by
incineration, or if allowed by state and local
authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke.

WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
SeIer makes no warranty. aq:w1llSS or implied. concerning lhe use and handling 01 this
produc:t Olher than indleaUtd on the label. Buyer assumes au risks or use and handling 01
.lhiS maleflal when such use and handling are COIf'Itr8fy to labellnstructlons.

Cl2000 WEllMARK INTERNATIONAL

VlA>Ilmerk Inlenlational
Bensenville. IIllinois U.S.A.

Zoeoon A Wellmerk International Brand.
ALTOSID" Insect Growth Regula"". AlJOSIO· )(R·G and ZOECON·
are regislefed trademarXs of \Nellmark Intemalional.

Made In !he USA20- 24 ·023
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Biological I.arvicide .
Aqueous Suspension

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAlfnON

For MEDiCAL and TRANSPORT Emergencies ONLY
Call 24 Hours A Day 1-877-315-981.9: .·For Alt-Other

lJ'lforl'l'1a.ion Call1·800-3~3-9597.· .

2.2 Physical and Chemical Hazards
Diluted or undiluted VectoBac 12AS can cause corrosion if
left in prolonged contact with aluminum spray system
components. Rinse spray system with plenty of clean water
after use. care should be taken to prevent contact With
aluminum airmafl surfaces, structural components and
control systems. In case of contact, rinse thoroughly with
plenty of water. Inspeot aluminum airoraft components
regularly for 81gns of corrosion.

3.0 DIRIOC1101llS FOR USE

It is a violatiot1 of Faderal law to use this Pi'Oduct in a
manner inconsistent \'\Iith Its labeling. Do not apply dlreotly
to finished drinking water reservoirn or drinking water
receptacles.

Do not apply when weather conditions favor drift from
trEiati;ld areas. Do not apply to metaillc painted objects.
such as automobiles. as spotting may occur. If spray is
dGlposiled on metallic palrlted surfaces, W'01sh immediately
with soap and water to avoid spOtting.

3.1 Chamigatioll
Do mt apply this prodUct lhroughany. type of irrigation
system unless lab",ling on .;:h¢miglltion ~ followed

83
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.5.0 GROUND AND AERIAL APPUCATION

VectoBac 12AS rTl$Y hI!! applied in conv0ntional ground or
aerial application eqUipment With quantities of water
sUWolenl 10 provide uniform coverage of the target area.
The amount 01 water needed per acre will depend on
weather. spray equipment, and mosquito habitat
characteristics. Do noll"llll< moM Ve~foBllC 12AS than Clln
be used in a 72·hour peliod.
For most ground spraying, apply in 5-100 gallons per acre
using hand-pump. alrblast, mist blower, etc.. spray
eqUipment.

For aerial application, VectoBac 12AS may be applied either
undiluted or diluted With water. For undiluted applications,
apply 0.25 to 2.0 pt/acri!l 01 Vl;lctol3acl ?AS through fixed

.Wing or helicopter aircraft eqUipped wltn either conventional
boom ;and Mule systems or rOlary atomizers.

For diluted application, fill the mix tank or plane hopper with
the desired quantity 01 waler. Slart Ihe mechanical or
hydraulio agitation te provide moderate clrcuiation before
adding the VectoBao 12AS. VectoBac 12AS suspends
readily in water and will slay suspended over normal
application pmricds. Srlef rl!lcirculation may be necessary jf
1he spray mixture has sat for several hours or longer, AVOID
CONTINUOUS AGITATION OF THE SPRAY MIXTURE
DURING SPRAYING,

Usl No. 5605

Active Ingredient
Bacll/us thuringiensis, $llb$p<!leil!!s isrMI",nsis, 1200 IrlternationalToxic
Units (ITU) per mg (Equivalent to 4,84 billion ITU per gal!on;
1.279 billion ITU per liter) .•... , ,."" .....• 1.2%
Il'lertlngredlen\s .. , , , . , , .....•.. , , . , •..~
Total , , •........... , , , . , ' .100.0%

EPA Reg. No.73049·S8
EPA Est. No, 33762-IA-001

tNDEX:
1,0 Statement ot Practioal Treatment
2.0 Precautionary Stalemo:>n\s

2.1 Hazard to Humans (and Domestlo Animals)
2.2 Physical and Chemical Ha-:ards

3.0 Directions for Use
3. i Chemigation

4.0 storage and Disposal
5,0 Ground and Aerial Applloation
e.o Application Dirlilclions
7,0 Chemigation

7.1 Rica-flood (Basin) Chemlgation
8.0 Small Quantity Dilution Ratos
9.0 Notice to User

1.0 STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TR~TME.NT

If In eyes: Flush with plenty' of water:. Get medical
a!lantion if signs of.irritatlon persists.
It on Skin: Wash thora.ughly with plenty of soap and
waler. Get m(3C\lctll etl;entton.lf .slgns of irrnatlon perSists.

2.0
i . .

2.1 HAZARD TO HUMANS (ANO OOMESTIC ANIMALS)
CAUTION
Hazards to Human!!
HarmfUl if absorbed through skin. Causes moderate eye
Irritation. Avoid contaot with skin, eyes, or clothing. Wash i

lhoroughly with soap and waler after handlmg. Remove j
contaminated olothlng and wash contaminated clothing
before reuse.

I
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0.08
0.16
0.32
0.64

a~

0.18
0.32
0.64
1.28

1!LGi!iL.A
0.4
0.8
i.e
3.2

SMALL, QI,lAr\ITITY DILUTION RATES

NOTICE TO USER

Gallons Sptay SolutionlAcre
(Ounoes Needed per Galloo of Spray)

VectoBac 12AS
Rate in Pints
Per Acre
0.25 (40i!)
0.5 (BoZ)
1.0 (16oz)
2.0 (320z)

SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY. EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR
OTHERWISE CONCERNING USE OF THIS PRODUCT
OTHER THAN AS INDICATED ON THIS lABEL USER
ASSUMES ALL RISKS OF USE, STORAGE OR
HANDLING NOT IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH
ACCOMPANYING DIRECTIONS.

7.0 CHEMIGATION

Apply this product through flood'(baain) irrigation systems.
Do not apply this product through any other type of irrigation
system.

Crop InJury, tack of eTtectiveness, Of illegal pesticide
residues In the crop can result from nonuniform distribution
of tre>atl!ld water.

If you have any qUBslions about calibration, you should
contact State Extension Service Sj.'Iecialisl$, oqulpment
manufactur$fS or otl1er experts.
A person knowledgeable of Ihis chemigation system ..nd
responsible for its operation, or under the supervision of the
ri;l$pon.$lbl~ parson, shall shut the syslem down and mal<e
necessary adjustmenls 6hould the need arisl!l.

RICE-FLOOD (BASIN) CHEMIGATION
Systems using a gravity flow pesticide dispensing system
must meter the pesticide Into the water at the head of the
field and downstream of a hydrauficdiscominuily such as a
drop slructl.lrill or weir box to decrease potenllal tor water
source contamlnallon from backflow it water fiow stops.
VectoBae 12AS Is metered or dripped inlo rice floodwater at
application stations posltJoned at tl1l!l point of introduction
(I<WE\$ cut) of wat~r Into BIICh rice fleld or pan. Two to three
pints of VectoBac i 2AS are diluted In wa1er to a flnalllQlume
of 5 gallons. Tha diluted solution Is contained In n 5 gallon
container and metered or dispersed into the irrigation water
using a constantllow device at the rati;! of eo ml per minute.
IntwluctJon of the solution Should begin when 1/3 to 1/2 of
the pan or 1ield is covered with floodwat..r. Pellv.,ry of the
solution should continutiJ for a period of apprOXimately 4-1/2
hours. Floodwater depth should not exceed 10-12 inches to
prevent exoesslve dilution of VectoBac 12AS Which could
result in reduced larval kill.

Agitation i$ not required during the period in which the
VectoBac 12AS 80lution is being di$persGd.
Application of VeotoBao 12AS into rice floodwator Is not
permitted using a prG!$$uri;l:<ild water and pesticide Injectlon
system.

7.1

9.0

Rlns$ and flush spray equipment thorougtlly following each
use.
For blackfly aerial applloatlons, VeotoBao 12AS can be
applied undiluted via iixed wing or h",licopter aircraft
equipped with either convenllonal boom and nozzle
systems or open pipes. Rate of application will bG
determined by the $l(i:lam discharge end the required
amount of VectoBac 12AS necessary to maintain e 0.5 • 25
ppm concentration for VectoBac 12AS in the strlilillm water.
VectoBac 12AS can also be applied diluted With similar
spray eqUipment. Do not mix more VeetoBac 12AS than
eM 00 used in a 72 hour period.

Suggested Rate Range"

MosqUito HabItat y'e.c.t,p..B.a.~~

(SLlCh as the lollowing
examples):
Irrigation ditches, roadside 0..25 • 1 pI/acre
ditches, flood water, mending
ponds, woodland pools,
snow melt pOOls, pastures,
catoh basins, s10rm water
retention areas, tidal water,
salt marshes and rice fields.
In addition. standing water containing mosqUito larvae, in
fields groWing crops such as: Alfalfa, almonds, asparagus,
corn. cotton, dates. grapes. peaches and walnuts, may be
trealed at the recommended rates.

When applying this product to stanoing water containing
mosquito larvae In fields growing crops, do not apply this
product in a WfI'j that will contact workers or oth$r persons.
either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may
be in the area during application.
Polluted water 1 - 2 pts/aore
(such as sewage lagoons, animal waste lagoons).

'Use high6r rate range in polluted water and wnen late Srd
and early 41h Instar larvae pr$domln<ltl;l. mosqullo
pOpulations are hIgh, water is heavily polluted, and/or
algae are abundant.

Suggested Rats Range"

S~...I::IaP.fu!t VectoBac 12AS
Streams
stream water·' (..ppm} for 0.5·25 rhgllilef
i minute <;lxposure 1iml!!
stream water·' (",ppm} for 0.05 • 2.5 ml)/lilet
10 minutes axposufstime
"Use higher rate ral1Qlil whGn stnilom contains high

concentration of organic materials, algae, or dense
aquatic vegetation.

"Discharge Is a principal factor determining carry of 61i.
Use higher rate or increase volume by waler dilution In
low discharge rivers or streams under low volume
(drought} oonoitions.

6.0 APPLICATION DIRECTIONS

Do not apply when wind spli1$d favors drlft beyond the erea
of treatment.

VALnT BIOSCIENCES_

~
~(1"'I'Q.,\t'l}!f

810 Tl!CliNOLOGV W!\Y
1I0r;mvv1LLE, It &lMO • oon.,sn-:c5S7
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ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Bacillus thuringiensis, subspecies israeJensis, 200
International Toxic Units (ITU) per mg
(Equivalent to 0.091 billion ITU per pound) ... 0.2%
INERT INGREDIENTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.8%
TOTAL 100.0%

EPA Reg. No. 73049-10
EPA Est. No. 33762-IA-001

INDEX:
1.0 Statement of Practical Treatment
2.0 Directions tor Use
3.0 Storage and Disposal
4.0 Application Directions
5.0 Notice to User

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

For .l\Itl;Q.!!;.AL and I!lANSEQRI Emergencies QNLY
Call 24 Hours A Day 1·877·315·9819. For All Other

Information Call 1-800-323-9597.

1.0 STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT

If in Eyes: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Get medical
attention if irritation persists.

2.0 DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a
manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not apply
directly to treated, finished drinking water reservoirs
or drinking water receptacles.

3.0 STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate potable water, food or feed by
storage or disposal.

Storage: Store in a cool, dry place.

Pesticide Dispo$al: Wastes resulting from use of
this product may be disposed of on site or at an
approved waste disposal facility.

Container Disposal: Completely empty bag into,
application equipment. Then dispose of empty bag in a :
sanitary landfill or by incineration, or, if, allowed by State /
and local authorities, by burning. If burned, stay out of
smoke.

.._---,--_.__...._........_...._.._-_.._-_._-----~-

VALENT BIOSCIENCES,.V ~;~"T~';~;I~LOGY V1AY
liBERTYVILLE, IL 60048 . 8W·323-959?

4.0

5.0

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS---_._----
VectoBac G is an insecticide lor use against mosquito
larvae.

M_Q.$g\.!iJ9JHLlig!:>J!~J $_llgIDtsJ!l.d Rgnge R.<li.~
(Such as the following
examples):

Irrigation ditches, roadside 2.5 - 10 Ibs! acre
ditches, !load water, standing
ponds, woodland pools,
snow melt pools, pastures,
catch basins, storm water
retention areas, tidal water,
salt marshes and rice fields

In addition, standing water containing mosquito larvae,
in fields growing alfalfa, almonds, asparagus, corn,
colton, dates, grapes, peaches and walnuts may be
treated at the recommended rates.

Use 10-20 Ibs. i acre when late 3rd and early 4th instar
larvae predominate, mosquito populations are high,
water is heavily polluted (sewage lagoons, animal
waste lagoons), and/or algae are abundant.

Apply uniformly by aerial or ground conventional
equipment.
A 7 to 14 day interval between applications should be
employed.

NOTICE TO USER

SELLER MAKES NOWARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
OF MERCHANTABIliTY, FITNESS OR OTHERWISE
CONCERNING THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT OTHER
THAN AS INDICATED ON THE LABEL. USER ASSUMES
ALL RISKS OF USE, STORAGE OR HANDLING NOT IN
STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH ACCOMPANYING
DIRECTIONS.

04·33191R2 ©Vaient BioSciences Corporation Octojer. 2000
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Biological Larvicide

VectoBac® WOG

87

1.75 - 7.0 ovaere
(50·200 glacre)
(125 • SOD glha)

Suggested Rate Range'

4.0 STORAGg AND DiSPOSAL

Do not contaminate 'water"fooq;qr feed by storage or
disposal. .,

Storage: ~tore in cool [59-S6°F (1S-30·C)), dry place.

Pestlc)dE!. Dit:lpo~BI: Wastes resulting from the use
of this 'prOduptrriay be disposed of on site or at an
apprOY~d waste:disposal facility.

Container PI~Po~al: Triple rinse (or equivalent).
Then puncture and'dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or

.,by ilicinerati6n, or, if allowed by state and local

.aLrthori.ties, by burning. If burned, stay out of smoke.

3.0 DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this producl In a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

3.1 Chemigation
Do not apply this product through any type of irMation
system.

-
As a general precaution when exposed to potentially
high concenlrations of living microbial products such as
this, all mixer/loeders and applicators not in enclosed
cabs or aircraft must wear a dust/mist filtering respira
tor meeting NIOSH standards 01 at least N·95, A·95, or
P-95.

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

Do not apply directly to treated finished drinking water
reservoirs or drinking water receptacles when water is
intended for human consumption,

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

5',0 APPLICATION DIRECTIONS

. '. Do 'not apply When Wind speed favors drift beyond the
;.. area of treatment.

MOsqUito Habitat
(SUCh as the following
examples):

Irrigation di1ches, roadside
diiches, flood water, standing
pools, wOqdland pools, snow
melt pools, pastures, catch
basins, storm water retention
a.reas, tidal water, salt marshes
and rice fields,

In addition, standing water containing mosqUito Ia.rvae,
In fields growing crops such as; Alfalfa, almonds,
asparagus, corn, cotlon, dates, grapes, peaches and
walnuts, may be treated at the recommended rates.

When applying this product to standing water contain
ing mosquito larvae In fields groWing crops, do not
apply this product in a way that will contact workers or
other persons, either directly or through drift. Only pro-
lected handlers may be in the area during application.

Polluted water 7.0 - 14.0 ozlacre
(SUch as sewage lagoons, {200 • 400 glacre)
animal waste lagoons) (0,5 - 1.0 kglha)

List No. 60215
EPA Reg. No. 73049-56
EPA Est. No. 33762-IA:001

INDEX:
1.0 Statement of Practical Treatment
2.0 Precautionary Statements

2.1 Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
2.2 Environmental Hazards

3.0 Directions for Use
3.1 Chemigation

4.0 Storage and Disposal
5.0 Application Directions
6.0 Small Quantity Dilution Rates
7.0 Ground and Aerial Application

7.1 Aerial Application
8.0 Notice to User

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHJLDRE~

CAUTION .
For MJ;DJgAL and TRANSPORT EmergenciesONLV
Call 24 Hours A Day 1-877-315-9819,' For AII··Other ...

Information Call1-80q,.3~3-95~7. '.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Bacillus Ihuringiensis, subsp. israelensis fermentation solids
and soiubles :: 37.4%
iNERT INGREDIENTS : 62.6%
TOTAL 100.0%
[potency: 3000 Intemational toxic units (ITU) per mg)
Equivalent to 1.36 billion ITU/Ib.

2.0 PRECAUTIONARy.stAtEMENTS

~.1 HA~ARDSTO HUMANS AND DOMESTIO ANIMALS
CAUTION " .'.

Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing dust. Remove COn
taminated clothing and wash before reuse. Causes
moderate eye irritation. Avoid Contact with eyes or
clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after
handling.

1.0 STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT

Inhaled: Remove vietimto'fr¢sh air. If'nQ~'brealhing, give
artificial respiration, :preferably mouth~to~mouth. Get
medical attention. .

If in Eyes: Flush :eyes With plenty of water. Can a physi-
cian if irritation persists. . .
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- • U$~ higher rate range in polluted water and when late
3rd and early 4th instar larvae predominate, mosquito
populations are high, water is heavily polluted, and/or
algae are abundant.

6.0 SMAll QUANTITY DilUTION RATJ::S

Gallons Spray Mixture/Acre
(Ounces Needed per Gallon of Spray)

VectoBac WOG
Rates in Final concentration,

ounces/gallon spray

Ounces/Acre GramsiA 10 GallA 25 GallA 50 GallA

1.75 50 0.175 0,07 0.04
3.5 100 0.35 0.14 0.07
7 200 0.7 0.28 0.14
14 400 1.4 0.565 0.28

7.0 GROUND AND AERIAL, APPL,ICATION

VectoBac WDG may be applied using conventional
ground or aerial application equipment with quantities 01
water sufficient to provide unifOrm coverage of the target
area. For application, first add the VectoBac WDG to
water to produce a final spray mixture.

The amount of water will depend on weather, spray
equipment. and mosquito habitat characteristics_ For
application, fil! the mix tank or plane hopper with the
desired quantity of water. Start the mechanical or
manual agitation to provide moderate circulation of
water before adding the VectoBac WDG. Backpack
and compressed air sprayers may be agitated by shako
ing after adding VeetoBac WDG to the water in. the
sprayer. VectoBac WDG suspends readily in water and
will stay suspended over normal application periods.
Brief recirculation may be necessary if the spray mixture
has sat for several hours or longer. Do nol mix more
VectoBac WDG than can be used in a 48 hour period.
AVOID CONTINUOUS AGITATION OF THE SPRAY
MIXTURE DURING SPRAYiNG.

For ground spraying, apply 1.75-14 ozlacre (50-400
g/aera; 123·988 glha) of VectoBacWDG in 5-100 gallons
of water per acre (47.950 Iiters/ha) using hand-pump,
airblast, mist blower, or other spray equipment.

For aerial application, apply 1.75 • 14 oz/acre (50-400
g/aam; 123-988 glha) of Vecto8ac WDG in 0.25-10 gal
lons of water per acre (2.4-9.5 Iiters/ha) through fixed
wing or helicopter aircraft equipped with either conven
tional boom and nozzle system or rotary atomizers to
provide unifOrm coverage of the target area.

VAuvrB10SC1ENCES_

V ""n,."n,
aTC TECHNOLOGY WAY
UBERTYV'w'E, P. 6l!ll48 • 600·323·9597
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7.1 AERIAL APPLICATION

Avoiding spray drift at the applica1ion site is the respon
sibility of the applicator. The interaction of many equip
ment-and-weather-related factors determine the poten·
tial for spray drift. The applicator and the grower are
responsible for considering all of tnese factors when
making decisions.

Rinse and flush spray equipment thoroughly following
each use.

8.0 NOTICE TO USER

SELLER MAKES NO WARRANT~ EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED OF MERCHANTABILITY. FiTNESS OR OTH·
ERWISE CONCERNING USE OF THIS PRODUCT
OTHER THAN AS INDICATED ON THE LABEL. USER
ASSUMES ALL RISKS OF USE, STORAGE OR HAN
DLING NOT IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH ACCOM
PANYING DIRECTIONS.
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List No. 5722 5·20 Ibs/acra"

5-20 ibslacro"

5·20 Ibs!acl'o"

M.O_SJ~~...NIBQ!,
1. For cOI)b'oI of mosquito

flC:II1-C:R)pslles:

HabltQt

Marble/Coastal Areas:
Salt marshes, mangroves, estuaries

APPLICAnO!)l DIRECTIONS

OONrlNUEiO

STORAGE AND DISPOSAl.. I
Da not conlaminate water, iood or foed by storaglil or disposaL I
Do not oontamlnats water wh$n disposing of equipment I
INashwllters. .

Pesticide Storage; Store in a cool, dry place. I,
PestIcide Dh;posal: Wastes rellulting Irol'(t the use of this i
p(oduCI may bl'! di~pooed of on sile or at an approved wasle i
disposal facility. :

ContaIner Disposal: Completely empty bag into application I
equipment. ThCiln dispose of ompty bag in a sanitary landfill or ,
by incinera.tion, or II allowed by state and looal authorities, by i
burning. If bUrned. 5tay out of smoke. ' ..._...._ I
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water Bodies:
Natural and manmade aquatic silas such 5-20 Ibaraere"
as lakes.. ponds, rivers. canals and streams

Dormant Rice Fields:
Impounded wlilter in dormant rice fieldS, 5·20 Ibs/aore"
(Fot application only dU(lng the interval
between haNes! and preparation of tM
field for the nl)>et cropping ~ycle.)

Waste Tires:
Tkos stockpiled in dumps, landtills, 20·80 lbs;acf$(11
recyoling planta, and other simifar sites.

(1) .~21b$/WOO sq. !I

• II, For the control of mosquito larvae species· In
agricultural/crop slles where nlO9qUIto breeding QCCl1fll:

Habitats: Rate Range

Rice, pastureslhay fielda, orchards, 5·20 lbS;elcre"
oltrus groves, irrigated crops.

Apply uniformly by Mrial or conventiOnal gtound equipment.
Reapply as needod after 1-4 weeks.

• Mosquito species eHectively controlled by VectoLEl" COr
C!JJiJ~ epp. PsoropllOra coIl/nlb/as
A00c3 vrmms Pwropllotll larox
AOOS5 melan/man Aedes irisefl8tu~

Atldes slimlill1ns Aedeil.~oI!1cilaI'lB

Alldes n!gromllculis Anopllolos quadrlmMulatus
Coquillel/id./a perluroans

"UM hlghsr rates (10 to 20 Ibs/acre) in ereas where extended!
residual conlrolls neCllssary. or In hal>ilals 11aving deep water Qf t;Jen~eI
~urface cover,

Wastewater:
sewage effluent, sewage lagoons, .
oxldQllon ponds. ",eptio altrose, animal
w~sta lagoons. Impounded wastewater
associated wIth fruit and vegetabie
prooossing

Stormwatl;\r/Pl'alnage Systems:IStorm sewers, catch basins, drainage
ditches, relention, dQtQntion and seepage
ponels

4.0

5.0

Potency: This product contains l;iO BslTU/rng or 0.023 Billion
BsITUl1b.

EPA Reg. NO.7:)049·20
EPA Est. No. 33762-IA-001

INOEX:
1.0 Statement ot Practical Treatment
2.0 PrecautIonary Slatements

2.1 Hazs(d to Humans (and Domestic Animals)
2.2 EnVironmental Hazards

3.0 Directions for Use
4.0 Storage and Disposal
5.0 Applioatlon Dlreotlons
6,0 NotIce to User

It
KEEP OUT OF REActl OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
For MEDICA!. and IJ:l.8M.SEOflI Emergentiesmu,y

Call 24 Hours ADay 1·871·315·9819. For All
Other InformaMn Call1-BDO·323-9S97.

\I In Eyes: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water. Gat
medical attention if Irr!lation persL~ts,.

If on Skin: Wash thoroughly with plenty of SOtlp and water.
Gal medical attantion Illrrila.t!on perslst9.

Valent BloSoienoes Corporation

UUI.

II is a violation of FedGll'a1 law to use this produot In a manner
Inconsistent with Its labeling,

ACTIVE fNGREDIENT:
Bacillus sph~t!Jrit.us S6(otype H5a5b, !\train 2962 Technical Powder
(670 BsITUlmg) ....................•...••...... 7.5% w/w
INERT INGREDIENTS ••.•..•. ; . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . .. 92.5% \"JiW

TOTAL 100.0% wlw

Biological Larl1ioid&
Granules

1.0 STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT

2,0 PRECAUTIONARY STATEMEN1'S

2.1 l-IA7-ARDSTO HUMANS AND DO'MESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION

HarMful if absorbed Ih(ough the skin. causes moderate eye
Irritation. Avoid contapt with Skin, ayes or clolhlng. Wash
thoroughly with soap and Willer aflo( handling.

2.2 Environmental Hazards
Do nol contaminate water wnen disposing of equipment
washwatQI<' or rlns<\tQ.

3.0 DIRECTIONS FOR USE

•••••••••••••••••••
=
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-6.0 NOl1CETO USER

SI:LU:R MAKeS NO WARRANTY. CXPRESS OR IMPlJEO,
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR OTHERWISE
CONCERNING THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT OTHER THAN
AS INOICATt:O ON THE LABS- USER ASSUMES ALL RISKS
OF USE, STORAGE OR HANDLING NOT IN STRICT
ACCORDANCE WITH ACCOMPANYING DIRECTIONS.

v....,. SIOSCle:NCl!:S.

";jJ""~;~;~~~~OLOGYWAY
LIBERTYVILLE, ILliOO48 - 000-323·91197
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Suggested Rate Range'

0.2 - 0.5 gallons/acre
2 - 5 literslhecta....

0.35 - 1.0 gallonslaO'e
3.5 - 10 literslhecta....

0.5 - 1.0 gallonslaue
5 -10 Iiterslheda....

0.5 gallons/acre
5 literslhecta....

Fresh water
Examples include ponds and lakes

MIDGE HABITAT

Polluted waters
Examples include sewage lagoons and percolation ponds

f U~high(:r rales.whe~ em;ergent OJ 5u:face vegctatJon is present, d\.le to the wicking actKm of:hc- pnxluct The more vcgl~tatiol1 or the
d!ler Inc vegetation, trw hIgher the rate

.. The lower fales may be us-cd when cnly pt'p.1e are pn..'SCnl.

t. Reapplication is recommended every twn weeks during the midgt, season,

EPA REG NO. 53263-28 EPA Establishment Number 53263-SC-OI

Poly(o~y-l ,2-ethanctiiyll,<t-isooctadecyl-ro-hydroxyl (100%1

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

CAUTION

It is a vlolallon of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with
its labellno. To be used in governmental mosquito control programs, by profes·
slonal pest control operators, or in other mosquito or midge control operations.
This product is for the eonEml of immature mosquitoes and midges in ponds,
lakes, swamps, ditches, floodwater areas and many otber areas where tihev
breed and develop. This product ITkly be used in potable and irrigation ""'afers,
permanent and semi-permanent walers, and in croplands and pastures.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION: Avoiti contact with skin, eves or clothing. Wash t
soap and water alter handling. -

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

'~'. 2000. Cognis ((Jrpnralion 6/2000

COGNIS CORPORATION,
4900 BYE AVENUE
ONONNAJ1, OH 45232-1419
1-800-254-1029

241lOUR EMERGfN(Y PliONE
OiEMIREC 1-800-424-9300

DO NOT CONTAMINATE WATER, FOOD, OR FEED BY STORAGE OR DISPOSAL
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Do not aHow storage containers to rust. Rust contami
nation may clog ~'pray nozzles. Do not aHow product to freeze.
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Wastes resulting from the usc of this product may be
. f0 . facility.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

fGl' information on this pesticide product (including health
roncems." mtdkal emergencies. Of pesticide Incidenb), tall the
National Pesticide lelecommunitations Network at 1.3()0.858-731&

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN
FIRST AID TREATMENT
IF ON 5KIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Get
develops.
IF IN EYES: flush with plenty of.}[:3.~kig$Jf~i1di~w;
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
1-8()O·323·5727

~~l·F1..()RID4t..(lli.hOl a{lplyb'f;H[{;f~l~e)t6Pl. ii'l iti~IO~I~Y. sih.li1ti(;iis.aildwiW
.!1: .3ppr.o...al~f Ihl!' Fh'!t.i/Ji.! t1QPJ."m(Hl1:ofAg~lcoi.llJr~~n.i1 (;oll:l;-anltl 'SNV/Ctll

IN CASE (;)1'l;MERGENCY,CAllJNi"OTRAC1·800-s3!l-S053

FORA .T'H PEliMETHRINm;I$OLVENT l:lIqriloNMTlO
r~~1~~~~l£f1~:~f~,Ml:nIR1NS7%.w1tl"'f(:iUrletn(14) !larts'SJ)!vcmt and~ppJyal

I:'t:".•S~~~ ~---.'-"'.7::""P~7.'.j~-:~7.i'O.·~-~.H-=~""::"":-:'ftH-." ....,F".l.-.. ~...,t>7.~m"":..,.~-:.:...,..•:I-..,-••-'-'I
r g:~~~ t~ 1~:~ ~~~, i.~K
i 000.175 2.Q;f0 £\[1 0.6e l

f.9! nro~t ilPDli;;~rl(jll: 1'i~o}t~i mti !.a!;! ~ppj i.tU.l~n;~ Hlal'~~~' nlJU li;;h,i1P(:<I~l-t \~ i~~ I
~b.Ovc9r~lj.~.IHI:\rtJ imd:nl~l..~~~.~~lJ(li~~.b.il~~.or·!ht'y~lii!i:l'i!: f~i!tl-ft' lO..Wlj{)W.ttll!

r------STOflAGE& DISPOSAL 1
fti~. n"Ot~'(>,~larllmlil>t Willur..Jll«lll'db~\~ by ~~llf,,!~e'cr W"j1O\i.:l1. I
f ~.c~fICIj)t ~TORA.GEANP ~IU•. f1HOCeDURfS~lW:lfl)\''>~'''ici.al·tt11ltii'rilj>~~'t.tl

I

,_._.O._~.__.,__..,~,~I
l

:('·M.~I~I.l~f~(Hlll$el'1:$p~~~Ulm 1J.f!4~r~!a:Wf~tl:. .' . .' .... .1

7t!~i~:'~~~~~9;:~~~;~i~~i~~t·t~r;~,~~~Tr,~~~:;~~iitS ~~~i;~~;;~;\i~t~':~i~it~~~ I
J~~ti~I:';J;l'~l~~:;';~:!~;~~:~~~I~o~~~tlt~?~~:,~:::r~~(f'~j;,:~;~t:~,~~;:~~I~:~~I~;i~:'~;, I

.
;'l."..~,~.I\[l..lt".".~.I!llI[H .. 11l bY.. ".~1~P.I':iI.tir,r.,1)t il',~I~(;W" .•.r.:\.l"~"f!il#..'~.l~J~[!': !,j.•\t"lsr.fliltll«~..r I
11\,'011",1). ~l,W~Il!ol ~1I'>tlk!crr'r.t; iMM:>t~ ~l rilIH..MJ!.3t114t\~lnl ~ !!¥>lllltr Jl;>~fi(,...~J~ld\f:
~1>?I1¢(,~l pr{i,"cc;,;d!~· , ,u...J

i'.. rm.... lhiln
pi:nmdti/te,,,

PIttJm!t!Trln ApptlciUonRQtQ'. FI..~:n"1'4ti~d.Pi"':Y· 1
po",,,dlJ.a;t:.:f: .Ft;. o:JMIIl.· ~~.Ulll 1

5lifpH 1/)MP'H l~l'APH J
O,fJfjl 2.10 tHO 81 000

.D.OO35 1,$$ 2.7.tJ 4,0 045
O:OO!Z~,~~,.......,~=,.=m= S3 L3S 2.0 :;-:?3

FORI:-,.f:9 PERMETHRIN$7ijj~fSOlV~NTolLu.nON R·ATIO
}~i.ll:(I~itP\ P3rl PfRMfrHAINS,'% wlll) n~n"fl:(~lpaH"f,l'>I,ie:fll.aM.8fJ.PlYli1W\i
I{<UuWlfl{jfMcs,

• •.•Pfl~ll.(il):R "t Fl..o~:.tlni.'-.h '..1Ff,o:./Mlrt. .~nl(:r«>

.' . S.~PH 10Mffi
0,007 5AU 107& 1&1

·O,fJfj35 2.70 54[1 O,~}

! tr0017S 1.:m l·tO Ot~......__

MIX'~Z'lfp~r1~'~~~t1lA~rl~tSJ:(g.G~h~F~~s~~'~~~1~~~~tplg~J~n~
tOllowino ~a1M

COrl\llifls pfil'r.t':!llJlJ!l'J distillates.
Cl~!tr>t~~ is'Orii~iS'{iJ,li~~ mjll,-35%("')d~.Ht~1 1ll<:jx, 65"lkj~:.itraO$'.'

Contai.Os.5Ib.lgal. Permethrin

CAUTION
KEEP OUT OF REACH

OF CHILDREN

CLARKE MOSQ\.JlTO CONTROL
PROQUCTS, INC.
159N..GA.RDEN AVENUE

AOSELLE,llUNOIS50172

ACTIVUNGREUltNL
:t'cn~_elhHl; Ij;ri_len~>;ypilenyl)_in\!t{lYI {:.l ci$;
IrcUI:'v3-iZ,2,oII<1lIlin:lh1myl}-Z,?·dimllthyj,
-c,:~~ltitl'(lp;ln(jeal"u_e-X:vlal~ S700"!~

INtRT iN(iHr.{llf.NTS ~ . •• _ , .. ~ .. , , , .• , i!.iOOlJ,.i:

10l1()O\~'

E..P:A: EST. No. a~2E!H.. tl1
EP,\ Reg, No eil;S·44

NET CONTENTS_""__.""",,...

~nmi'f,.:~~IlC'< Ulak~s:·t"!o.·w~·,muih'. e~,t\~~s:ed (H!m-fJh'~~ c~t1.cehl'
irllJ IIW·ll.5fl·l;;; ll\is.ntOllUd o.thePhM il<{H:~'He.(j" (in lrll;:li)tli"l~. at.i~'i;\£

:aa.::;!/rlie!i:·iili't,SIi: IJ~,is~' .,nrii tit Jr'lrl(H:~ltn(l(lb~.ltlillula!wtnm.WHt
;JN1:::F nandj\rl~ is. cor.tnuv t~.ltlt:li)1 to:;U;JctllJns·.

PHYSICAL ORCHl:M1CAL HAZARDS
P<:: ;l(,! ~,~.\! ~f $,lt;:e n;:;;u !!l:J.l (), -:liJ';1l rlalnr,

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
II iil. -ftviolllUon 01 Flil'cicfSI Law to un· this. product 1'1'1 l'I" manner
inco"~1$1('l':l1wUl:1lts' labl'!llng. .

CONDITIONS and RATE;S to USE;
for MOSQUITO CONTROL

FOR A BARRIER SPRAY
!"I:I$ O1!«l;.~,:~:-:, ('!k~:h:~i::r!lr !;d~I;;\r;~1 f'll,I<!;qIlIIO"
!r;i)~ ill;' ~·_~!,lr;).!lW"l~(:':~~"~!Kll ~~ Ld;r;jS'Se
:~'~t:1 ~1~(, \,"n~F': ~~l;,C:~lia(if{$; A&i~.lY.JlnIQ\:.;::1

;i~!:';;'I;~ C:i}'1~ ;~:ll~t;;;~nl~ ;(Hfi~_~;;~~itlji.iii~iil;ft~-'b3~~6-~ij\~Mr;H 'II.:-ciik;;;i] ~pe~lJ
::\:~~l;~l~~::;~~:!:~~~~:~:-;II~~l~I.~(!~:J~:;~:.~'\~:;~:::~~~lr~:~7~~~1:lr;~lJ;;':;~~~:~~JdIU~1

F01 A "!wo i2l MJl~ Per Hour Walkh1g S,PMld And A 50 Foot
Applk.:-allon $wa1i'l-The FQllowino Atc Typic,,' Fle:ld Olh,ttlono.

ft OiZ~ Flnb·he-d
hrin 57"1 ·Oll SPf~'f PliJf Ac.t'"

~£.l):

"175
\2.5

Precautionary Statements
HAZAROS TO HUMANS AND

DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION

1~\::I%~I:~~;i~;\t~~j~;';h:;~~~lti~~~?!1~:",_ill' Awid<:{I~M(iwilh $~;j~, eY€'~ {l(

STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT
l! S"h·J.B'J"'·~'! ¢dll,,\ ~*~'Z\,~I~tll1~P-:J!!i~Ilr.tr"'I~Nl!f,\!nW_{l{1 flOlll1J.1C:,.''IOtfllliolt _ttll&
."r,OU;:lt')llltl'l!l; 'J1::sm¥l~ r-!r~fi}!E':\lm :~j)ly<:nL MP'f~T'(ljl lIlilo;l ;;i~ (l. :!~NH,d
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NET CONTENTS;

For product information Call Toll-Free: 1-800-331-2867

In case of Medical emergencies or health and safety inquiries or in case of fire, leaking or damaged
containers, information may be obtained by calling 1-800-334-7577.

EPA EST. NO_

See Side Panel For Additional
Precautionary Statements

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

FIRST AID
IF SWALLOWED: Call a doctor or get medical attention. Do not indue!) vomiting. Do not give anything by
mouth to an unconscious person. Avoid Alcohol. This product contains aromatic petroleum solvent.
Aspiration may be a hazard.
IF ON SKIN: Wash with soap and plenty of water. Get medical attention.

EPA REG. NO. 432-716

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
• Resmethrin _ _ _ _ _. _ __ 4.14%
"Piperonyl Butoxide Technical .. _. __ _. . 12.42%
INERT INGREDIENTSt: _ _ _. _ _ 83.44%

100.00%

PRECAUCION AL CONSUMIDOR: Si usted no lee ingles, no use este producto hasta que la etiqueta Ie haya
sido explicada ampliamente.
(TO THE USER: If you cannot read English. do not use this product until the lab!)1 has been fully explained
to you.)

'Cis/trans isomers ratio: max. 30% (±) cis and min. 70% (±) trans.
"Equivalent to 9.94% (butylcarbityO (6·propylpiperonyl) ether and 2.48% related compcunds.
IContains Petroleum Distillates.

A READY TO USE SYNTHETIC PYRETHROID FOR EFFECTIVE ADULT MOSQUITO (INCLUDING ORGANOPHOSPHA TE
RESISTANT SPECIES), MIDGE (BITING AND NON-BITING), AND BLACK FLY CONTROL
1"0 BE APPLIED BY MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DISTRICTS, PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS AND OTHER TRAINED PER·
SONNH IN MOSQUITO CONTROL PROGRAMS.

• CONTAINS O.3lb/gal (36 giL) OF SBP-/382 AND 0.9Ib/gal (108 gIL) OF PIPERONYL BUTOXIDE
FOR AERIAL AND GROUND APPLICAnON

Report to the Technical Advisory Board
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Application Rate-FI ozlMin
FI oz/A of

Undiluted Spray
to be Applied

0.007/0.021
0.0035/0.0105

0.00175/0.00525

Treatment Ib ai/A
of Scourge

Wanted
SBp·1382/PBO

Apply when winds range from 1·10 mph (1.6-16.0 kph). Repeat for effec
tive control.

For control of adult flies in residential and recreational areas. apply this
product undiluted at a rate of 178 fI oz/hr (5.26 Uhr) by use of a suitable
ULV generator travelling at 5 mph (8 kph) or at a rate of 356 fl ozlhr (10.53
Llhr) while travelling at 10 mph (16 kph). When spraying. apply across
wind direction approximately 300 ft (91.4 m) apart_

DIRECTIONS FOR AERIAL APPLICATIONS
FOR USE WITH FIXED-WING AND ROTARY AIRCRAFT

DIRECTIONS FOR STABLE FLY, HORSE FLY, DEER FLY CONTROL:
Treat shrubbery and vegetation where the above flies may rest. Shrubbery
and vegetation around stagnant pools, marshy areas, ponds and shore
lines may be treated. Application of this product to any body of water is
prohibited.

Where practical, guide the direction of the equipment so that the dis
charge nozzle is generally maintained at a distance of more than 6 feet
(1.83 m) from ornamental plants and 5·15 feet (1.5-4.5 m) or more from
painted objects. Temperature fluctuations will require periodical adjust
ment of equipment to deliver the desired flow rate at the specified speed
of travel. The flow rate must be maintained to insure the distribution of
the proper dosage of finished formulatiOn.

Spray parks, campsites. woodlands, athletic fields, golf courses. swamps.
tidal marshes, residential areas and municipalities around the outside of
apartment buildings, restaurants. stores and warehouses. Do not spray on
cropland. feed or foodstuffs. Avoid direct application over lakes, ponds
and streams.

Where dense vegetation is present. the use of the higher rates and/or slow·
er speed is recommended.

0.0011710.00351 0.5015 ml 1.5045 ml) 3.0(90 mil

For best results, fog only when air currents are 2-8 mph (3.2-12.9 kph), It
is preferable to fog during early morning and evening when there is less
breeze and convection currents are minimal. Arrange to apply the fog in
the direction with breeze to obtain maximum swath length and better dis·
tribution. Direct spray head of eqUipment in a manner to insure even dis
tribution of the fog throughout the area to be treated. Avoid prolonged
inhalation of fog.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

MICRO-GEN or WHISPERMIST-XL, adjust equipment to deliver fog particles
of 8·20 microns mass median diameter. Consult the following chart for
application rates.

Aerial application should be made preferably in the early morning or
evening. Application should be made preferably when there is little or no
wind.

This product is used in specially designed aircraft capable of applying Ultra
low volume of undHuted spray formulation for control of adult mosqui
toes (including organophosphate resistant species), midges (biting and
non·biting) and blackflies.

READ ENTIRE LABEl FOR DIRECTIONS
For use only by certified applicators or under the supervision of such
applicators. for the reduction in annoyance from adult mosquito infesta
tions and as a part of a mosquito abatement program.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposaL

Storage: Store product in original container in a locked storage area.

Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use ofthis product may be
disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.

Container Disposal: Triple rinse (or equivalent). Then offer for recycling
or reconditioning. or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by
other procedures approved by State and Loca I authorities.

IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA: For use only by local districts or other pUb
lic agencies which have entered into and operate under a cooperative
agreement with the Department of PUblic Heaith pursuant to Section
2426 of the Health and Safety Code.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards To Humans & Domestic Animals

CAUTION .
Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Avoid contact wlth skin,
eyes, or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is aviolation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent
with its labeling.

Environmental Hazards
This pesticide is highly toxic to fish. For terrestrial uses, do not apply
directly to water, to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal
areas below the mean high water mark. Drift and runoff from treated sites
may be hazardous to fish in adjacent waters. Consult your State's Fish and
Wildlife Agency before treating such waters, Do not contaminate water by
cleaning of equipment or disposal of equipment wash waters.

This product is to be used for control of adult mosquitoes (including
organophosphate resistant species). midges (biting and non-biting) and
blackflies by specially designed aircraft capable of applying ULTRA LOW
VOLUME of finished spray formulation or by ground application with non·
thermal or mechanical spray equipment that can deliver spray particles
within the aerosol size range and at specified dosage levels.

NOTICE: This concentrate cannot be diluted in water. Mix well before
using. Avoid storing excess formUlation in spray equipment tank beyond
the period needed for application.

For truck mounted nonthermal ULV equipment similar to l.ECO HD or

ULTRA LOW VOLUME APPLICATIONS
For use in nonthermal ULV portable backpack eqUipment similar to the
Hudson B.P.. mix 70 fI oz (2068 ml) of this product with 1 gal (3.79 l) of
refined soybean oil, light mineral oil of 54 second viscosity or other suit
able solvent or diluent. Adjust equipment to deliver fog particles of 18-50
microns mass median diameter. Apply at the rate of 4.25-8.50 f1 oz of fin·
ished formulation per acre (311-621 mllha) as a 50 ft (15.2 m) swath while
walking at a speed of 2 mph (3.2 kph). This is equivalent to 0.0035-0.0070
lb ai SBp·1382/A (3.92- 7.85 gm/ha) plus 0.0105- 0.0210 Ib ai piperonyl
butoxide techJA (11.77-23.54 gm/ha). Where dense vegetation is present.
the higher rate is recommended.
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Scourge is aregistered trademark of Bayer AG.
SBP-1382 is a registered trademark of Valent BioStiences Corporation.

Do not spray on cropland, feed or foodstuffs. Avoid direct application over
lakes, ponds and streams.

It is not recommended to m<lke <lpplication when wind speeds exceed 10
mph (16 kphl. Repeat applications should be made as necessary. Apply
preferably when tempemwres exceed 50<r (10·C).

May be used as a mosquito adulticide in recreational and residential
areas, and in municipalities, around the outside of apartment buildings,
golf courses, athletic fields, parks, campsites, woodlands, swamps, tidal
marshes, and overgrown waste areas.
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1.5 (45 ml)

3.0 (90 ml)

0.50 (15 ml)

0.75 (22.5 ml)

FI oz/A of
Undiluted Spray

to be Applied

0.0035/0.0105

0.007/0.021

Ib ailA
Wanted

SBP-1382/PBO

0.00175/0.00525

0.0011710.00351

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE
Read the entire Directions for Use, Conditions, Disclaimer of Warranties
and limitations of Liability before using this product. If terms are not
acceptable, return the unopened product container at once.

By using this product, user or buyer accepts the following conditions, dis
claimer of warranties and limitations of Iiabil ity.

CONDITIONS: The directions for use of this product are bel ieved to be
adequate and should be followed carefully.However, because of manner
of use and other factors beyond Bayer Environmental Science's control, it
is impossible for Bayer Environmental Science to eliminate all risks asso
ciated with the use of this product. As a result, crop injury or
Ineffectiveness is always possible. All such risks shall be assumed by the
user or buyer.
DISCLAlMER Of WARRANJlES: BAYER ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE MAKES NO
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE, THAT EXTEND
BEYOND THE STATEMEr.lTS MADE ON THIS LABEl. No agent of Bayer
Environmental Science is authorized to make any warranties beyond those
contained herein or to modify the warranties contained herein. Bayer
Environmental Science disclaims any liability whatsoever for special, Inci·
dental or consequential damages resulting from the use or handling of
this product.

LIMITATIONS Of LlJlBlLI1Y: THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY Of THE USER OR
BUYER FOR ANY AND ALL lOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM
THE USE OR HANDLING Of THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, WAR·
RANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL NOT
EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID, OR AT BAYER ENVIRONMENTAL SCI·
ENCE'S ElECTION. THE REPLACEMENT Of PRODUCT.
@Bayer AG, 2002

Bayer Environmental Science
A Business Group of Bayer CropScience LP
95 Chestnut Ridge Road
Montvale, NJ 07645
S4-12-SL-9/02
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Precautionary Statements
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND

DOMESTIC ANIMALS
Harmful if absorbed through tbe skin. 00 not induce vomiting because of
aspiration pneumonia bazard. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. In case of
contact flush with plenty of water. Wash with soap and water after use. Obtain
medical aUention if irritation persists. Avoid contamination of food and feedstuffs.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Do not contaminate untreated water by cleaning of equipment. Cleaning of
equipment or disposal of wastes must be done in a manner that avoids
contamination of bodies of water or wetlands. This product is toxic to fish. For
terrestrial uses. do not apply directly to water. or to areas where suriace water is
present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Do not use or store near heat or open flame.

It is aviolation of Federal Law to uso t' .
labeling.

USE AREAS: For use in mosquito
residential and recreational areas wi
nllmbers in vegetation surrounding
overgrown areas and golf courses.
IN CALIFORNIA: This product is to be applied by County Health Department, State
Department of Health Services. Mosquito and Vector Control or Mosquito
Abatement District personnel only.
For best results. 'apply when mosquitoes are most active and weather conditions
are conducive to keeping the fog close to the ground. I.e. cool temperatures and
wind speed not greater than 10 mph.

E.PA EST. No. 8329-IL·Ol
EPA Reg. NO.l021·1687·8329

NET CONTENTS

LOT NO.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
3-Phenoxybenzyl-(1 RS. 3RS; 1RS, 3SR)-2,2-dimethyl-3-
(2-methylprop-' -enyl) cyclopropanecarboxylate 2.00%

• Piperonyl Butoxlde, TechnicaL ".. ".............. 2.00%
.. INERT INGREDIENTS ..,............................................ .JtMo~

100.00%
• Equivalent to 1.60% (butylcarbltyl) (6·propylpiperonyl) ether and

.40% "Iated compounds
•• Contains apelroleum distillale
Contains 0.15 pounds otTechnlcal SUMITHRIN'/Gallon and

0.15 pounds Technical Piperonyl Butoxide/Gallon

SUMITHRIN'· Registered trademark 01 Sumitomo Chemical
Company, Ltd.

KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

iately.
onia hazard.

IF IN EYES: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Call a physician if
irritation persists.
IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Remove contaminated clothing and
wash belore reuse. Wash skin with soap and warm water. Get
medical attention If Irritation persists.
IF INHALED: Remove vicllm to fresh air. If not breathing, give
artificial respiration. preferably mouth to mouth.
For Information regarding medical emergencies or pesticide
Incidents, call the International Polson Center at 1·838·740·8712.

DISTRIBUTED BY

CLARKE MOSQUITO CONTROL
PRODUCTS, INC.

159 N. GARDEN AVENUE' ROSELLE. ILLINOIS 60172

NOTICE: Selier makes no warranty, expressed or implied concerning the
lise of this product other than indicated on the iabal. Bwer assumes all
risk ot use andlor handling 01 this material when use andlor handling is
contra!y 10 label instructions.

GROUND ULV APPLICATION
APPLICATION AND DILUTION DIRECTIONS: Consult the following table for
examples of various dosage rates using aswath width ot 300 feet for acreage
calculations. This product should be used in cold aerosol generators capable 01
producing droplets with a MMD of 5 to 25 microns.

Dosage Rate Flow Rates In fluid oz./mlnute at truck speeds of:
Ibs.A.IJacre 5MPH 10MPH 15MPH 20MPH

0.0036 9.3 oz. 16.601 27.901 37.201
0.0024 6.201 12.4 01 18.601 24.801
0.0012 3.101 . 5.201 9.301 12.4 01

ANVIL 2 + 2 ULV may be applied undiluted with a non-thermal ULV portable
"backpack" spray unit capable of delivering particles in the 5 to 25 micron range.
Apply at a walkmg speed 2 mph. making sure that the same amount of A.1. is
applied per acre.
ANVIL 2 + 2 ULV may be applied with suitable thermal fogging equipment. Do not
exceed the maximum rates listed above. May be applied at speeds of 5 to 20 mph.
Prohibition on aerial use: Not for aerial application in Florida unless speCifically
authorized by the Bureau of EnlomQlogy"florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services.

,2ULV
3.001
2.001

0.0012 1.001
Aerial applications should be done by suitable aerial ULV equipment capable 01
producing droplets with an MMD of 50 microns or less with no more than 2.5%
exceeding 100 microns. Flow rate and swath width should be set so as to achieve
1.0 to 3.0 fluid ounces of ANVIL" 2+2 ULV per acre. Both aerial and ground
applications should be made when wind Is less than 10 MPH. For application by
Public Health Officials and personnel of Mosquito Abatement Districts and other
mosquito control programs.
ANVIL 2 +2 ULV cannot be diluted in water. Dilute this product with IIgllt minerai oil
If dilution Is preferred.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
00 not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
STORAGE: Store in a cool. d!)l place. Keep container closed.
CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Triple rinse (or equivalent) then offer for recycling or
reconditioning, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by other
approved state and local procedures.
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: Wastes resulting from the use 01 this product may be
disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.
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Report to the Technical Advisory Board

$ FOR USE BY TRAINED PERSONNEL ONL Y.
• TO BE APPLIED ONLY BY OR UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF PEST CONTROL OPERATORS, MOS.

QUITO ABATEMENT DISTRICTS, PUBLIC HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS AND OTHER TRAINED PER·
SONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR INSECT CONTROL PROGRAMS.

• FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR APPLICATION AS A SPACE. AREA OR CONTACT SPRAY.
• DEPENDENT UPON PESTS TO BE CONTROllED AND THE AREA TO BE TREATED, MAY BEAPPLIED

THROUGH MECHAN/CAL AEROSOL GENERATORS (ULV) OR THERMAL FOGGING EQUIPMENT AS
WELL AS CONVENTIONAL FOGGING OR SPRA YING EQUIPMENT.

• MAY BE USED OVER ALL CROPS.
• THEACTIVEINGREDIENTS AREEXEMPT FROM TOLERANCES WHEN APPLIED TO GROWING CROPS

[see 40 CfR § 180.1001 (b)]

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
+Pyrethrins 5.0%

•..Piperonyl Butoxide, Technical 25.0%
tOTHER INGREDIENTS 70.0%

100.0%

'Equivalent to 20% (butylcarbityl) (6-propylpiperonyl) ether and 5% related compound'.
tContains Petroleum Di,.illate
+Contains 0.367 pounds of Pyrethrins per gallon.

..Contains 1.83 pounds of Piperonyl Butoxide per gallon.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

See Rear Panel For Additional Precautions

EPA REG. NO. 432·1050

NET CONTENTS:

EPA EST. NO.
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FIRST AID
IF SWALLOWED: Call a doctor or get medical attention. Do not induce
vomiting. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.
Avoid Alcohol.

IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air. If not breathing give artificial
respiration, preferably mouth-to·mouth. Get medical attention.

IF IN EYES: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Call a physician if irritation
persists.

IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Get medical attention
if irritation persists.

In case of Medical emergencies or health and safety
inquiries or in case of fire, leaking or damaged containers,
information may be obtained by calling 1·800-471-0660.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

I'estidde Dispo5aI: Pesticide, spray mixture or rinse water that can
not be used according to label instructions may be disposed of on
site or at an approved waste disposal facility.
t:aIaiiMr IIliIpI&II: Triple rinse (or equivalent) then offer for recy
cling or reconditioning, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary
landfill, or by other approved State and local procedures.
CONTAINERS ONE GAllON AND SMAllER: Do not re-use container.
Wrap container in several layers of newspaper and discard in trash.

SPACE AND/OR CONTACT USE AREAS:
Homes POUltry Houses
Horse Barns Schools
Hotels Supermarkets
Industrial Installations Swine Houses
Motels Truck Trailers
Office Buildings Wineries

~
&;1

~
~
III
1=1
~

~

IH

SURFACE SPRAY: As an aid in the control of~ tituU 611II
..... Treat walls, ceilings, mOldings, screens. door and window
frames, light cords and similar resting places.

TEMPORARY REDUCTION OF ANNOYANCE from I1iit!s. IIDtJquiIJIes 6IId
SnulFIftn!IIIttIJI outdoors. The directions for outdoor ground appli
cation noted below will afford temporary reduction of annoyance from

Corrals
Zoos
Parks
Playgrounds

Golf courses
Municipalities
Swine Yards
Feedlots

OUTDOOR USE AREAS:
Recreational areas
Drive-in Restaurants
Drive-in Theaters
Residences
Vineyards

INDOOR USE AS ASPACE SPRAY. DILUTED:
For use in conventional mechanical fogging equipment. to kill I1W!$
Fmit~~ 611II GIIlICr. Cover or remove exposed food and
food handling surfaces. Close room and shut off all air conditioning or
ventilating equipment. Dilute 1 part of Pyrenone 25·5 plus 49 parts of
oil or suitable solvent and mix well. Apply at the rate of 1-2 fl. oz. per
1000 cu. ft. filling the room with mist. Keep area closed for at least 15
minutes. Vacate treated area and ventilate before reoccupying. Repeat
treatment when reinfestation occurs.

PYRENON~ 25-5 Public Health Insecticide is effective in the control of
the indicated insects if the applicator follows directions for use as enu
merated below:
IIIe-arlljJfIrlt
DlIrflics
FmitFl¥s
GIIl/I$
HomRil!S
1IDIwflics
IIt1uRfIIs

ANIMAL QUARTER USE: (cattle barns, horse barns. pOUltry hOUSes,
swine houses. zoos): As a space spray diluted for use in conventional
mechanical fogging equipment to kill ,. ....oiIal!t SmIJII EJ1WrI
IIDIhs 611II GIIlICr. Dilute 1 part of Pyrenone 25-5 Public Health
Insecticide pius 49 parts oil or suitable solvent and mix well. Apply at a
rate of 2 fl. oz. per 1,000 cu. ft. of space above the animals. Direct spray
towards the upper portions of the enclosure. Keep area closed for at
least 15 minutes. Vacate treated area and ventilate before reoccupying.
Repeat treatment when rei nfestation occurs.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
PesIIdde SIDnigI: lind s,. I'l1lr:IIllIInE Store upright at room tem
perature. Avoid exposure to extreme temperatures. In case of spill
or leakage, soak up with an absorbent material such as sand, saw
dust. earth. fuller's earth, etc. Dispose of with chemical waste.

When using in animal quarters. do not apply directly to food, water or
food supplements. Wash teats of dairy animals before milking.

Do not apply as a space spray While food processing is underway.
Except in Federally inspected meat and pOUltry plants, when applied as
a surface spray with care and in accordance with the directions and
precautions given above, food processing operations may continue.
Foods shOUld be removed or covered before treatments. In food pro
cessing areas all surfaces must be washed and rinsed in potable water
after spraying.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards To Humans & Domestic Animals

CAU110N
Harmful if swallowed or inhaled. Avoid breathing spray mist. Avoid
contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and
water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash cloth
ing before re-use. Remove pets. birds and cover fish aquaria before
spraying.

For Product Information Call TolI·Free: 1-800-331-2867

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner incon
sistent with its labeling.

Environmental Hazards
This product is toxic to fish. For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly to
water, to areas where surface water is present. or to intertidal areas
below the mean high water mark. Do not apply when weather condi
tions favor drift from areas treated. Do not contaminate water by clean
ing of equipment or disposal of wastes. Shrimp and crab may be killed
at application rates recommended on this label. Do not apply where
these are important resources. Apply this product only as specified on
this label.
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these pests in public theaters. golf courses. municipalities. parks, play
grounds and recreational areas. Direct application into tall grass.
shrubbery and around lawns where these pests may hover or rest.
Apply while air is still. Avoid wetting foliage. Application should be
made prior to attendance. Repeat as necessary.
In additional outdoor areas (corrals. feedlots, swine lots and zoos),
cover water, drinking fountains and animal feed before use. Treat area
with mist. directing application into tall grass, shrubbery and around
lawns where these pests may hover or rest. Apply while air is still. Avoid
wetting foliage. In zoos, avoid exposure of reptiles to the product.
Repeat as necessary.

FOR USE ON ANIMALS: To protect beef and dairy cattle and horses from
Ht1m~Ht1uJe'- MmqIIjIprsandGiB4dilute 1 part of Pyrenone
25-5 plus 49 parts oil or suitable solvent. mix well and apply a light mist
sufficient to wet the tips of the hair. To control Sl1II*'-IIDneF1i5
andIJ«r11li5on beef and dairy cattle and horses, apply 2oz. per adult
animal. sufficient to wet the hair but not to soak the hide. Repeat
treatment once or twice daily or at intervals to give continued protec·
tion.

USE IN IIDSQlI10 COffJIIOl

Pyrenone 25-5 Public Health Insecticide may be used for mosquito con
trol programs Involving residential. industrial. recreational and agrl·
cultural areas as well as swamps. marshes, overgrown waste areas.
roadsides and pastures where adult mosquitoes occur. Pyrenone 25-5
Public Health Insecticide may be used over agricultural crops because
the ingredients are exempt from tolerance when applied to growing
crops. For best results. apply When meteorological conditions create a
temperature inversion and wind speed does not exceed 10 miles per
hour. The application should be made so the wind will carry the insec
ticida� fog into the area being treated. Treatment may be repeated as
necessary to achieve the desired level of control.

When used in cold aerosol generators that produce a fog with the
majority of droplets in the 10·25 micron VMD range, Pyrenone 25-5
Public Health Insecticide should be diluted with light mineral oil or
suitable solvent (specific gravity of approximately 0.8 at GOOF; boiling
point: 500-840'1'). An N.F. grade oil is prefered.

GROUND APPLICATION: To control adult mosquitoes and all common
diptera, apply up to 0.0025 pounds of pyrethrins per acre (use a 300
foot swath width for acreage calCUlations).

Truck·Mounted ULV Application: The delivery rate and truck speed may
be varied as long as the application rate does not exceed 0.0025
pounds of pyrethrins per acre (use a 300 foot swath width for acreage
calculations).

Backpack Spray Application: Dilute 1 part Pyrenone 25-5 Public Health
Insecticide with 10 parts oil or suitable solvent and apply at the rate of
7 ounces per acre (based on a 50 foot swath. 7 ounces should be
applied while walking 870 feet).

AERIAL APPLICATION (FIXED WING AND HELICOPTER): To control adult
mosquitoes and biting flies, apply up to 0.0025 pounds of pyrethrlns
per acre with eqUipment designed and operated to produce a ULV
spray application.

Report to the Technical Advisory Board

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE
By using this product. user or buyer accepts the following conditions.
disclaimer of warranties and limitations of liability.

cmmrnoNS: The directions for use of this product are believed to be
adequate and should be follOWed carefully. However, because of man
ner of use and other factors beyond Bayer Environmental Science's
control. it is impossible for Bayer Environmental Science to eliminate
all risks associated with the use of this product. As a resUlt, crop injury
or Ineffectiveness is always possible. All such risks shall be assumed by
the user or buyer.

DISCUMR OF_I&THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES. EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR APARTICULAR PUR·
POSE OR OTHERWISE, WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE STATEMENTS MADE
ON THIS LABEL. No agent of Bayer Environmental Science is authorized
to make any warranties beyond those contained herein or to modify
the warranties contained herein. Bayer Environmental Science dis·
claims any liability whatsoever for incidental or consequential dam·
ages, including. but not limited to. liability arising out of breach of con
tract, express or implied warranty (including warranties of mer
chantability and fitness for a particular purpose). tort, negligence, strict
liability or otherwise.

lMTATIONS OF UABIUTY: THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR
BUYER FOR ANY AND ALL LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES RESULTING
FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER IN CON
TRACT. WARRANTY. TORT. NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHER·
WISE, SHALL NOT EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID, OR AT BAYER
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE'S ELECTION, THE REPLACEMENT OF PROD·
UCT.
©Bayer AG.• 2002

8IIJer £nwinJnmenIaII saer-
ABusiness Group of Bayer CropScience LP
95 Chestnut Ridge Road
Montvale, NJ 07645

Py 25·5 PH-SL·9/02 Bayer
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7396-902

PYROCIDE® Mosquito Adulticiding
Concentrate for ULV Fogging 7396

Recommended for use by Commercial or Governmental Mosquito Control Personnel

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Pyrethrins............................................................................................................................................... 5.00%
Piperonyl butoxide, Technical................................................................................................................. 25.00%

OTHER INGREDIENTS :.....---::-:::7::-0.:.;:0::-:Oo:-;:-yo_
100.00%

Equivalent to 20.00% (butylcarbityl) (6-propylpiperonyl) ether and 05.00% related compounds.
Contains petroleum distillate

PYROCIDE® - Registered trademark of McLaughlin Gormley King Co.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
IF SWALLOWED: •

•
IF IN EYES:

IFON SKIN OR
CLOTHING:

IF INHALED:
.7-T,,-..-n e, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if

Q[ rther treatment advice.
ay pose an aspiration pneumonia hazard. Have the product container or label

ri'In;;Jorl\f"'~reatment. For information regarding medical emergencies or pesticide incidents,

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

AZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION
Harmful if swallowed, inha ,r absorbed through skin. Causes eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Avoid breathing
vapors or spray mist. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash before reuse.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

This product is toxic to fish and other aquatic invertebrates. For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface
water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water by cleaning of equipment or disposal of
wastes. Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other waters unless in
accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has
been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying
the local sewage treatment plant authority. For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Do not use or store near heat or open flame.
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EPA Est. No. 1021-MN-2

hr" sand piperonyl butoxide on

emp atures in the area treated, and when the
. adult mosquitoes.

icle or aircraft mounted sprayers, in order to achieve the desired

Net Contents _--,-, _
Manufactured by:

Mc LAUGHLIN GORMLEY KING COMPANY
8810 Tenth Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55427

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product
in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

CONTAINER D SAL: Triple rinse (or equivalent) and offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture and
dispose of in a sanitary landfill or by other approved State and Local procedures.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

'-'==-'''':'':::=:==~Ir''\'t\-'''\:: Wa es resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved

EPA Reg. No. 1021-1569

This concentrate is formulated to be diluted with a suitable oil diluent, such as (but not restricted to) light mi al oil, deodorized kerosene or petroleum
distillate, for use in cold fog aerosol generators.

STO

Best results are expected from application when the meteorological conditi
wind is not excessive. Repeated applications may be made as necess t

This pesticide may be applied with equipment designed and op
per acre objective of not more than .0025 pounds of pyrethri

Back pack application may require a greater rate of
rate of application of active ingredients per acre
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Four·Star™
Bti Briquets 150

NET CONTENTS: 3.5 LBS (1.6 KG) CONTAINS 50 BRIQUETS
EPA R,~ No.: 69504·2 I EPHs!. No.: 39578-TX-1

APPUCAllON TIME
Apply FourStar™ Bti Briquets 150 to known mosquito breeding sites belore, or at any tim' dunng the mosquito
season. Apply FourStar 10 knovm breeding sites when the slies are dry and hrlquels will begin rereaslng Bli when
Booding occur& Undor typical enl'ironmenl~ conditions, one (1) application will conlrol for 150 days or moro. Altarnal'
welting and drying will not reduce hriquet enectiveness. fDurSlar bnquets perlorm optim~ly under shaded condilion,
The active illgrediellt Bti has no effect on mosqllnoes that have reached Ihe pupal or adult stage prior 10 treatment. Allow a
millimum 014B hours lor control.

APPUCATION RATES
For control 01 mosquito larvae, place one (1) briqllel in sites lip to 100 sqllam leel 01 surlace area For large sites, apply
1additional bnqtret for 'ach additional 100 square feet 01 water surface, regardless of waler depth. Wlr,n mosqllito
populalions are high, V1ater is heavily pollut,d, and/or algae are abundant, double the above appRcation ral,.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
00 net contaminate water, food, er feed by storage or disposal.
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Siore in acool, dry place.
PESTICIDE OISPOSAI.: Wastes resullicg from use 01 this product may be d~posed 01 on site or al an apprwied waste
dlsposallacifity.
CONTAINER DISPOSAl.: 00 not reuse emply cartcn or packaging materi~. P,rlorat, IJf crush and discard carton in a
sanitary landill or by Incineralien or, if ~Iowed by stale and local aUlhorllies, by bumin~ If hume~ slay oul of smoke.

NOllCE TO USER
Seller makes no warranty express or implied, of m,rehantahility, litness or otherwise concerning lie use of this product
other than as indicated on the lahel. User assumes all risks 01 US" storage or handling not in strict accordanc, wilh lah,1
instruclions.

WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Seller makes no warranty. express or implie~ concerning the use and handling 01 th~ product olher than indieated on the
lab~. To the fullest extent permitied hy law, buyer assumes all risks 01 us, and handRng olth~ material when such use
and handRng are contrary to lahellnsln~tions.

AIVIays read the label hefore using t~s product.
for product inlormalion, calil-BBB-B4B-7233 or v~it our web site: www.fourslarbti.com

Meridian I.lC, ShervlOod, OR USA
U.S. Palenl Pending

FourSlar"" is aIrademark of M,ridian I.I.C I © 2005 Mendlan ll.C I Made in USA

fSl031UC6R[\'{J50W6
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PRECAUllONARV STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION
Harmful if inhaled. Causes moderate eye irritalion. Avoid contact wilh skin, eyes, or clol~ng. Avoid breathing dusl Wash
thoroughly with soap and waler after handRng and belore ealing, drinking. chcwing gum or using tobacco. Remove and
wash contaminat,d clolling belore reuse.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
00 nel contaminate water when disposing of equipmenl washViater~ 00 not apply to treated, finish'd drinktng water
res,rvolrs or drinking water receptacles when lie water is intended for human consumplion.

FIRST AID

II inhaled • Move person to fresh air.
• il person is nol brealhing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiralion, preferah~ by

mouth to moulh if possible.
• Call ~oison control center or doctor lor trealment advice.

lIons~nor • Take oil co~taminated clothing.
clothing • Rinse skin Immediate~ wilh plenty 01 water lor 15·20 minutes

(. Call poison control center or doctor lor trealrn,nl advic~

II in 'yes • Hold 'ye open and rinse ~owly and genlly wilh Viat,r for 15-20 mlnlltes.
• Remove contaLi lenRes, il present, aiter the first 5minutes, and then conlinue rinsing eyes.
• Call poison control cenler or doctor lor trealrnenl adVice.

Have the produtrt container or label with you when calling apolson control center or doctor, or going for trealmenl You
may also contact 1·BOO-222-1222 lor cmergency medicallrea1menl Informallon.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is aviolation 01 Fed'rallaw 10 apply thiS product in amanner irn:ons~t,nt with its lab,li~

FourSlar™ Bti Briquets 150 is ahighly selective microhlallnsecticide effective against mosquitoes In avadety
of habitets for up to 150 days or more, FnurStar hrlquets release effeclive levels of Bacl//us thunnglens/s sllbspecies
/srae/ens/s (Btl) to tho V1aler surlace over time as the briquet dissolve&
FourSlar can he applied to areas Ihal contain aquatic IIle, fish and plant& FourSlar can be applied to areas used hy
or in contact with human, animals horses, livestock, pels, birds or wildlife. App~ FourSlar to any water siles except
treated, finished water resorvoirs or dnnking water receptacles.

APPUCAllON SITES
Examples of application siles include, bul are notllmiled to: storm drains, catch haslns, underground drainage sysl,ms,
storm water retention areas, detention ponds, ahandoned swimming poola, ornament~ fountains and ponds f~h ponrls,
water gardens, tree holes animal drin~ng trough, standing water, water holding receptacles (old tir,s, urns, IIow,r pnts,
cans and other containers), man made and nalural siles where mosquitoes may develop.
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Report to the Technical Advisory Board

APPENDIX G Technical Advisory Board Meeting Notes
Wednesday, February 21,2007

TAB Members Present:
Dave Neitzel, Chair, MN Dept of Health
Gary Montz, MN Dept of Natural Resources
Karen Oberhauser, University of Minnesota
Roger Moon, University of Minnesota
Robert Sherman, Independent Statistician
Sarma Straumanis, MN Dept of Transportation
Rick Bennett, US Environmental Protection Agency
Robert Koch, MN Dept of Agriculture
Susan Palchick, Hennepin County Dept of Health

TAB Members absent (reviewed copies ofthe draft Operational Review):
Steven Hennes, MN Pollution Control Agency
Terry Schreiner, US Fish & Wildlife Service
Larry Gillette, Three Rivers Park District

MMCD Staff in attendance:
Jim Stark, Nancy Read, Stephen Manweiler, Carey LaMere, Michael McLean, Sandy Brogren,
Mark Smith, Janet Jamefeld, John Walz, Kirk Johnson

Guests:
Melissa Kemperman, MN Dept of Health

Welcome and call to order - 12:32 pm Chair Dave Neitzel (DN) introduced Jim Stark (1S),
new Executive Director ofMMCD.

Welcome and opening remarks from Executive Director James R. Stark

Jim described his background with MMCD, working as an inspector and foreman, his work in
vector control in San Diego, then back at MMCD as a field supervisor, public relations manager,
and Executive Director since May 2006.

As Executive Director, he will continue emphasis on communications and hopes TAB members
have appreciated monthly Director's Reports. He also encouraged TAB members to give him
feedback.

Jim described how the team concept originated at MMCD in 1994, in the wake of staff
reductions, and how it is functioning now. We currently have 14 teams, many cross-functional,
so it possible for employees from many physically separated facilities to share knowledge and
expertise. Our interim Executive Director, Morris Anderson, encouraged MMCD to look at
longer-range planning, and as part of the Management Team established MMCD Strategic
Objectives. These provide a good framework for our discussions today.
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MMCD Strategic Objectives

1. Expand treatment capacity and efficacy through improved strategies, techniques and
products

2. Ensure the environmental impacts of treatment are minimized
3. Improve outreach and notification processes
4. Reduce the incidence of mosquito and tick-borne disease through education, monitoring,

inspection and treatment
5. Ensure that service area facilities and staff are sufficient to meet and carry out the

mission
6. Ensure a balance between the expectations of citizens and the cost of service

Jim also discussed the District's strategic growth plans for the coming years. Supported by the
Commission, MMCD plans to provide larvicide services District-wide by 2010.
This long-term planning will help direct goals and provide a framework for the District's teams.

Jim also outlined Director's Initiatives which include using strategic planning, enhancing
relations with elected officials, and with USF& Wand DNR, and a reduced reliance on adult
control, mainly by expanding larval control. Until we can get District-wide larval control we will
still need adult control in many areas, but we are taking major steps to provide expanded larval
control and this is one of Jim's major initiatives.

Karen Oberhauser (KO) asked what was meant by border-to-border larval control. Does that
mean every site? Jim said that we want to have at least some control in each area, may have to
adjust thresholds in some areas, but by 2010 we want to get to all townships. KO - So there will
ee an increase monitoring as well as control? JS - yes, treatments in response to reaching
threshold.

Roger Moon (RDM) continued the discussion by asking what's driving MMCD's shift away
from adulticiding. Is it cost? JS - no, it's cheaper to do adult control. Reasons include:
environmental sensitivity and efficacy, trying to stay on the cutting edge, and a belief in the
District that larval control the right way to go.
Robert Sherman (RS) asked if adulticiding helps control mosquitoes where people are and if
there are areas where you can do larviciding to handle movement of population.
JS - There will always be edge areas. We'll try to follow where human population growth is. BS
- what ifrequests for treatment come from farther away, outside metro? JS - This may be
something that will be an issue, but MMCD is not funded to do treatments outside the District.
KO - It would be very helpful to add more about MMCD's growth plan in the TAB document,
perhaps the preface.

Chair Dave Neitzel began the introduction ofthe District's 2006 overview with a round of
introductions of TAB members and MMCD staff

2006 Season Overview - Sandy Brogren (SB) reviewed portions ofthe report that described the
rainfall and mosquito numbers. 2006 started with a warm, wet spring and a sizeable peak in both
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Report to the Technical Advisory Board

spring and floodwater species. Subsequent low rainfall, along with control efforts, resulted in
lower levels of floodwater mosquitoes later in the year. Cattail mosquitoes did go up somewhat,
and actually were more abundant than floodwater species. This low level of mosquitoes was also
reflected in customer calls.

RDM - Were calls and sweep net samples not tracking that closely? SB and Mike McLean
(MM) noted that lots of events in June actually drive some of the June calls. RS observed that
sometimes people get annoyed by relatively few mosquitoes and that numbers have to get low
before they think it's ok. Gary Montz (GM) said he would prefer to split out event calls from
annoyance "I'm getting bitten" type. MM - sometimes those are actually mixed, they say
"mosquitoes are real bad, and by the way I have an open house". RDM - can you structure
interview of call? Susan Palchick (SP) -they may say both anyway and having an upcoming
event doesn't negate that they have an annoyance problem. RDM - maybe change to "service
request". BS - is there a recording MMCD makes if it can't provide service? Maybe MMCD
provide brochure or info on alternatives. MM - we have a list of private contractors that we can
suggest; also if we get a lot of calls from a particular area there's more apt to be a treatment (and
sometimes neighbors know this). Rick Bennett (RB) asked ifthe response to these calls involves
adulticiding. So, increasing larviciding should reduce this? JS - yes, we also try to tell them
various ways to reduce problems - trimming, remove water-holding containers, use repellent.
KG - this is a small number of calls relative to population. Melissa Kemperman (MK) - does
this affect where you do adult treatments? SB and JS - we usually know where problem areas are
from sampling, but also take calls into account. Much adulticiding, however, is targeted for
vector control rather than call-based.

Vector-borne Disease - Kirk Johnson (KJ) discussed implications of the extreme weather in
2006. He started by describing West Nile virus (WNV) activity statewide and in the metro area.
The number of birds and mosquito pools testing positive was very high this year. Weekly mean
temperatures were higher than average for a number of weeks. Populations of wetland-based
vectors were probably reduced by the hot, dry weather, but species such as Culex restuans and
Culex pipiens in storm water structures did well. This was the first year we had enough positive
mosquito pools to evaluate minimum infection rate (MIR). Kirk presented a graph ofthese
showing a small spike in MIR early in the year, plus a large peak later in the year starting at the
end of July through end of August (MIR calculated based on total number of mosquitoes in
pool). MIR was still much lower here than in many areas with human epidemics. MIR was also
compared with estimated onset dates for human cases in the District; most were after the large
peak in mosquito MIR.

DN - how much of the Culex tarsalis MIR line is from the one trap at Post Road? KJ - said he
could check, but he thought it was about half. RDM - is Coquillettidia perturbans really
carrying or picking WNV up from others? KJ - there were no other positives collected in that
trap that night.

KJ continued, pointing out a possible relationship between higher temperature periods and
increased MIR, and showing infection rates in birds as well as calls reporting dead birds. Media
reports probably also were related to increased number of calls. KJ discussed possible reasons
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why human case rates, although they increased with the increased mosquito and bird infections,
did not result in a major epidemic.
RDM - appreciates the additional information. Table 2.2 in the report has some of the same
information. He suggested adding calculated MIRs to the table; all species were about 2 per
1000. KJ - this year the species were similar too.

Tick-borne Disease Update - Janet Jamefeld (JJ) presented data that will be available in the
upcoming tick distribution study to be distributed soon. From 1990-1997, we observed some
year-to-year variability. Starting in 1998 tick abundance begins to climb with elevated averages
in 2000 and beyond. In 1998, some had predicted EI Nino and related weather would result in
increased tick numbers. In hindsight, it was the beginning of an increasing population. Recent
collections have also had higher percentage Ixodes. Starting in 1999, we also found Ixodes
scapularis at more sites throughout the District as well, and recently increased numbers in areas
south of Mississippi River, especially Dakota County. Human cases have gone up statewide, not
as much in the metro area but also increasing. Also, HGA is increasing statewide and in the
metro area.

Black Fly Control Update - John Walz (JW) - as with mosquitoes, weather affected river
levels and black fly populations. Significantly less treatment was required, and the Minnesota
River did not make threshold and thus was not treated at all this past year for the first time.
Treatments are made "border-to-border" throughout District. Non-target monitoring has also
continued and results are submitted to DNR when completed.
KG - what species are evaluated? How are communities of species evaluated? JW - we get
caddis flies, midges, mayflies, some stoneflies. KG - control doesn't affect Diptera? GM - one
species ofmidge was occasionally affected (Tanytarsini), and the DNR did have MMCD do a
stonefly productivity study years ago, no impact. Robert Koch (RK) - are we looking at direct
effects only? GM - stonefly productivity study was looking more at indirect effects. Filter
feeding caddis flies would be competitive with black flies. RM - impacts are small? GM - can't
see any impacts, except on black flies. RDM - one could ask if you extended treatment farther
upstream, would you see more effect? JW - could see more effect on black flies. RDM - so
sweeps show effective control? How many of sweep nets above the annoyance threshold? JW,
Carey - may be higher in Anoka Co. RDM indicated he would like to see geographic distribution
map similar to mosquitoes.

(Break)

Operational Strategies - 2007 Plans: Stephen Manweiler (SM) - Discussed history of
evaluating sites that frequently produce floodwater mosquitoes, and using pre-hatch treatments to
expand capability for control. Helicopter use strategy was also evaluated in 2006 and improved
to enable more efficient control. He described the color-coded site prioritization strategy that is
used to help field staff target control to the most productive sites and use resources most
efficiently.
BS - It seems like the most important sites to inspect are yellows, blue you know aren't
breeding, red you know are? SM - red also is used to denote sites for which we need more
breeding information. In trying to do multiple things simultaneously, we considered a
combination rank but found it too complicated to work.
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SM continued by showing how well the District is doing at making it to the sites selected for
sampling and treatment after a major rainfall that would trigger a floodwater mosquito hatch. In
2006 we reached more "red" sites than we did in 2005 but there is still room for improvement. A
larger percentage of red air-treatment sites were breeding than were yellow or blue; not as much
difference in ground-treated sites, so there is probably more opportunity to improve rankings.
Also, MMCD chose to check some sites that had been treated with pellets for many years to
confirm that they were likely to breed and were a good use of pellets.

SM also discussed the MMCD strategy for catch basin treatments and efforts that have been
taken to reduce effort required. In 2006 a test of bicycle-based treatments showed that this could
be more efficient in areas with a high density of catch basins, such as St. Paul. One of the field
offices also evaluated storm water regulator structures and found that many were breeding
habitat for Culex vector species, and MMCD is expanding efforts to map and treat these.

For cattail mosquito control, we examined ways to expand control without a major increase in
cost, so we looked at some less expensive control materials. We found Altosid XRG sand
provided control as effective as Altosid pellets. MMCD will expand testing and use this material.
We also plan to continue testing of alternative materials for catch basin treatments and
stormwater structures.

BS - if you go to a red site, do you usually get mosquitoes? SM - in air sites, about 80%, ground
sites, 50%. BS- is this predictable? If so, you may not need to inspect any more. SM - for air
sites, we are using some of that information to choose which sites should be treated with pre
hatch.
RDM - this is neat stuff, good advance work. Is there a concern about combining need to inspect
and need to treat? Also, is site size incorporated in prioritization? If not, it should be. SM - It is
prioritized in that larger sites are air sites, smaller are ground.
KO - what about question of resistance, if you are treating same sites with same material every
year? Any thought given to alternating treatments? SM - more thought is given to how to detect
resistance; Bli literature shows pockets tend to develop, and we could look at effectiveness data
that we collect and check for poor control. Also there is a lot of area treated only once per year
and many areas not treated at all. KO - your restraint in not doing prophylactic treatment seems
like a wise strategy, more non-treated sites help limit development of resistance. This is similar
to the refuge strategy people are using with Bt com.

AgNav Update - Mark Smith (MS) described current aerial applications and showed an
example of the paper maps used to direct the pilots. In the past we have depended on the pilots to
report which sites were treated. In recent years we have been using handheld GPS units to track
areas treated. Our helicopter contract now includes the requirement to have GPS guidance and
tracking units, which we are incorporating into aerial operations. In 2006 initial testing was done
and the systems will be used more widely in 2007. This system involves field staff making
digital map files of sites to be flown and giving those to the pilot so they have the boundaries for
guidance as they make treatments. Pilots will download tracks and give these to field staff to
show where they have treated.
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Chair DN recommended that we move forward to later items on the agenda. Nancy Read stated
that the Public Opinion Survey results were included in the report and anyone with questions or
comments should contact her.

Permethrin Research - Stephen Manweiler (SAM) summarized previous research on
permethrin and non-target insects, focusing on what happens to permethrin on the surface of a
treated plant and its effect on herbivores. The studies suggest that ingestion of all of the leaf
results in more exposure, but it does not seem to move within the plant. Another study showed a
possible protocol for evaluating the effectiveness of barrier treatments on reducing human-biting
mosquito activity. This was used as a basis for developing permethrin efficacy study protocols.
In 2006, we set up a trial with pairs of small woodlots treated for Aedes triseriatus. The dry
weather limited data collection, but were able to collect a small amount of data, as reported in
TAB report p. 45. Results suggest that permethrin treatment was effective on the first day and
probably ended between two and six days after treatment. We plan to repeat these tests in 2007
and expand sampling methods in each trial. Also, we will use more traps (2-3) per woodlot.
BS - from homeowners point of view, if you wanted to protect your yard, would this work or
would you need a larger space to prevent invasion? RDM - basic design of the study is good, get
lots of woodlot pairs. RK - you are only doing 8 pairs? Could you measure various things about
canopy, look at covariates? SAM - We could get more pairs. Also, we want to look at what site
types are most common, and where we do more treatments.

Discussion - BS - We present you with many challenges, things still get better every year. The
TAB report is full of useful information. He suggested MMCD consider storing these ideas and
producing monographs and/or reports. RDM - these stay on website indefinitely? The latest two
years are on the website, the others are available upon request. JS - we share the TAB report
with other districts. BS - make sure it's available to broader audience.
RDM - saw more analysis at this meeting than in the report. Is it because of a lag between report
production and meeting date? Did you guys create all this new stuff in the last 2-3 weeks? RDM
would like to see more of the information in print beforehand so the TAB can better evaluate it.
GM - please don't forget to allow at least 2 weeks lead time SP - MMCD could possibly send
out updates after the printed draft version of the TAB is sent out. KO - is there a way to give
TAB members access to presentations before meeting? RDM - MMCD could send pdf versions
of the presentations.
SAM - what if we send PowerPoint's a week before? RDM - There is also a problem that some
stuff in printed draft TAB report had changed prior to the meeting. Is there a way to mark which
parts are likely to change? SP - some of the "late-breaking" stuff is the most important - if it's
worth presenting today, it's worth getting out soon enough for TAB to review. RDM - This all
comes back to what is TAB is supposed to be doing. He suggested focusing TAB presentation
more on what MMCD wants input on, less on data and review of what MMCD has done. JS
when TAB has new members, we want to balance introducing new members to what we're
doing. BS - hope this also makes MMCD feel better about what staff are doing. KO - I had
many more questions I would have liked to have asked, but ran out of time. DN - agreed that it
would be helpful to focus meeting on things that are changing. JS - hopefully TAB members
receiving regular Director's reports will help keep you updated. SP - we've never ended these
meetings on time, would be good if we could use a mechanism such as the Directors Reports to
keep up to date on District activities
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MOTION - "The TAB commends the District on using cutting-edge technology and methods
and recommends that MMCD continues to explore new applications of information technology
to improve District programs."

Motion passed without dissent.

Chair DN recommended that additional questions be addressed directly to staff.
Meeting adjourned 3:45 p.m.

Next Chair: Robert Koch, MN Dept of Agriculture

TAB meeting note additions suggested by members:

Graph of weekly mean temperatures (reference to TAB report location? Like permethrin
reference?)
Graph of positive mosquito pools/infection rates per KJ presentation.
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